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Editorial 
https://doi.org/10.51897/interalia/THMW8409 
 
 
 

As we set out to publish an international issue, we asked our prospective contri-
butors and ourselves what international means in times when all around the 
globe various legitimizing strategies were used to justify reinventing the sovereign 
nation state. If there ever was anything like a transnational promise or a plane-
tary utopia, it seemed to be fading away. But did that also mean that homo-
nationalism was flourishing? Or had queer learned its lessons and was it now 
contributing to reimagining the international? Countable or uncountable, the 
International? Capitalized, or not?   
 
Most contributors to this issue approach a queer international in a dominant 
but heterogeneous language, which is simultaneously hegemonic and diasporic, 
spread out and continuously morphing. While not neglecting native English 
speakers, we have encouraged those for whom English is a second, third, or fourth 
language, and who enjoy the struggle of doing queer theory and politics in 
tongues so far neither translated into the international discourse nor recognized 
as relevant for democratizing, or rather, decolonizing global queer relations.    
 
Not wishing to hypostasize the international, contributors to this issue have 
broken down inter-national’s two elements, with the result that international 
often transformed itself into transnational. Giving up the idea of one world the 
way we gave up the first, second, and third world, in favour of processes of 
worlding, is meant to rupture fantasies of superiority in its various guises. Yet, 
it remains an open question how to address and challenge hierarchies that 
organize local and global relations, and do not spare queer politics and 
socialities.  
 
In this issue: 
 
Katherine Fobear writes about two transgender refugees in Vancouver who are 
subjected to a bureaucratic regime which exacts conformity to its expectations 
as the same time as it provides refuge. These refugees find a space in which to 
bear witness to their sense of belonging to the worlds they have left behind and 
the place to which they came not just with words, but also with snapshots which 
they take. 
 
Andreas Athanasiades writes about an island divided between two nation states 
and a society divided in other ways, including by homophobia, but whose com-
plex relationalities were reconfigured in a performative way in the first-ever Cyprus 
Pride march in 2014, which delivered a powerful political and affective change. 
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Tyrone Grima describes a recent performance queering the figure of the Roman 
Catholic saint Francis of Assisi, in which public nakedness, a kiss, and the saint’s 
stigmata are read as indicative of his non-normative identity. 
 
Sindhu Rajasekaran writes about Chudamani Raghavan’s novella Yamini (1960), 
whose eponymous heroine’s asexuality is interpreted as a form of precolonial desire 
which is not orientated toward the body but is instead a desire of the mind; this 
queering reinterpretation of desire has a decolonial valence, as it metaphorically 
wrests India itself from its position of a coveted passive object. 
 
Rita Müller offers an excerpt from her longer dissertation on art performances 
hosted by a now-defunct Warsaw club Le Madame, founded in 2003, which the 
local authorities shut down in 2006 despite community protests. Müller describes 
two performances (one of which took place in M25, a club located across the 
river from Le Madame), arguing that these events and spaces served as instances 
of what Peter Lamborn Wilson (Hakim Bey) termed Temporary Autonomous 
Zones. 
 
Writing in Polish, Mathias Foit looks at the queer past of places in interwar 
Germany which became part of Poland after the Second World War. He engages 
with previous critique of metronormativity to argue that de-emphasizing the 
importance of cities to queer lives – as distinct from queer lives in rural places 
– must be further nuanced to accurately reflect localized and historical speci-
ficity. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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“How Can You Put This All Down in One Story?” 
Transgender Refugees’ Experiences of Forced 
Migration, Border Crossings, and the Asylum 
Process in Canada Through Oral History  
and Photovoice 
Katherine Fobear 
https://doi.org/10.51897/interalia/OEQG9994 
 
 

abstract 
Research on asylum experiences for sexual and gender minority refugees has increased 
within the past decade. However, even within this growing body of research and critical 
commentary, the voices of transgender (trans) refugees and their particular experiences 
navigating migration and asylum processes can sometimes be overlooked or lost within 
the larger subject of queer refugee experiences. Exploring the individual experiences of 
trans refugees can help scholars to further understand how gender identity and sexual 
orientation are regulated in migration and settlement. This article focuses on the narra-
tives and photovoice of two trans refugees in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. 
Canada offered them relief from the state and social persecution they were experiencing 
in their countries of origin. Yet, they also experienced hyper-regulation by the Canadian 
state that caused them to be detained and interrogated by the Canada Border Services 
Agency (CBSA) as well as fear and silencing in their asylum hearings by the Immigration 
and Refugee Board (IRB) of Canada. Their experiences reveal how trans individuals are 
both hyper-regulated and marginalized by asylum and immigration processes in Cana-
da. These government processes work to reinforce heteronormativity and the gender 
binary in which trans asylum seekers are marginalized. 
 

keywords 
refugee studies, transgender studies, oral history, border imperialism, cisnormativity 
 
 
 
The amount of research on individuals claiming asylum based on sexual orienta-
tion and gender identity in Canada has increased throughout the past ten years 
(Llewellyn, 2017: 1120; Kahn and Alessi, 2017: 22-24). The work being produced has 
done much to destabilize xenophobic representations of sexual and gender 
minority refugees as bogus or potentially dangerous migrants. This work has 
also challenged the homonationalist framing of Canada as inherently progressive 
and accepting of sexual and gender minorities, pointing out ongoing xenopho-
bia, racism, and transphobia in immigration policies and societal treatment 
(Llewellyn, 2017). However, even within this growing body of research and critical 
commentary, the voices of gender minority or trans1 refugees and their parti-
cular experiences navigating the Canadian migration and asylum processes can 

Katherine Fobear  
California State University,  

Fresno 

https://doi.org/10.51897/interalia/OEQG9994
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sometimes be overlooked or lost within the larger subject of queer refugee 
experiences. Understanding the individual experiences of trans refugees can 
help scholars to further reveal how gender identity and sexual orientation are 
regulated in Canadian migration and settlement (Nash, 2011).  
 
This article focuses on the oral history and photovoice of two trans refugees in 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Tiffany is a transwoman from Asia who 
came to Vancouver in 2014 and successfully gained asylum in 2014. June2 is a 
transman from Asia who came to Vancouver in 2012 and successfully gained 
asylum in 2013. Their persecution was inherently tied to social gender norms 
that caused them to be objectified and experience violence. Canada offered them 
relief from the state and social persecution. Yet, they also experienced hyper-
regulation (Spade, 2015) by the state that caused them to be detained and inter-
rogated by the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) as irregular entries 
susceptible to deportation. Furthermore, they encountered fear and silencing in 
their asylum hearings due to the limited scope and the Immigration and Refugee 
Board (IRB) of Canada’s imposed heteronormative and cisnormative narratives 
of what it means to be a gender minority and experience persecution on the 
basis of gender identity. Their narratives reveal how trans individuals are both 
hyper-regulated and marginalized by asylum and immigration processes in 
Canada. These government processes work to reinforce heteronormativity and 
the gender binary in which trans asylum seekers are marginalized.  
 
The stories collected come from a 2012-2016 study with lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
and trans refugees living in Vancouver, British Columbia. The research consisted 
of ethnography, oral history and participatory photography, also known as 
photovoice. The ethnographic portion consisted of my three years working as 
an asylum and settlement volunteer for Rainbow Refugee, a non-profit organiz-
ation based in Vancouver, dedicated to assisting those claiming asylum on the 
basis of sexual orientation, gender identity, and HIV status. As a volunteer I 
supported claimants through the refugee process, served as a witness to their 
hearings, and helped to address their daily needs of housing, food, and other 
forms of support.  
 
Tiffany and June worked with me over the period of two years, during which I 
recorded their oral histories of migration and settlement in Canada. Tiffany and 
June later participated in a photovoice portion of the project in which they used 
a digital camera to explore their experiences of migration and settlement in 
Canada. Oral history interviewing was used in order to provide opportunity for 
the participants to expand and reflect on their experiences of migration. The 
personal narratives collected from long and extended oral history interviews 
provide insight into how refugees make sense of their worlds and how they 
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perceive the impact of social, political, and cultural change in their everyday 
lives. In its ability to allow the participant to narrate their story, oral history can 
serve as a counternarrative to the restrictions often imposed on refugees when 
sharing their story either through the asylum process or through state media. 
Usually a linear narrative of the person fleeing oppression from a “backward” 
country of origin and finding freedom and opportunity in their more “enlightened” 
and progressive Western country of settlement, regardless if this is their reality 
or not. Oral history provides space for more complicated and contradictory 
experience of migration and settlement that are not so linear. In the oral history 
interviews, each participant provided a life narrative of their experiences in their 
country of origin, their migration to Canada, the refugee process, and what 
happened afterwards. Participants sat for two to three oral history interviews, 
lasting one to two hours. Participants would then receive a copy of the oral 
history transcript and audio recording, which we would both go over and edit if 
necessary. Participants had final approval over the completed transcript.  
 

Twenty LGBT+ refugees participated in the oral history portion of the project. 
Of these, ten participants completed the photography or photovoice portion of 
the project. I wanted another opportunity for the participants to document and 
express their experiences of migration and settlement in Canada. Photovoice 
provided an avenue for participants to creatively document their experiences 
and feelings beyond the text, allowing for greater complexity and contradictions. 
The participants were given access to a camera and were responsible for deciding 
what photographs were produced and the meanings behind them. The only 
request I made was that the photographs would speak to the participants’ experi-
ences of migration and settlement, especially in regards to their feelings or expe-
riences around “home” and “belonging.” The project was open to the participants 
in terms of how they wanted to frame “home” and capture it in their pictures. 
At the introductory meeting and throughout the picture-taking period, I talked 
with the participants about how they would go about taking pictures that 
represented their stories of migration and experiences of home and belonging. I 
was interested in how they then interpreted these themes through their choice 
and design of pictures. After the photographs were taken, I sat down with each 
participant and interviewed them about the meanings and messages attached 
to them. Participants curated their photographs, much like their oral histories, 
focusing on specific parts of their immigration experience as well as what home 
and belonging means to them. Using oral history and photovoice allowed the 
participants to reflect critically together and circle back to key points or insights 
about their experiences and narrative constructions of home. 
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In total the project involved oral histories of five transgender refugees; however, 
Tiffany and June were the only participants who completed both the oral history 
and the photovoice portions of the research. Both Tiffany’s and June’s experi-
ences of migration and settlement are unique and should not be seen as repre-
senting all gender minority refugees’ experiences. Like all incoming asylum 
seekers, they came with their own privileges and specific social locations. While 
there are limitations in focusing on two individuals’ stories, much of what Tiffany 
and June experienced and had to navigate is shared by many incoming gender 
minority asylum seekers within North America. Examining their stories provides 
an opportunity to place trans refugees’ voices at the center of inquiry and 
critique. This article is therefore structured around Tiffany’s and June’s narra-
tives. As the author, I hold interpretative authority and responsibility for select-
ing and structuring what is shown in this article. The research produced six 
hours of recorded oral history interviews and thirty-eight photographs created 
by Tiffany and June. Out of this wealth of data, only eight photographs and a 
small selection of oral history excerpts are exhibited. Photographs and narra-
tives were selected for the purpose of guiding the reader through Tiffany’s and 
June’s experiences of migration, as well as serving as touchstones to address 
larger systems of power and control imbedded in Canada’s immigration system.  
 
The first section focuses on their experiences in their countries of origin and 
what led them to want to make asylum claims in Canada. This leads into the 
next section, which addresses June’s and Tiffany’s experiences of crossing into 
Canada and encountering the CBSA. In this section, I explore how immigration 
processes work to hyper-regulate and make hyper-visual incoming trans and 
queer bodies in order to detain, interrogate, and attempt to deport them. Hyper-
regulation refers to additional regulation placed on LGBT+ as well as non-white 
migrants by Canada’s policies and state actors in order to further deter and limit 
their mobility and access to asylum, immigration and citizenship. Hyper-regulation 
goes beyond the standard rules and policies for all incoming migrants through 
the use of carceral border enforcement targeting non-white and LGBTQ+ 
migrants. Hyper-visibility refers to how gender and sexual minority migrants are 
heavily surveyed by the state, especially at the border. The third section follows 
Tiffany’s and June’s experiences of the Canadian asylum process, starting from 
the basis of claim and following through to the refugee hearings. Both Tiffany 
and June were successful in their asylum claims and had relatively positive and 
affirming experiences in their refugee hearings. Yet, even with these successful 
outcomes, they experienced pressure to conform to heteronormative and cisnor-
mative scripts and experienced fear of being misunderstood or misrecognized 
by the IRB deciding members. The final section addresses the pitfalls in docu-
mentation and access to health and housing services for trans asylum claimants 
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and refugees. I look at how the inability for trans refugees to have their Cana-
dian government-issued IDs match their gender presentation and identity only 
compounds the restricted access to resources critical for survival. I wrap this 
article up with questions raised from Tiffany’s and June’s narratives and the 
need for further research. 
 

“I don’t have too many memories because it was so sad”: 
Tiffany’s and June’s experiences before coming to Canada  

Tiffany’s story of making a refugee claim in Vancouver is as much about crossing 
gendered binary borders as it is about crossing national borders. Tiffany was 
born in a country in East Asia3. In her final year living abroad for university, 
Tiffany began taking hormones to start her gender transitioning. Her country of 
origin would not renew her passport abroad, and Tiffany was forced to return 
to her country in order to complete her military service. 

Once she arrived in her country of origin, Tiffany tried to get exemption from 
service as a transwoman. The picture below and her oral history describes the 
obstacle she faced trying to get this exemption from the military.  

 
Tiffany: I went to the mili-
tary all dressed up. I had to 
meet with the officer there. I 
wore a wig and shoes. I put 
on makeup. Even [when 
studying abroad] I didn’t go 
out in a dress. But, for my 
life, to survive, I decided to 
go out in a dress with all 
makeup and wig. 
  
The officer looked at me. I 
showed him my hormone 
medication. I showed him 
the doctor notes… I 
explained to him that I was 
transgender. But, he told me 
that I couldn’t be exempt. I 
didn’t have the documents 
from the mental hospital.  

 
I asked the officer for an extension so that I could get the docu-
ments from the mental hospital. But, the officer said that in order 
to be exempt I needed to have surgery. I wouldn’t be exempt 
unless I removed my penis and get a vagina. I didn’t want to do 
that. I don’t know if I even want to do it now. But, I didn’t want 
to do that in my country. I was so devastated.  
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I don’t have too many memories because it was so sad. I went home and cried. So, 
after that, I decided to make a refugee claim. (Tiffany, interview, 24 February 2015)  
 

After reading online about a transwoman in her country getting asylum in 
Canada, Tiffany chose to travel to Canada to claim asylum. She managed to 
convince her mother to support her decision in order to avoid military service. 
Tiffany did not tell her mother that she would be making a claim as a trans-
woman, only as someone not wanting to serve in the military. 
 
Similarly, June’s story involves crossing not only national borders, but also 
gender borders. June grew up in a wealthy middle-class family in Asia. June never 
fully identified with the gender assigned to him at birth and always felt that he 
was somehow different from his sister and other girls. He hated the gendered 
expectations that were placed on him by his family and society.  
 

June: The first time I learned about transgender and made that connection to myself 
was at my art school in the United States. ‘Cause I make a lot of art about myself 
and I was making art as a gay guy. Yeah, and I talk about my art at the class, and 
people talking about transgender stuff, and that’s how I connected the dots together. 
(June, interview, 16 November 2013) 
 

June attended art school in 
the United States. While still 
living in the United States, 
June revealed to his mother 
and sister that he was trans-
gender. June’s mother and 
sister promised to keep his 
gender identity a secret from 
June’s father out of concern 
that he would stop financially 
supporting June. During 
June’s last year of art school, 
his mother paid for him to 
undergo top surgery4. 

 
As June’s final year of art school was ending, he was unable to find a job that 
would sponsor him to stay in the United States. Returning to his country of 
origin was devastating for June. He was not able to stay on his hormone medi-
cation and had to hide his top surgery from his father. His legal status in his 
country of origin was female, and all of his identity documents reflected this. In 
order to change his legal status, he would need to spend six months in a mental 
institution and undergo psychoanalysis for gender identity dysphoria. Even though 
June had undergone a top surgery, which is a recognized gender-affirming 
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surgery, he would also need to have a hysterectomy and a phalloplasty. June did 
not want to be hospitalized and was fearful of the doctors in his country of 
origin performing these surgeries. 
 
June’s country of origin did not legally criminalize gay and lesbian activity; however, 
the conservative cultural climate heavily marginalized sexual and gender mino-
rities. June was fearful every day of being rejected from his family home because 
he was transgender. He felt that he would not be able to get a job because his 
identity documents did not match his gender identity. June read daily news 
reports of transpersons being violently attacked and murdered. He knew that 
he could not survive alone in his country. He felt hopeless about his situation 
until one day, while watching the news, he saw a report about a gay cisgender 
man in his country successfully gaining asylum in Canada. When June showed 
this report to his mother and sister, they agreed to support him and bought him 
a one-way ticket to Canada.  
 
As transpersons, both Tiffany and June faced intense regulation and fear that left 
them with little choice but to seek asylum. They were both hopeful that Canada 
would offer them the security, dignity, and protection needed to live their lives 
free of fear. However, June and Tiffany each experienced gendered regulation 
from the moment that they entered Canada. The next section explores Tiffany’s 
and June’s experiences with the CBSA and the precariousness of trans migrants.  
 

‘You are going straight back onto the plane’:  
hyper-regulation of trans bodies at the border  

June: This picture represents when 
I first came here. Very dark. I was 
scared. (June, interview, 15 January 
2014)  
 
Author: What was it like first 
coming here? 
 
June: I remember when my plane 
landed in Vancouver. I cried. I 
was out of that terrible country. I 
was so relieved. I just cried in my 
seat… But then it was hard. (June, 
interview, 16 November 2013)  

 
June arrived in Vancouver, British Columbia, on a visitor’s visa in the winter of 
2012. When June met with customs officials at the Vancouver International Air-
port, he showed them his country of origin passport and said that he wanted to 
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make a refugee claim. June was taken into immediate custody by the CBSA and 
questioned at the airport detention center for more than 24 hours. 
  

June: The custom guys treated me like shit. I said to the guy, ‘I want to make a 
refugee claim.’ And the guy at the counter said, ‘Oh no you aren’t.’ He was like very 
mad at me for coming here and making a refugee claim.  
 
He then took me to a room. It was very small. No windows. He started like yelling 
at me, saying stuff like, ‘You can’t make a refugee claim,’ and, ‘You are going straight 
back onto the plane.’  
 
He was trying to find any reason he could send me back. He went through my 
possessions. Take everything, my possessions, go through my possessions on the 
table. 
 
 But he found my testosterone in the bag and I told him, he was asking me, like, 
‘Why are you coming here to make a refugee claim?’ and all kinds of stuff… 
 
And I didn’t know everyone out there. I didn’t know who could be listening. I was 
very afraid to tell him that I was transgender. I was afraid that I would be arrested 
or attacked… 
 
They kept questioning me. I was put into a room with other people. I was too scared 
to talk. About every hour they bring me out to be questioned again by someone 
else… 
 
But I did not want to go. So, I just talked in a really loud voice. I shouted at the

 

officers. I spoke to the translator that in order to change your gender in my country, 
you have to get surgery. I explain about this procedure and told them that it was 
dangerous. I told them that the surgery results are horrible. They could kill you. 
And that I was vulnerable to being raped or killed in my country because I am 
transgender. I had to shout at him. I was so scared. (June, interview, 16 November 
2013) 

 
The CBSA eventually released June, and he was sent to a women’s refugee shelter, 
as it was the only refugee shelter in Vancouver that was willing to house him at 
the time. The experience with the CBSA officers made June afraid to leave his 
room. The lasting effects of being detained continued long after June filed for 
asylum shortly after being released. He experienced panic attacks and an over-
whelming fear that he would be put into a detention center. Even after his 
successful refugee hearing, June still experiences panic when seeing police or 
the CBSA.  
 
When she arrived in Vancouver in 2014, Tiffany also experienced questioning by 
the CBSA border guards, but to a much lesser extent than June, because she hid 
from the CBSA officer her reason for coming into Canada. Before arriving to 
Canada, Tiffany managed to contact a local lawyer in Vancouver. This lawyer 
helped Tiffany prepare for entry into Canada by giving her advice on what docu-
ments and evidence she needed to bring for her asylum case. The lawyer also 
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gave Tiffany valuable advice about how to act when she arrived at Canadian 
customs at the Vancouver International Airport. 
 

Tiffany: One of the most important things he [Tiffany’s lawyer in Canada] told me 
was how to get through the border without being put into detention. Like, not to 
pack too many bags because it would look like I was staying. I had a return ticket 
and I had a visitor’s visa. So, I was only going to tell the border people that I was 
here on vacation. I did not want them to know that I was making a refugee claim. 
I was worried that the border guards would know that I’m transgender so I dressed 
very androgynous. I did not want them to suspect me.  
 
My lawyer told me to be careful at the border because the customs people are 
putting refugees in detention. He told me that detention would not be safe for 
someone like me – you know, a transgender woman. That’s why I dressed more 
androgynous. To not draw attention to me. I was not confident to dress as myself, 
as a woman. And my passport says male anyways, so they would know right away.  
 
Because detention is prison. That’s the thing a lot of people don’t know. It is not 
like a hotel. You are put into a small room, like a prison cell. You have to be in a 
room with people. With people who have maybe killed or hurt other transgender 
people like me. You are in there with them. You have no contact with the outside 
world, only a phone.  
 
And if they want to, they can take you to actual prison. It is worse there. (Tiffany, 
interview, 24 February 2015)  
 

When Tiffany landed at the Vancouver International Airport, she was not put 
into detention. However, she was taken in for questioning by the CBSA. Her 
bags and body were searched. Two CBSA officers questioned Tiffany about her 
travel plans for more than three hours. Tiffany described feeling very scared of 
the CBSA officers, but she stuck to her story about coming to Vancouver for a 
vacation. She showed the CBSA officers her return flight ticket and gave them 
the address of the place she was going to stay. Eventually, she managed to con-
vince the CBSA officers that she was in Vancouver for vacation and they let her 
go. 
 
Tiffany’s and June’s experience with the CBSA should not be seen as unique. 
Laurie Berg and Jenni Millbank (2013) write that travel is always risky for trans-
persons. Acquiring travel documents can be challenging. Those transpersons 
who are able to get travel documents often find that they do not reflect their 
gender identity. During migration, transpersons run the risks of harassment and 
sexual and physical violence from both fellow migrants and state officials. National 
borders become sites where reactive forms of governmental power regulate 
bodies in order to reinforce and reproduce heterosexist gender norms (Gillespie, 
2015). Identity documents, border checks, and detention centers work together 
to create a structured insecurity in which gender-expansive bodies are forced to 
perform certain gender identities (Gillespie, 2015). These administrative procedures 
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work to create an unequal distribution of life chances across migrant 
populations in which their ability to migrate into a country and claim asylum 
are limited or denied (Aizura, 2006: 292). 
 
Benjamin Gillespie (2015) writes that in charged heteronormative spaces like the 
U.S.–Canadian border, bodies are under intense surveillance for any signs of 
deviancy, especially in regards to gender and sexuality. Under these conditions, 
gender-expansive and queer bodies often have to assume heteronormative gender 
roles in order to escape detection and suspicion. Closeting one’s gender identity 
at the border in order to match identity documents, as Tiffany did, may be a 
solution for some transpersons. However, it comes with a high amount of risk 
and is not an option available to all transpersons. Tiffany also had to hide her 
intention to claim asylum. Aren Aizura (2006) writes that Canadian and U.S. 
border guards can be suspicious of gender or sexually non-normative bodies, 
questioning their citizenship and limiting their access to the country. Queer and 
gender-expansive migrants face regulatory state structures (such as increased 
interrogation, physical searches, and identity document checks by border offi-
cials) as non-normative bodies (Seitz, 2017; Murray, 2017; Gaucher and DeGagne, 
2014). To put it more bluntly, in a 2014 workshop on refugee detention I attended 
as member of Rainbow Refugee, one of the lawyers said, ‘If you are a gay or 
transgender person coming to Canada from outside of Western Europe and the 
United States, be prepared for the border guards to assume you also want to 
make an asylum claim’ (Fieldnotes, January 2014). This assumption of asylum-
seeking for gender-variant/nonconforming and queer bodies creates much more 
risk for trans and queer migrants in their efforts to enter Canada safely without 
being interrogated by the CBSA and possibly detained. 
 
Immigrants and refugees are detained if the CBSA and Ministry of Public Safety 
and Emergency Preparedness consider them to pose an internal flight risk or 
potential danger to public safety, if they are without a visa, or if they do not 
have official identity documents and/or have false identity documents. Deten-
tion is used as a holding period while the CBSA assess the person’s flight and 
public safety risks and/or retrieve official identity documents. A person can file 
for asylum while in detention and will be allowed to contact Legal Aid and speak 
to a lawyer over the phone. If the person passes the review of refugee admissi-
bility, which determines eligibility to make a refugee claim in Canada, the indivi-
dual can meet with a lawyer while in detention. A member of the Immigration 
Division of the IRB reviews all detentions after 48 hours. If the Immigration 
Division decides that the person is not an internal flight risk or a threat to 
public safety, and/or the person is able to get official legal documentation, the 
claimant may be released from detention. 
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Since the 2012 passing of Bill C-31, now known as the “Protecting Canada”s 
Immigration System Act,” the CBSA holds more discretionary power to detain 
individuals for indefinite periods of time. Bill C-31 provided more grounds for 
arbitrary detention; for example, if two or more foreign nationals arrive together 
at the Canadian border, they may be detained on suspicion of smuggling or 
being trafficked (Silverman, 2014). The CBSA claims that almost 74 percent of 
detainees, including children, are released within 48 hours (Silverman, 2014: 605). 
However, any time spent in detention can have detrimental effects on refugees’ 
mental and physical health (Silverman, 2014). Shana Tabak and Rachel Levitan 
(2014) write that LGBT+ refugees are particularly vulnerable to heightened levels 
of physical and mental abuse while in detainment (49). 
 
Trans refugees face added vulnerability based on their gender nonconformity. 
Like trans inmates in non-immigration prison settings in Canada, trans refugees 
are often placed into either male or female detainment centers based primarily 
on their genitalia or identity documents rather than on their self-expressed 
gender identities (Sexton, Jenness, and Sumner, 2010; Tabak and Levitan, 2014). 
When I visited the Vancouver immigration holding center with Rainbow Refugee 
in 2013, the CBSA officer told me that they would take into consideration the 
person’s preference for being placed in either a female or male detainee holding 
area. However, the decision is ultimately in the hands of the CBSA officer, 
private security officer, or prison official in charge of allocating spaces. I met 
with refugee claimants at Rainbow Refugee whose requests to be placed in a 
male or female room were denied because officials determined their room 
allocation based on their genitalia or on the person’s identity documents that 
listed the gender assigned to them at birth. Tabak and Levitan (2014) report that 
trans refugees have been strip searched by officials, denied access to hormone 
medication, and subjected to physical and sexual abuse by fellow detainees. 
 

The abuses LGBT+ persons face in detention have not gone unnoticed. In 2012, 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) issued new 
detention guidelines for refugees (Tabak and Levitan, 2014), including guidelines 
to address the special concerns of LGBT+ refugees in detention. The guidelines 
state that special measures need to be taken to ensure the safety and wellbeing 
of LGBT+ detainees (Tabak and Levitan, 2014). These measures include access 
to adequate health care, gender and sexuality sensitivity and human rights 
training for prison or border officials, and the limited use of solitary confine-
ment. These measures are a step in the right direction for LGBT+ persons 
currently in detention (UNHCR, 2012). However, as trans activist Dean Spade 
(2015) warns, these kinds of inclusionary measures in law and detainment faci-
lities further support hierarchical, colonial, and unjust systems of power that 
regulate bodies and limit life chances for gender-variant individuals. The issue 
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of LGBT+ refugees facing violence in detention centers goes beyond homo-
phobia or transphobia. Kerry Carrington (2006) writes that the closure of bor-
ders and the increased use of disciplinary measures to segregate, detain, and 
deport undesirable migrants builds on the ongoing history of settler colonialism 
that depends on technologies of population control to narrowly define those 
eligible for citizenship and expel those who do not belong. The increased use of 
detention is just another means through which the Canadian state can control 
migrants’ bodies and chances for refugee protection. It is not surprising that a 
disproportionate number of people in Canadian detention centers are from the 
Global South (Silverman, 2014). While the grounds for determining detention 
are not officially based on country of origin, income status, race, class, gender, 
or sexuality, migrants are detained for reasons that inevitably fall along social, 
political, and economic lines. Low-income people, racial and ethnic minorities, 
people with disabilities, and sexual and gender minorities face greater limita-
tions in obtaining legal travel documents and qualifying for visas to Canada 
because of their marginalized status in society. In escaping persecution, they 
may have no option but to obtain false documents to enter Canada and claim 
asylum. These circumstances, however, are not taken into account when the 
CBSA and Immigration Division officers question migrants at the border and 
later detain them. Instead, they are labeled as irregular migrants and their rights 
to enter the country and claim asylum are challenged by the CBSA and Immi-
gration Division (Silverman, 2014). This significantly affects refugees’ chances of 
a successful hearing and, in fact, of survival (Tabak and Levitan, 2014). 
 
Tiffany and June had advantages in navigating their entries into Canada. They 
both had the financial means and social resources to learn that they could make 
asylum claims based on gender identity, and the ability to fly into Canada to 
make a claim. June and Tiffany were also fortunate that CBSA officers did not 
send them to the Richmond Detention Center. For every story like June’s and 
Tiffany’s, there are countless more in which sexual and gender minorities enter 
Canada without prior knowledge that they could make an asylum claim or are 
sent to detention centers to await their asylum hearings. As a volunteer organi-
zation, Rainbow Refugee is not informed whom the CBSA is holding in deten-
tion. It is not unusual to hear about an asylum claim based on sexual orientation 
and gender identity being denied while the person is still being detained without 
any social or institutional support. Preparing for and undergoing the asylum 
hearing is an emotionally intense process that can be especially difficult for 
those who have had to live in fear and shame because of their sexual orientation 
and/or gender identity. Having to go through the process while also being 
detained only adds to this difficulty.  
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“I was dealing with all of these changes”: reinforcing 
cisnormativity and heteronormativity in the asylum process 

 
The process of claiming asylum 
in Canada is predicated on the 
assumption that the claimant 
can provide a clear and con-
vincing narrative to the IRB to 
establish the credibility of a 
claimant’s identity, their fear of 
persecution, and whether they 
qualify on specific protected 
grounds. The first thing the 
claim-ant must do is submit a 
basis of claim to the IRB for 
evaluation. If it as approved, 

the claimant then has a refugee hearing. The two- to three-month processing 
time for asylum applications and hearings can leave many claimants feeling 
rushed and unprepared. Tiffany had a limited time to stay in Canada because 
of her travel visa and therefore needed to make her asylum claim quickly. She 
had 30 days to prepare for her asylum hearing once she submitted her basis of 
claim to the IRB. The process of writing and submitting the basis of claim and 
being approved can take from two weeks to more than a month depending on 
the circumstances. The basis of claim is essentially a story that the claimant 
writes about themselves, their evidence of persecution, and their fear of 
returning back to their country of origin. The basis of claim serves as the 
primary document for a person’s refugee claim and is the evidence that the IRB 
deciding member uses to discern a person’s eligibility for asylum. Rushing to 
finish the basis of claim can leave opportunity for mistakes or information being 
left out that may be vital to a person’s claim. Mixing up a date or mistaken 
omission of a key detail can work to dismantle a claimant’s credibility and lead 
to a loss of their case.  
 
Writing her basis of claim was both cathartic and stressful for Tiffany, as she 
tried to write her story in a way that would make sense to the deciding IRB 
member. She was still very much at the beginning of her gender transitioning. 
As Tiffany explains, her feelings about her gender identity and her body were 
intermixed with her fear of military service and the difficulties she would face 
as a transwoman.  
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Tiffany: It was so hard to write my basis of claim. I wanted to be truthful. But, it 
also needed to be understood… 
 
If there wasn’t the threat of military, I might not have started my transitioning 
when I did. It is hard to say. It is kind of mixed. I don’t have a clear memory of it. 
There was so much fear. So much was going on… 
 
I don’t want you to think that I transitioned only to get out of military service. I 
was dealing with this when I was writing about my story, you know, for refugee. It 
was so hard to explain. How can you put this all down in one story? That’s why it 
took me so long to do my basis of claim. It took me a month to write it down. It 
was so difficult.  
 
I was dealing with all of these changes. My feelings about myself as a woman were 
growing. I knew that I had thoughts of wanting to become a woman. I was just 
scared. I was not confident. I was unsure. But the threat of military moved me to 
transition. I took a leap. I did not have the time to grow. I had to just go for it. I 
was happy as a gay man. I had a boyfriend back then. I am usually a happy person. 
But the military service was always there… 
 
But once my body started changing, you know, because of the hormones, I felt shy. 
I felt more worried about how I look. I was worried about how I look as a woman. 
I never felt that before. I got all the girl problems of worrying about how I look and 
if I am pretty. Do I pass? You know, all those insecurities. I did not have those 
insecurities before. I worried if I made the right choice.  
 
I did not talk about this in my refugee claim. I was worried that it would sound 
like I was just being transgender to get out of military. But, you know, if I just did 
the hormone therapy to avoid military service, I wouldn’t have kept it up after I got 
my refugee. I wouldn’t keep up with my hormones. I wouldn’t keep dressing up and 
wearing makeup. So, obviously, I am a woman. I wouldn’t do all of this if I was not 
a woman. So, I guess I have to thank the military service for pushing me. (Tiffany, 
interview, 21 January 2015)  

 
Tiffany’s struggle to present a coherent story about her gender identity to the 
IRB member speaks to the underlying heteronormativity and cisnormativity 
within immigration and asylum processes that further reinforce binaries around 
gender and sexuality (Barnes, 2019; Benson, 2008). Tiffany was concerned that if 
she talked about her experiences and the uncertainties she was currently facing 
regarding her gender transitioning, then it would look like she was only claiming 
to be a transwoman in order to avoid military service. This meant that Tiffany 
had to be selective with the telling of her story so that the IRB member would 
recognize her as a person experiencing persecution on the basis of being a gender 
minority. Jena McGill and Kyle Kirkup (2013: 137) write that “the process of 
asylum claims is built on an unrealistic ideal of a definitive and revelatory self” 
that may run counter to the necessary fluidity and ambiguity of sexuality, gender 
identification, and bodily expression. Trans refugees are faced with the task of 
articulating difficult life experiences and understandings of themselves as gender-
expansive persons. Trans refugees are faced not only with the problem of trying 
to present a complete and coherent story of their lives as gender-expansive  
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persons, but also with the challenge of trying to explain complex feelings and 
experiences to a potentially biased and ill-informed IRB member (Jordan and 
Morrissey, 2013). 
 
Laurie Berg and Jenni Millbank (2013) write that until very recently, the IRB’s 
understanding of gender-expansive refugee claimants was minimal to non-
existent. Even today, trans-specific vulnerabilities and persecution remain 
alarmingly absent from or misleading in the majority of country of origin infor-
mation documents IRB members use to help evaluate refugee claims (Berg and 
Millbank, 2013). Sensitivity trainings by outside organizations such as Rainbow 
Refugee, and greater awareness in the popular media about transpersons, bring 
better understanding about respectfully interacting with trans individuals. 
These interventions are helpful, but much more critical work and research is 
needed. Understanding the complexity of the gender spectrum and that one 
transgender experience does not represent all trans experiences is needed. Popu-
lar representations of binary trans persons makes it difficult for those whose 
identity, expression, and emotional connection does not fit so neatly. Much like 
there has been several criticisms around homonormativity within the asylum 
process, there is a danger of a transnormativity based on a heteronormative 
construction of gender and whiteness (Rosati et al., 2021). Cultural understand-
ings around gender norms are also critical. In May 2017, the Immigration and 
Refugee Board released “Chairperson’s Guideline 9: Proceedings Before the IRB 
Involving Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity and Expression,” which 
outlines new guidelines around sexual orientation and gender identity refugee 
claimants in order to promote greater understanding. Section 6 of the “Chair-
person’s Guideline” specifically addresses avoiding stereotyping when making 
findings of fact. These guidelines emphasize the importance to recognize diver-
sity in sexual and gender minority refugee claimants that may challenge Western 
norms around sexual and gender identities.  
 
The “Chairperson’s Guideline” is a major step and victory in advocacy for sexual 
and gender minority refugee claimants. Recent research has shown that while the 
language provided in the guideline is useful in addressing stereotyping in IRB 
decision-making, it still is not inclusive of the particular experiences of sexual 
and gender minority persecution (Rinaldi and Fernando, 2019). Nick Múle (2019) 
writes that despite the “Chairperson’s Guideline,” there remains an emphasis on 
proving identity (in this case sexual and gender identity) over vulnerability to 
persecution. This emphasis on identity creates a barrier for many sexual and 
gender minority refugees in gaining asylum, as many are still forced to prove 
their sexuality and gender identity rather than discuss why they are fearful of 
persecution based on the particular gender and sexual political and cultural 
dynamics happening in their country of origin. Vulnerability to persecution may 
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not rest solely on identity, but on
 

positionality of the claimant and 
their access to resources and pro-
tections. For example, Mexico has 
recently granted same-sex marriage 
across its thirty-two states, yet vul-
nerability to persecution still 
remains, especially for Indigenous, 
rural, and poor sexual and gender 
minorities.  
 
Understanding the particularities 
of vulnerability is essential in ac-

cessing a person’s need for asylum. Identity alone cannot always answer this. 
While there is language in the “Chairperson’s Guideline” on being inclusive to a 
wider range of sexual and gender identities, the emphasis on identity as being 
the basis for asylum needs to be questioned. It still constricts sexual and gender 
minority refugees to a limited narrative of Western sexuality and gender identi-
ties in which stereotypes and misunderstanding can occur. The current Cana-
dian refugee system still does not take into account sexual and gender minority 
claimants. The short processing time of asylum claims – two to three months, 
as mentioned above – means there is little time for claimants to prepare before 
they are standing in front of the IRB being questioned for their asylum decision. 
An IRB member is appointed to review the supporting documents (such as the 
basis of claim, government reports, photographs, news clippings, and letters of 
support). The IRB member then holds a private hearing with the claimant, their 
lawyer, a translator (if needed), and witnesses (if available). At the hearing, the 
IRB member interrogates the claimant about their story and their need for 
asylum. The IRB member makes a decision on the basis of the claimant’s cre-
dibility and the supporting evidence. It is this person who determines whether 
the refugee claimant is granted asylum. If given a negative decision, the claimant 
may have the option to appeal the decision with the IRB or the Canadian 
Criminal Courts. However, the chances of success are then much lower.  
 

June: I was really worried about my hearing. I thought it would be difficult. Like, 
the person wouldn’t know what transgender is and I would have to explain it to 
him. Or he would, like, call me a woman or something. I heard bad stories from 
other people from Rainbow Refugee... 

 
I heard they [IRB members] called them [claimants] the wrong name or gender. 
Even when they were corrected. They kept calling them that. Made them really 
upset. I heard that they [IRB members] not believing them [claimants] or thinking 
that they are only transgender to get into Canada.  
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Author: What were you the most afraid of in the hearing?  
 
June: I would not be taken seriously. I am little. I get mistaken for a girl. Even 
doctors treated me like shit when I first got on hormones. Saying things like, ‘Oh, 
honey, are you sure?’ Treated me like I was some confused girl. 
 

So why would it be different? I felt that I had to prove myself. I had to make him 
believe that I am transgender. (June, interview, 16 November 2013) 

 
Sexual and gender minority refugees must negotiate Western-based norms and 
biases regarding sexuality and gender identity in order to successfully make the 
case for asylum (Jordan and Morrissey, 2013). David Murray’s (2017) work focuses 
on how sexual and gender minorities must worry about being rejected because 
they do not appear to be gay or trans enough. The 2017 “Chairperson’s Guideline” 
is the first step in addressing biases in refugee decision-making by IRB board 
members, but it does not go far enough in regards to reinforcing norms around 
gender identity and trans experiences. Trans refugees must navigate a tangled 
web of social norms around gender and sexuality in order to successfully convey 
to the IRB not only that they are gender-expansive (and therefore members of 
a particular social group), but also that they warrant asylum based on a fear of 
persecution. This can pressure trans refugee claimants to reproduce normative 
and linear narratives around their gender and sexual identities in order to be 
recognized as trans by the IRB (Jordan and Morrissey, 2013; Berg and Millbank, 
2013). Trans scholar Susan Stryker (2013) writes about the legal and discursive 
framing of gender-expansive persons in North America that reinforces norma-
tive social values around sexuality and gender. These normative social values 
further cement the gender binary as something that is natural and normal. The 
gender binary erases trans subjectivity and bodies by refusing to recognize 
gender fluidity and oppressing gender-expansive individuals.  
 
Jena McGill and Kyle Kirkup (2013) write that the problem with the trans subject 
created in the media and in legal discourse is that it reflects only one version of 
trans lives and reifies trans subjects in a singular way that does not challenge 
the gender binary. Transpersons are underrepresented in the media and in legal 
discourse. The few instances in which transpersons are represented often depict 
them one-dimensionally as people who want to fully transition to the opposite 
side of the gender binary (Gilden, 2008). This may be the experience for many 
transpersons; however, it is not the only experience. Some trans persons refuse 
the gender binary altogether and do not wish to be associated with either gender 
category. The dominant narrative also does not take into account cultural differ-
ences or the social, political, and economic factors that also play a part in a 
person’s experience of being trans and gender-variant. The popular framing of 
transpersons conflates gender, biological sex, and genitalia as one and the same, 
inherently connected. The exclusionary effects of upholding a single model of 
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trans experience – not taking into account social and cultural differences, and 
overly conflating sex, genitalia, and gender – cast those seeking to challenge the 
binary understandings of sex and gender, as well as those with fluid or undefined 
gender identities, outside the legal domain of rights and recognition (McGill 
and Kirkup, 2013: 137). Trans individuals who do not fit into this narrative of 
trans subjectivity are forced to adopt normative sex and gender values and 
undergo invasive and costly procedures in order to be legally recognized, or they 
are ignored entirely and suffer further human rights abuses. 
 

June: My judge [IRB deciding member] was a guy. I was scared, but he was very 
respectful. I was his first transgender case. He asked me at the beginning what 
gender I preferred to be called. He even asked, like, to correct him if he said 
something wrong about transgender. It was surprising, you know. I mean, I never 
heard of this before. (June, interview, 16 November 2013) 
 
Tiffany: I remember shaking so much. I was so scared. I remember the dress I was 
wearing. I really liked my judge. She kept smiling at me and that made me feel a 
little less scared. She also said that she would only use my name, not my birth 
name, in the hearing and asked me if it was okay. I was so happy to hear this. I was 
really surprised. (Tiffany, interview, 21 January 2015) 

 
While asylum applicants like Tiffany and June can gather supporting evidence, 
witnesses, and prepare for their asylum hearings, ultimately it is left to a 
particular IRB deciding member to determine if the claimant is credible, has 
proven fear of persecution, and therefore warrants asylum. The IRB members 
asked clarifying questions, but ultimately let Tiffany and June tell their stories 
without interruption and little interrogation. Their experiences with asylum are 
examples of what can go right and what can go wrong in the asylum process for 
trans refugees. When an IRB member makes the effort to fully understand a 
claimant’s story on their own terms, then things can go right. When the IRB 
member tries as much as possible to make the claimant feel respected, the 
claimant will feel much more comfortable telling their story and arguing for 
asylum. Fortunately for June and Tiffany, they were assigned IRB members who 
took deliberate care to respect their preferred names and gender pronouns. Even 
though they were asked tough questions about their past experiences and fear 
of persecution, they felt that the IRB members assigned to them made an effort 
to make them feel comfortable. The asylum hearing was an affirming experience 
for each of them, and they were both granted asylum. Yet, for every right there 
is wrong. Trans refugees like Tiffany and June must work with and against 
normative gender and sexuality narratives in order for the IRB to recognize 
them as gender minorities. June’s fears about not being understood or believed 
to be trans are based on his witnessing other trans refugees’ struggles with the 
IRB. Tiffany’s and June’s struggles to present coherent and credible stories about 
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their gender identities to the IRB members speak to the underlying heteronor-
mativity within immigration and asylum processes that further reinforces 
binaries around gender.  
 

“Nobody cares about refugees here”: continued barriers  
to documentation for trans asylum seekers 

 
At the 2015 Mosaic LGBT+ Newcomers’ Workshop, in a room filled with settle-
ment workers, community activists, and representatives from Immigration, 
Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC), Tiffany stood and presented her story 
of struggle and hope as a transwoman refugee. This was the first time that 
Tiffany had spoken publicly about being a transwoman and a refugee. 

 
 
Tiffany: I am happy being here as a woman in Canada. But, there are also pros and 
cons as a new immigrant… 
 

Today, I would like to share 
some of my stories here. First 
is employment. I am still look-
ing for a job… However, even if 
I’m about to get hired, I still 
face problems, because I’m still 
classified as male on my work 
permit. To change my gender 
on my work permit, the Cana-
dian government told me that 
I would need a proof of sex 
reassignment surgery… 
 
I also have a travel document, 
which is our ‘passport’ for 
refugee people. I sent my doc-

tor’s letter to prove that I am a transgender woman. But, they said I 
would still need medical documentation to confirm that I have under-
gone a change of sex and the surgery is complete.  
 
I have heard that people in China have been strip-searched by customs 
officials at airports when their passport doesn’t match their gender. 
People at the American border have been questioned for hours… 
 

Secondly, housing is a big issue for me as well. If your gender does not match with 
your ID, it’s very difficult to find a home. My transgender woman friend is still 
hiding from her landlord who lives on the same floor. He even told her that she 
will go to hell because of her sexuality and gender. Now she is always using the 
stairs and checks her entrance to make sure the landlord is not around. And it’s 
her apartment! (Tiffany, speaking at Mosaic LGBT+ Newcomers’ Workshop, Trout 
Lake Community Centre, 30 January 2015)  
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Trans individuals face many institutional and material barriers in reclassifying 
their gender in identity and citizenship documents (birth certificates, work 
permits, passports). This creates difficulties in being legally recognized by the 
state as a person warranting human rights protection (Spade, 2015). Until very 
recently, transpersons remained largely invisible in Canadian law, with most of 
the human rights laws against discrimination based on gender identity being 
inferred but not explicitly addressed. 
 

In April 2014, the Vital 
Statistics Information 
Regulation (Vital Statis-
tics) on gender reclassi-
fication for government-
issued IDs was modi-
fied for Canadian citi-
zens. Gender-affirming 
surgery is no longer 
required for Canadian 
citizens wanting to re-
classify their gender on 
their birth certificates, 

driver’s licenses, and passports. Individuals wanting to change their gender 
marker on their identification need only one affidavit and a doctor’s letter. This 
change was praised as an important step forward to removing the medical 
stigma against trans individuals and giving them greater autonomy in their lives. 
However, as much as this has been a triumph in transgender rights and 
protection, the process still privileges those who have the financial means and 
citizenship to change their documentation. Trans refugees are often overlooked 
in the majority of the discussions around Canadian transgender rights and laws. 
The majority of advances in better access to changing documentation and 
medical care are still inaccessible for trans asylum seekers (Gowin et al., 2017: 
338). A case in point is Tiffany’s experience of trying to change her Canadian 
government-issued identification documents.  
 
When Tiffany made a refugee claim, the Ministry of Immigration took her pass-
port and all supporting documentation into custody. She was assigned a tempo-
rary refugee identification card based on her passport, which listed her gender 
as male and used her birth name. The refugee identification card serves as the 
primary source of identification in Canada for refugee claimants, and Tiffany 
was unable to change the information on her card while she was a refugee 
claimant. When Tiffany was accepted as a Convention Refugee, she applied for 
a work permit, permanent residency, a British Columbia identification card 
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(BCID), and a travel document. As part of the application process, she submitted 
the IRB’s written positive decision on her refugee claim, hoping that the claim’s 
basis on her being trans would allow her to use her female gender and name on 
the new documents. Tiffany learned, however, that although her claim listed her 
as a transwoman, she did not meet the eligibility requirements set by the Cana-
dian federal government to use anything other than her birth gender on government-
issued documents. Tiffany would first need to apply for and receive her perma-

nent residency, which can take up to two years 
for approval and costs around 500 dollars. She 
would then need to resubmit her application in 
order to change her gender identity and name, 
which could take up to a year. Until then, she 
would not be able to change her name and 
gender identity on her work permit and travel 
document. When Tiffany went to the IRCC 
office in 2014, she was told that she could 
possibly bypass this process if she had gender-
affirming surgery (specifically, a vaginoplasty). 
Tiffany explained that when she talked to other 
trans refugees who were going through the same 
ordeal, they heard similar or conflicting advice 
on how to change their documentation. This left 
many in a state of confusion and fear that they 
would have to wait another five years before they 
could fully change their government-issued IDs.  
 
June: After I got it [refugee accep-
tance]… I was happy. But, it was 
also difficult. My documents were 

not right and it was hard for me to get a job. It is like where I came 
from. Gave me the same feeling. The only thing different is now I am 
alone here. I don’t have my family here. It made it worse for me… for 
my health. (June, interview, 16 November 2013) 
 
June’s experiences matched Tiffany’s, as he was unable to change his gender and 
name on his identification documents until after he was approved as a 
permanent resident. Being unemployed and living on social assistance, June was 
not able to afford the fee to apply for permanent residency and had to slowly 
save up for it. After two years, he applied for permanent residency in 2016 and 
waited another year for it to be approved. Once he received it, he still had to 
wait to file for a change of name and gender. His IDs not matching his gender 
and name has made it difficult for him to apply for jobs and housing, as he has 
to reveal to potential employers and landlords that he is transgender. Even three 
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years after the Canadian government reformed the procedures for changing 
name and gender identity on government-issued IDs, it is still an unclear and 
confusing process for many trans refugees. This not only adds more stress to an 
already stressed population, but can be a matter of survival in terms of access 
to housing, employment, and other services.  
 
This regulatory matrix creates a precarious scenario for trans refugees, who do 
not enjoy the rights and protection of Canadian citizenship. Trying to navigate 
an immigration and health care system that does not take into account barriers 
around language and finances is difficult. Even the privileges Tiffany and June 
had in terms of having the language competency and the financial means to 
come to Canada and claim asylum did not save them from being denied their 
right to have their identification documents match their name and gender. The 
inconsistency and lack of consideration around trans refugees’ needs, not only 
by IRCC but also by mainstream transgender rights services and organizations, 
has further silenced and marginalized trans refugees. It is unclear how future 
legislation around documentation will affect trans refugees. The current approval 
of a non-binary or third gender identity category marker on Canadian passports 
and birth certificates is celebrated as a progressive move to be more inclusive 
of gender-expansive individuals. However, whether or how this will impact 
gender minority asylum seekers and Convention Refugees is very much left to 
be determined. Trans refugees’ voices and concerns should be given a greater 
platform and consideration in immigration policy as well as in larger discus-
sions around trans rights and protections.  
 

“Maybe my story will help other transwomen refugees  
like me”: concluding key points and further  
research possibilities 

 
Author: What are you hoping to get out of telling your story? 
 
Tiffany: Well, for me, I am not really expecting anything personally. I just wanted 
to tell my story. Maybe my story will help other transwomen refugees like me. I 
guess if it can be used to help inform people about what we go through as refugees, 
that would be good. I’m not sure that my story will help another refugee learn from 
my mistakes. But maybe if other people, people who aren’t refugees, could listen to 
my story, maybe they will think differently about refugees.  
 
They would see that Canada has a lot of problems still around trans and gay people. 
It isn’t what I thought it would be. Maybe they will see how hard we work. They 
won’t see us, like, as abusing the system… So, yeah. If my story can change one 
person’s idea about transpeople, refugees, that would be good. (Tiffany, interview, 
21 January 2015)  
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The stories and photographs Tiffany and June shared reveal the underlying 
heteronormativity and cisnormativity within Canadian immigration that regu-
lates and marginalizes gender minority refugee bodies, preventing them from 
gaining asylum and accessing needed resources. Oral history and photovoice 
provide a methodological avenue in which the complexity of Tiffany and June’s 
experiences are documented. Their stories and photographs create an alter-
native archive of trans experiences of forced migration and settlement. This 
alternative archive highlights the experiences of displaced trans and gender-
expansive persons and resists the dominant heteronormative narratives that 
uphold the gender binary, thereby creating a new narrative space in which to 
challenge the institutional structures that threaten trans refugees’ security and 
chances for survival. Trans asylum seekers experience a contradiction when 
entering Canada. They are marginalized by an immigration system that is not 
inclusive to non-cisgender immigrants and therefore not accommodating to 
their specific needs. At the same time, they experience heightened surveillance 
at the Canadian border due to being trans. They are both marginalized and 
hypervisual. The hyper-regulation by and marginalization within the Canadian 
state that Tiffany and June experienced is a form of gender violence that ulti-
mately goes back to the structuring of immigration and citizenship around 
strictly cisgender bodies. Those who do not fit within narrow definitions of 
transgender identity run the risk of being detained, deported, and refused asy-
lum. Crossing into the Canadian state is a risky and potentially life-threatening 
experience for queer and trans migrants, as they may be detained, interrogated, 
and even deported. Trans migrants must navigate a border security system that 
makes them hypervisual and therefore hyper-suspicious. Detainment can have 
detrimental effects on the mental and physical wellbeing of trans asylum seekers, 
making it difficult for them to prepare for their asylum hearings successfully. 
The dependence on a single IRB member’s decision about a refugee claimant’s 
credibility at the asylum hearing means potential for bias as well as misunder-
standing of a trans refugee’s experiences and need for asylum. Tiffany’s and 
June’s stories are examples of what can go right in an asylum hearing, but unfor-
tunately there are many more hearings that do not turn out so well for the trans 
refugee claimants.  
 
In addition to the challenges of entering and gaining asylum in Canada, trans 
refugees’ ability to change their documentation is restricted, thereby limiting 
their access to resources. The state’s dependence on a gender binary medical 
model in refugee documentation has meant the refusal to recognize refugee 
claimants’ transgender status. When a government-issued ID does not match 
gender identity and presentation, the repercussions can range from a loss of 
housing and employment to targeted attacks against trans refugees by outsiders.  
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notes 

Much more research needs to be done to understand the particular experiences 
of trans refugees seeking asylum in countries like Canada and elsewhere. While 
the research conducted for this report was carried out five years ago, it still 
remains to be fully understood what the recent changes to Canadian government-
issued IDs will mean for trans and gender-expansive asylum seekers. More 
research is needed on the impact of the 2017 “Chairperson’s Guideline” on IRB 
decision-making. Inclusive documentation and guidelines for the IRB in deter-
mining cases are an important step in addressing systemic failures in Canada’s 
immigration system. Yet even with new processes and guidelines in place, 
navigating asylum as a trans and gender-expansive person does not automa-
tically easier. Bias remains in the Canadian IRB as well as an impossible asylum 
processing timeline which makes it impossible for trans and gender-expansive 
to prepare successfully for their asylum hearings. Currently, Canada is seeing a 
surge in asylum seekers, many of whom are traveling through or coming from 
the United States due to immigration changes brought on by the former Trump 
administration, such as the remain in Mexico policy and the decrease in 
acceptance rates for incoming asylum seekers. There is limited research on how 
trans refugees are navigating increased security at the U.S.–Canadian border. In 
addition to further research on immigration processes, more work needs to be 
done on access to health and social services for trans refugees. Housing remains 
a key issue, as does employment. More documentation and amplification of 
trans refugees’ voices on these matters is critical. 

1  In this article I deliberately use the term ‘trans’ instead of transgender or other 
gender-expansive identity labels as a way to show the diversity of identities, expressions, 
and ways of being within the larger gender minority community. I use gender-expansive 
instead of gender-nonconforming as a way to challenge heteronormative language 
around the gender binary as being the norm. 
2  Tiffany and June are pseudonyms selected by the participants. 
3  As part of the confidentiality agreement signed by the participants and by me, I 
am unable to disclose the participants’ exact countries of origin. I am able to refer to 
the general geographical location of the area. 
4  Top surgery is breast surgery that ranges from removal or reduction of breast 
tissue to enhancing the size of breast tissue through medical stretchers or implants. 
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abstract 
In May 2014 the first ever Gay Pride Parade was held with tremendous success in Cyprus, 
a society that is still by-and-large very conservative. At the same time, in an adjacent 
street, the powerhouse that is the Greek Orthodox Church, organised a counter-parade 
comprising of far-right individuals, nuns and priests which, both in terms of numbers 
and influence, failed spectacularly. This paradox spurred a wave of analyses and 
examination of the way in which Cypriot society and culture seem to be changing until 
today, 7 years later, engaged as it would seem in a queering process, as well as on issues 
such as gay activism and civil partnership. My article analyses the ways in which the 
Parade’s expressed queer desire and the participants’ performativity starting in 2014, 
gesture towards a significant socio-political change in Cyprus. This analysis is largely 
based on Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of desire as a machine that generates reality, as 
I approach the Parade’s “queerness” as an expression of Cypriot society’s polyvalent 
socio-political manifestations which intentionally include the disenfranchised and 
provide new answers to questions of belonging. It is ultimately argued that, the way in 
which performative imagination seems to be able to generate reality, gestures towards 
a better understanding of the weak points of a dominant structure, becoming thus much 
more influential than the way in which Michel Foucault understands the notion of 
“power”. In other words, that the participants’ actions, choices and played-out desires 
lead to a final, dual performance that is the Parade and the counter-parade on the 
“stage” that is Cyprus. The Parade’s cultural performativity then, can be read as a site 
of vital performances, a kind of Bakhtinian carnivalesque that can lead to an under-
standing of a new socio-political identity which entails hope for the future. Thus, the 
dynamics of non-heteronormative sexual identities in Cyprus and their political 
potentials are explored vis-à-vis their capacity to interrogate hegemonic discourses, all 
of which gestures towards the queering of Cypriot culture. 
 

keywords 
queer studies, desire, Cyprus, culture, performativity, identity 
 
 
 

Beginnings 
On May 31, 2014, the first-ever Gay Pride Parade (henceforth “the Pride”) was 
held with tremendous success in the centre of Nicosia, the capital of Cyprus, a 
society that is still by and large very conservative. This inaugural event marked 
16 years since homosexuality was finally decriminalised in Greece in 1998, mostly 
because of extreme political pressure from the European Union during 
accession negotiations. On the day of the Parade, a colourful wave of around 
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4000 people turned out to celebrate. Meanwhile, the powerhouse that is the 
Greek Orthodox Church had organised a counter-demonstration, comprising lar-
gely far-right individuals, churchgoers, and priests, and led by Isaias, the Bishop of 
Tamassos. This counter-demonstration, both in terms of numbers and influ-
ence, failed spectacularly compared to the Pride, with the police blocking a small 
contingent of around 50 counter-protesters, from entering the Pride celebration 
grounds. This event spurred me to think about the way in which Cypriot society 
and culture seemed to be changing, engaged as it would seem in a queering 
process, as well as in issues such as gay activism, adoption by gay couples, and 
civil partnerships — issues which had hitherto been largely ignored.  
 

The scope of the present article, which is the culmination of the thought process 
that started with my participation in that first Pride, is to argue that the first 
Pride Parade and its participants’ expressed desires and performativity functioned 
as a highly visible, socio-politically charged moment of disruption to the estab-
lished heteronormative framework within which Cypriot society largely functioned. 
In other words, that first Pride was a manifestation of a Cypriot moment of affect 
of sorts, which, if approached in such a way, can explain why its performative 
and disruptive force helped lead to social change in the following years, as well 
as why this moment of affect was a defining moment in the Cypriot collective 
imaginary, shaping to a large extent its future transformation. The present 
article adds to a body of scholarship on social movements that circumvent the 
state and facilitate cultural change, which is approached here as central to 
social, political, and other institutional struggles and conquests, all the while 
pointing at performativity’s affective potential. The question that is being asked 
is if, and how, concrete change can emanate from cultural expressions. I believe 
the answer is affirmative, taking into consideration that we should not view a 
cultural event which transgresses established norms as a cessation of a process. 
Nevertheless, such an approach to a cultural event as that which was seen at the 
first Pride in Cyprus, and its ramifications, need to be considered as funda-
mental to local socio-political struggles. Within this line of thought, it could be 
argued, then, that tangible socio-political change can emanate from cultural 
movements such as Pride Parades, especially in their earliest state, joining as 
they do other trajectories, such as political pressure and economic interests. In 
such a way, cultural movements like these form a nexus of enabling agents, all 
moving towards the same goal — that of change — working as disrupting mo-
ments, positively influencing and effectively altering the collective imaginary of 
a people. Indeed, just six months after the Pride, the Civil Cohabitation Act was 
passed by the Parliament of Cyprus, allowing gay marriage for the first time, 
while anti-gay and hate rhetoric were criminalised the following year. What is 
more, change was evident in the popular attitude and opinion. Surveys following 
the Pride showed a dramatic increase in the percentage of people supporting 
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LGBTQI+ rights, reflecting a widespread understanding of the message “LGBTQI+ 
rights are human rights” painted on a sign carried during the Pride.  
 

What this article will attempt to do is pinpoint the underlying thread between 
the expressed performances of the Pride and that very concrete social, legal, and 
political change which came about in Cyprus in the following years. The hypo-
thesis is, then, that when cultural and state politics are approached as inextric-
ably intertwined, a tangible transformation of society and of the Cypriot collective 
imaginary can be elucidated. Through focusing on the idea that the first Pride 
in Cyprus constituted an instant of affect and a defining moment of trans-
gression, it can be argued that the people’s attitudes, expressions, desires, and 
performances in it, along with the exposure and the traction the event had in 
the public sphere, actually induced change by decisively transforming social opi-
nion and the political environment alike, all the while giving rise to a new social 
reality, one that was more tolerant and accepting of human rights.  
 

The importance of such cultural events has been underlined by Peterson, Wahl-
ström, and Wennerhag in their 2018 article, “Pride Parades and LGBT Movements”, 
which argued that the Pride Parades’ protest dynamics function towards a shared 
manifest expression of the performances of a collective identity pertaining to 
marginalised sexualities, which in turn leads to the creation of political iden-
tities based on sexuality, gender identity, and community (2-3). Katherine McFar-
land Bruce, discussing the very first Prides in New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago, 
describes how they became a site from within which a challenge of the queer 
stigma started emanating. Following along the lines of these thoughts, I argue that 
the queering of the Cypriot collective imaginary through the cultural pheno-
menon that was the 2014 Pride helped society in taking a step towards the “norma-
lisation” of members of the Cypriot queer community and their “standardisation” 
through protective legislation, joining as it did other forces at work such as political 
pressure from the European Union, activism from NGOs and other organised 
groups, and even social media visibility and outspokenness.  
 
Given that the 2014 Pride was the first public, highly visible expression of mass 
queer activism in Cyprus ever, it can be argued that it brought to the forefront 
of society a cultural phenomenon pertaining to a new social movement func-
tioning as political activism and as a form of resistance, which consequently 
pointed at the first signs of a possible change. It is the purpose of this article, 
then, to describe the Pride’s part in the process of change. The Pride has been 
organised every year since 2014; one could argue that even its very existence was 
politically subversive and transgressive, as not only did it function as a site of 
cultural protest which challenged the stigma of queerness, but it helped society 
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move towards manifesting these parades as recurrent, culturally visible expres-
sions of the LGBTQI+ community, which has consequently allowed for new 
politics to enter the social nexus. In helping visibility and in shedding light on 
the queer experience in Cyprus, the concept of performance is fundamental. 
Performance as protest has been taken up by Benjamin Shepard (2009: 452-453), 
who wrote that “social movements are essentially constructions of countless per-
formances,” focusing on how the actions of participants influence social opinion 
and how protests such as Pride parades break “through barriers to change public 
opinion and create change.” Thus, performativity can be approached here, follow-
ing Judith Butler (1993: 241), as a “turning of power against itself to produce alte-
rnative modalities of power, to establish a kind of political contestation [… which 
can forge] a future from resources inevitably impure.” (1993: 241). The theatre-
cality of the performances itself, as it will be elaborated further on, allowed for 
the participants to dictate their own terms of belonging, taking back the power 
of self-determination, which hitherto had been the prerogative of dominant 
structures which had labelled them as deviant, predatory, and unworthy of any 
spotlight. In so doing, it was possible to subvert traditional and backward atti-
tudes towards non-heteronormative sexualities, when faced with queer expres-
siveness and visibility. 
 
For the purposes of this article, the notion of affect is taken to mean a politically 
charged concept of power, in line with the definition put forward by Brian Massumi 
in “The Autonomy of Affect” (1995) and Parables for the Virtual (2002). Affect is 
approached here as a political and power concept, a suspension of action–reaction 
circuits and linear temporality in synch with what might be called passion and 
a non-conscious experience of intensity, a moment of unformed and unstrucktured 
potential which cannot be fully realised in language, it being anarchic and there-
fore not limited (Massumi, 2002: 29-30). This article thus offers one explanation 
(of many possible ones) of the undertones of that first Pride in Cyprus in 2014, 
approaching it by trying to tap into affect’s most striking topographies, namely 
its embodied existence and performative drives. It is argued that these charac-
teristics, very much present in the Pride, culminated in a performative queer 
show of force, thus inextricably intertwining that exact moment in time to 
Cypriots’ socio-political lives by altering the collective imaginary of society as a 
whole, through approaching it as not an agent of change on its own, but rather, 
as a symptom of the beginning of a process of change which had been brewing 
for some time. In other words, the Pride did not change society, but it nudged 
it to move forward, as will be explained below. To help make this approach 
clearer, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s ideas on queer performativity will also be used, 
as I approach the Parade’s “queerness” as an expression of Cypriot society’s 
polyvalent socio-political manifestations which intentionally include the 
disenfranchised, all the while providing new answers to questions of belonging 
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for marginalised groups. In other words, what is argued is that the Parade can 
be read as a powerful, articulatory exhibition of a collective desire for a positive 
change pertaining to the status of LGBTQI+ rights.  
 
In trying to bring together the concepts of affect and performativity, it is important 
to note that they do not necessarily always work together or contradict each 
other. In fact, I approach these guiding concepts as exactly that: guides to ex-
plain different bits and pieces of the expressed desires of the Pride and its after-
math. In any case, such complex concepts cannot be approached monolithically 
or superficially, as one runs the danger of not really understanding their true 
potential to explain, fundamentally, how their complexity can be applied to the 
argument that culture can alter reality for this specific moment in Cypriot queer 
history. It is true that these two concepts seem to be functioning on diverse 
theoretical models; however, one could also argue that they come together in 
that they both reject dualistic binaries, opting instead for a celebration of 
performativity as diversity and fluidity, stemming from premises such as queerness, 
which then overflow in society and politics. Such an approach, which also allows 
us to explore a larger breadth of these concepts’ true potential, can lead us to a 
more nuanced application, one that exceeds limitations imposed by heteronor-

mativity in this case. This, in turn, 
opens up an anarchic space of pos-
sibilities, which can now include 
the socio-politically marginalised 
who were excluded by intransigent 
notions of what being actually 
means, leading to new ways of 
imagining subjectivities. 
 
The two major concepts the present 
article preoccupies itself with 
then, namely affect and performa-
tivity, processually connected to 

that first Pride, present challenges to the dominant narratives prevalent at the 
time in Cypriot society vis-à-vis issues such as sexuality, human rights, visibility, 
and the expression of marginalised groups, through such characteristics as 
spectatorship, self-expression, and determination as well as affective potential. 
Such challenges are approached, consequently, as possibilities for extending the 
space available to culture to change people’s lives. Queer theory is the realm 
within which affect and performativity, as approached above, can be put to 
work. Judith Butler’s work on the performative character of sexuality allowed 
us for the first time to approach sexuality not merely as something that pertains 
and is limited to biology, but as something that goes beyond the pathological 
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aspect of it. In Cyprus, homosexuality has been treated as a disease, both by the 
Church and the State, and with so-called “conversion therapies” being offered 
until quite recently. The participants in the anti-demostration, from the far-
right political party ELAM to the Church and other ultra-conservative orthodox 
organisations such as PAXOK (Pancyprian Orthodox Christian Movement), tried 
to attack participants in the Pride but were easily stopped by the police, due to 
their small numbers.  
 

The present article’s approach to 
affect and performativity can help 
move the discussion away from phy-
sically dangerous manifestations of 
trying to “explain” the presence of 
members of the queer community — 
which in turn can lead to ways to 
“cure” them and, of course, violence 
— and instead towards an under-
standing of the full potentials of the 
existence of queer culture within all 
of us. As a participant’s T-shirt read: 
“Some people are gay. Get over it!” 
 
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s work allows 
us to study affect in its full variety 
and complexity, rather than treating 
non-heteronormativity as an abnor-
mality. Further still, Brian Massumi 
seeks to explain the political scope 
of affect, which is approached here as 
a drive, or a perspective, which allows 
us to escape limiting, Manichean 
binaries and avoid the trap of social 

determinism, in trying to understand society and our place within it, all the 
while celebrating the possibility of freedom that such an approach of affect can 
bring about. 

 
Such a perspective has another advantage, as it allows us to move beyond the 
limits of approaching the Pride as inherently sexual; this would be too limiting 
to its true potential as a counter-hegemonic apparatus to restrictive dualisms. 
In Tendencies, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (1993: 8) has argued that one of the things 
“queer” can refer to is the open web of possibilities, dissonances and resonances, 
lapses and excesses of meaning when “the constituent elements of anyone’s 
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gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t made (or can’t be made) to signify mono-
lithically.” She has associated performativity with queer and, given that queer is 
a politically charged term, it is a “near-inexhaustible source of transformational 
energy […] experimental, creative, performative force” (2003: 2). Indeed, most of 
the participants of the Pride were not members of the LGBTQI+ community, 
nor was the event inherently sexual, despite some obvious sexual overtones. If 
one approaches “queer” in such a way, one misses the complexity of what the 
term entails. It is my contention that the expressed desires and performativity 
of the Pride indicated a move beyond a mere reading of “queer” in sexual terms, 
instead functioning as a reality-generating social machine, to borrow Deleuze 
and Guattari’s term. Thus, one should not approach the concept of queer expres-
sion as necessarily or intrinsically sexual; rather, it can be approached as multi-
faceted and ahistorical, with transcultural and transindividual aspirations, as 
otherwise, we run the risk of limiting the Pride’s true potential. What I am ges-
turing towards here is a transcendent visage of the Pride’s expressed performa-
tive desires, following Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s ideas towards a sexual liberalism 
which allows the individual subject to escape the ideological limits of hegemonic 
insights and contravene a limiting political perspective, looking instead at the 
affective as formative of the subject: it is only then that we can really understand 
the true importance of that first Pride Parade.  
 

From my personal experience of participating in the Pride, instead of approaching 
the parade as inherently sexual, I propose that a sense of togetherness, of coming 

together via the forging of a 
homosocial – rather than 
purely sexual – bond stem-
ming from the people’s ex-
pressed desires, was evident 
in the coalescing of all these 
people: strangers embraced 
each other, walked, sang, and 
danced together, just like old 
friends. Those hitherto asso-
ciated with marginalised life-
styles and the people or 
groups that support them 
marched united, resisting at-

tempts of suppression by so-called “traditional” values, and forging homosocial 
bonds in the process that transcended limiting markers such as race, gender, 
ethnicity, religion, and sexual orientation. This bond was further strengthened 
by the shared performative actions of the participants: “In its deconstructive 
sense performativity signals absorption; in the vicinity of the stage, however, the 
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performative is the theatrical” (Kosofsky Sedgwick, 2003: 2, emphasis added). In the 
Pride, there was a multitude of theatrical, performative expressions of desire 
that were not necessarily sexual or, indeed, limited to queer ones. There were 
people from the entire LGBTIQ+ spectrum as well as cisgendered people, fami-
lies, and hetero- and non-heteronormative performances. Some people were 
extravagantly dressed, many were dancing, singing, playing games, all coming 
together in a huge party at the end, everyone marching together for a common 
cause. What united them was not a sexually charged drive, but the desire to see 
a social and political change, the desire to improve society, the desire for free-
dom of expression, freedom of being, freedom from social norms through the 
unstructured expression of desires and emotions. All of these people came 
together in a colourful wave of performative power, a circus of misfits and their 
supporters on the stage that was Cyprus’ streets, with a tongue-in-cheek menta-
lity, pointing towards a brighter, more inclusive future and a newly-formed sense 
of culture, one that is more tolerant, progressive, and challenging towards domi-
nant structures. Indeed, “no true self exists prior to its immersion in culture; the 
self is constructed in and through its relations with others and with systems of 
power” (Weeks, 1985: 187) — this holds true for us all.  
 

In that, the Pride’s expressed desires and “eccentric” performances were the core 
of its positive productive force. Rejecting repression, disavowal, and prohibition, 
the performative act and, hence, unassimilable power stemming from its fluidity 
and connectivity, enables participants to move beyond restrictive, socially 
constructed structures by transforming as well as exceeding them. Arguably, the 
gamut of the participants’ presence and performance and the inability to define 
them through a causal linearity, a social logic based on ill-defined heteronor-
mative markers, point to the Pride’s unformed, unstructured, and unassimilable 
potential which has the power to move subjectivity beyond social, political, and 
personal exigencies. The collective, performative actions of the participants in 
the Parade can gesture towards a better understanding of the weak points of a 
dominant structure, thus becoming politically and socially charged with a power 
that can challenge said structures which have been (and still are) deeply 
embedded in the Cypriot collective imaginary.  
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As mentioned, above the Greek 
Orthodox Church wields tre-
mendous power in shaping an 
already largely conservative so-
ciety. There is no actual sepa-
ration of Church and State as, 
for example, religious indoctri-
nation is still taught at schools 
in all grades. The majority of 
Cypriots are highly religious and, 
consequently, homophobic.  
 
What is more, LGBTQI+ people 
in Cyprus have long experi-

enced widespread discrimination and marginalisation (OHCHR, 2009). Stavros 
Karayanni and Nikos Trimikliniotis (2008: 6) underline that the Greek Cypriot 
community is a conservative society “unwilling to abandon traditional beliefs 
about social and sexual norms, and gender roles.” This collective attitude has 
been ratified by European and national surveys that:  
 

[…] consistently highlight deeply entrenched homophobia and intolerance for other 
sexual identities. Marriage, children, a good name in society, and attachment to 
orthodox values define the expectations of the large majority of the population. 
LGBT people are seen as posing a challenge to these expectations. Therefore, they 
are relegated to taboo and receive mostly hostile treatment in public discourse. 
(Karayanni and Trimikliniotis, 2008: 6) 

 
It is argued then, that in such a predominantly homophobic collective imagi-
nary, the participants’ actions, choices, performances, and played-out desires at 
the Pride temporarily transformed the performative space of Nicosia into a 
collectively liminal one, holding a mirror up to the face of society where, not 
despite but because of its anarchic state, the ongoing dialectical process between 
the marginal and the dominant structures became clearly visible.   
 

Disruptions 
The days prior to that first Pride Parade in Cyprus in May 2014 were not like any 
others. There was a general euphoria, expressed through publications in pro-
gressive newspapers, social media, and TV channels, which was somewhat strange, 
given the practical invisibility of the queer community in mainstream culture 
at the time. On the other hand, the Church of Cyprus condemned the Parade 
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through remarks made by the archbishop as well as other bishops, about homo-
sexuality as human beings’ “fall from grace,” an “illness,” and not a natural way 
of life or choice (Psillides, 2014). 

 
Such an approach came into 
stark contrast with the pa-
rade’s motto of “Same Love – 
Equal Rights,” with the 
march being but the climax 
of two weeks of events that 
included film screenings, 
theatre performances, dance 
events, and academic work-
shops. 
 
It is true that even though 
the organisers expected the 
Pride to be a success, they 
did not foresee its magni-
tude, according to Costa 
Gavrielides, then president 
of ACCEPT-LGBTI Cyprus, 
the organisation responsible 
for the Parade. There were 
rumours of thousands of 
people turning up to cause 
trouble and incite violence, 
but the reality could not 
have been further from the 
projections. But why? What 

was the deeper function of the Pride? A possible answer to that question lies in 
understanding how affect carries social and political power. It was through the 
body and its performances witnessed at the Pride that a moment of intensity 
came to exist outside of language. The Pride was much more than just a street 
party; rather, it was an intense moment in history which showcased the way 
forward, towards a more tolerant society and more rights for marginalised groups. 
To get to that conclusion, one needs to analyse the concept of affect in relation 
to the body as carrying such force, approaching it through its performative 
power. Massumi (2002: ix) writes that affect is always present in important 
events;  it opens the world, and is at the cutting edge of change. By approaching 
affect as a non-verbal yet highly disruptive element of desire and a non-
conscious state of being which can alter collective imaginaries, it can be argued 
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that what the Cypriot society experienced when watching the Pride was some-
thing much more important than the sum of its parts. The collective perfor-
mance surpassed any individual consciousnesses, overflowing into society itself, 
as Massumi explains: 
  

A power to affect and be affected is a potential to move, act, perceive, and think — 
in a word, powers of existence. The “to be affected” part of the definition says that 
a body’s powers of existence are irreducibly relational. They can only be expressed 
in dynamic relation with other bodies and elements of the environment. The power 
to affect and the power to be affected are inseparable; they are two sides of the 
same coin. They are reciprocals, growing and shrinking as a function of each other. 
So, from the start, affect overspills the individual, tying its capacities to its 
relational entanglement with others and the outside. Affect is fundamentally transin-
dividual. (Massumi qtd. in Evans, 2017, emphasis added) 

 
Ιn that first Pride what we saw was a 
triumph of collectivity, a creation of 
a multicoloured patchwork collective 
individuality, a celebration of a multi-
plicity of expressions, backgrounds, 
and articulated desires coming to-
gether in a single goal, all adding up 
to something greater than the indi-
vidual. This expressed performed 
celebration, irrevocably intertwined 
with the bodies’ singing, dancing, 
expressing, kissing, and so on, signi-

fied a visceral and paradoxical expression of individuality, which simultaneously 
underlined the importance of the individual while transgressing it for the 
greater good, in affecting, collectively, an understanding of who those people 
were. One of the signs held by a participant, a transgender woman, read: “I was 
born twice. The second time, for myself.” 
 
This expression of rebirth speaks to how this moment of affect was explained 
to the viewers, what this kind of statement actually meant, first for the person 
carrying the sign and, through the power of the image, how this disruptive 
moment had the power to spill over into society, transgressing the boundaries 
of the sign, of the Parade, and of the individual, ultimately reaching everyone 
through the exposure of the event, and becoming, as such, a non-verbal moment 
of intense change. 
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Judith Butler (1997: 20) writes: “No act of speech can fully control or determine 
the rhetorical effects of the body which speaks.” In the Parade, the bodies spoke, 
and they spoke very loudly. The power of the performative bodies we saw in the 
Parade and its consequent political connotations, lies exactly in their expressive 
state rather than in linguistic edifices such as the ones issued by the Archdiocese 
of Cyprus against the Parade. This has a deeper meaning, as Christopher Nealon 
(2011: 270) says, namely that the change of dominant structures is possible, as 
opposed to a mere response to them. If the Prides’ affective, performative conno-

tations are examined 
through such a lens then, 
it can be argued that they 
have true, political mean-
ing, and that such a read-
ing of affect as a carrier of 
such power, as Massumi 
furthermore argues, “ex-
pands the realm of the 
political beyond its usual 
connotation of formations 
of domination, contain-
ment by institutions, and 

channelling by norms” (Evans, 2017). The importance of that first Pride then, 
read through the lens of affect, is extended to a state where existential powers 
are trying to express themselves, “laying claim to an autonomy of becoming” 
(Evans, 2017). The close connection seen here between affect and the body, as 
well as the performance of the expressed embodied experiences at the Parade, 
constituted such an example of a positive power of being, of existing and ex-
pressing through performing. Simon O’Sullivan (2001: 126) has worded it as such: 
“You cannot read affects, you can only experience them.” Through that perfor-
mative experience of the Pride’s participants, an autonomy of becoming and a 
new way of self-definition started to present itself as a choice, one that was 
indeed not bound by age-old, so-called “traditional” and most definitely oppress-
sive, heteronormative dominant notions, and one that challenged exclusive 
hegemonic narratives of social politics in the process, especially since that 2014 
Pride, being the first ever organised mass queer activity which was also heavily 
marketed, and a highly successful cultural and social event at the same time. 
 

It was Deleuze who proposed affect as having a “bodily meaning that pierces 
social interpretation, confounding its logic, and scrambling its expectations […] 
the critical focus is on bodily displacement” (Hemmings, 2005: 181). In other 
words, the body does and the mind follows (Deleuze, 1997: 124). When affect is 
read as a nonconscious intensity that can stimulate bodies into performing, 
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paired with a stress on its political importance, it makes it possible for the 
Parade to be approached as an important moment in time, a distinct milestone 
of an ongoing process on the way to a more accepting society, while at the same 
time helping us to avoid thinking about the body in an essentialist way. The 
Pride’s participating bodies’ existential intensity functioned as an enabling 
agent towards allowing them to enact themselves in their own way, under any 
circumstances, and in every situation. This unashamed, polyvocal, and multi-
faceted aestheticism in the Pride which was expressed for the first time on such 
a grand scale, allowed them, in turn, to break from past limiting and oppressive 
narratives, given the legislative change concerning LGBTQI+ rights that came 
about immediately after it, as discussed below. What was clearly underlined was 
the enabling functioning of the Pride, which allowed participants to resist a 
backward-looking glance based on “tradition” and religion, and a sense of an ima-
ginary, “pure” homeland, frozen in time in an “idyllic moment outside history 
[…] (which) lies in the heart of dominant nationalist […] ideologies” (Gopinath 
2005: 4) and demand equal rights. And it is argued that it was through the 
queering effect of the Parade that these “legacies (were) imaginatively contested 
and transformed” (Gopinath, 2005: 4) and that heteronormative and patriarchal 
structures were contested, subverted, and challenged.  
 

Butler (1993: 226) has argued that queer “emerges as an interpellation that raises 
the question of the status of force and opposition, of stability and variability, 
within performativity.” In her speech “Bodies in Alliance and the Politics of the 
Street” (2011), she takes this argument further by focusing on public assemblies, 
expanding the scope of performativity beyond speech to include the corporeal 
actions of bodies. She emphasises how embodied assemblies, just like a Pride, I 
may add, can lead to a new, highly politicised way of understanding the states 
of the individual. The Pride and its success brought to the forefront the ex-
perience of queer bodies performing, exposing themselves, becoming inter-
connected as many and as one, all asking, not in words per se, but in movement 
and through images, to be recognised as equally worthy of all rights afforded to 
others by society; in effect, to be understood that queer lives matter. Butler (2011) 
says it clearly: “For politics to take place, the body must appear […] I must appear 
to others in ways for which I cannot give an account, and in this way my body 
establishes a perspective that I cannot inhabit.” And these bodies did appear in 
that first Pride, in all their unassimilable glory. Other theorists have also talked 
about the power of the body, especially in events such as the Pride, including 
Wahlström and Wennerhag (2018: 6), who view the performative power of Prides 
as “acts of self-affirmation in which Pride participants declare their presence 
openly and without apology to claim their rights of citizenship.” Indeed, the 
Pride’s positive, productive force emanated through the expressive states of the 
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bodies participating in it, and their consequent variability in the form of per-
formative fluidity, challenging in the process the Manichean pseudo-dilemmas 
embedded in social determinism. It was difficult to categorise the body in the 
Pride based on what people were familiar with, such as assigned gender roles 
for instance. It was through the body’s uncategorisable state of subjectivity and 
the blurring of boundaries that the phenomenological stability that stems from 
nothing else other than a fear of the unknown was challenged, and new ways of 
being could emerge.  
 

What is more, the expressed bodily aestheticism and performativity evident in 
the Pride was unashamedly fun, as bodies acting out free from social constraints 
often tend to be. In discussing Bruce’s argument that the element of fun can 
instigate social change, Peterson, Wahlström, and Wennerhag (2018: 5) add that 
Prides have proven to be the ideal vehicles for mobilising the LGBTQI+ commu-
nity to “culturally challenge the hetero-normative norms that pervade societies, 
to make demands for citizen rights and for building collective identity […] 
another world really is possible.” Indeed, as Bruce (2016: 21) argues, having fun 
at Prides and acting out desires is a tactic “that urges societies to change.” And 
there was a lot of fun at that first Pride. Emotions ran high with its party-like 
attitude, DJs, colourful fashions, signs, music, food, and dancing in the streets. 
Discussions, book readings, theatrical plays, art events, and film festivals were 
planned, including an event that I organised at the University of Nicosia. People 
dressing (or undressing) the way they felt like, signs that said, “Fuck Normal”, 

famous singers, pioneers of the 
queer movement, activists, politi-
cians, people from different back-
grounds, all acting the way each 
one of them felt like, but at the 
same time in a way that, collec-
tively, spoke to the same goal, 
that of the hope for change.  
 
No one is arguing that the Pride 
was, in and of itself, the sole cata-
lyst that brought about change, 
nor do I buy into idealised mo-

ments. Yet, as Judith Butler (2011) warns us, we should be aware of any analysis 
fully against idealisation. Indeed, the transformations that occurred in the 
period following this social and political mobilisation, do warrant a certain 
aspect of idealisation. The 2014 Pride came at the right moment and in the right 
place, like the last missing piece of a puzzle, creating such favourable conditions 
that allowed for change to become visible for the first time; a type of change 
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that manifested in influencing society and creating new subjectivities and 
understandings of what it really meant to be a citizen of Cyprus. This process 
of change is still ongoing: in the latest Pride, organised in September 2022 in 
Cyprus, the slogan was “Marriage for all,” as the next goal is, according to Accept 
LGBTI Cyprus, to raise awareness, urging the Government to introduce “legi-
slation that will safeguard equal rights for all citizens with regard to the right 
to marriage and all rights and responsibilities deriving from it, as it is the case 
in 31 other countries around the world” (Philippou, 2022), something which 
would probably have taken a much longer time to achieve, had it not been for 
that first Pride. In that sense, an “idealisation” of the Pride as being the perfect 
event, in the perfect place, at the perfect time, can be justified by the wave of 
changes that followed it. Again though, Pride parades are not an end in them-
selves, nor do they constitute a complete, comprehensive strategy of change. But 
that first Pride was an important milestone, a sign on the road to change, clearly 
pointing towards an affective alliance of different parts of the social nexus, all 
working in unison towards a common goal.  
 

Almost all political parties (AKEL, DISY, DIKO, Greens, EDEK) participated in 
the Pride, apart from the far-right, racist ELAM which was a part of the counter-
demonstration, along with the Church. Embassies (Sweden, USA, Denmark 
among others), NGOs such as the Turkish Cypriot LGBTQI+ association KUIR 
Cyprus, the European Commission and the European Parliament, celebrities 
such as the famous singer Anna Vissi, and LGBTQI+ pioneer activist Alecos 
Modinos, founder of the Cypriot Homosexual Liberation Movement1 were also 
present in the Pride, which was organised under the auspices of Nicosia mayor, 
Constantinos Yiorkadjis.  
 

What was evident during the Pride was a general sense of refusal of individuals 
and communities alike to be defined against universal claims of white, hetero-
sexual, androcentric categorisations, such as the ones passed down by the Greek 
Orthodox Church as well as the educational and social system in general in 
Cyprus, which has informed the Cypriot collective imaginary to a large extent. 
The recognition of the power of expressed desires in the Pride is what allowed 
for a disavowal of the binarisms that limit subjectivity. The national stereotype 
of the queer subject as a burden to society, which the Pride’s performative 
prowess challenged through its portrayal of participants in non-heteronor-
mative attires and behaviours, was exposed for what it was and had always been: 
structurally and inherently ambivalent, which is one of the most powerful and 
significant discursive and physical strategies of discriminatory power.  
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The Pride, through its comical 
parodying of established norms, 
stripped the national imagina-
ry of its supposed dominance 
over the marginalised subject, 
as the latter became an un-
categorisable and unknowable 
and, therefore, “dangerous” en-
tity. How can one categorise a 
person who does not want to 
be associated with any “fami-
liar” set of behavioural codes 
and refuses to perform socially 
assigned genders according to 
stereotypes in place? How can 
one categorise a transgender 

woman with a beard? One cannot and one should not try to in the first place. 
The bodies on the performative stage of the Pride were wonderfully expressive 
of a diverse array of individual and collective desires alike. Their very existence 
— the fact that they were paraded before a highly religious and conservative 
society — helped to deconstruct “safe” and “stable” categories deeply embedded 
in racism, gendered discrimination, and a “don’t ask, don’t tell” unwritten rule. 
Butler (2011) again has talked about how bodies become modalities of power, 
writing that they are a political statement when defying social constraints: “Poli-
tical claims are made by bodies as they appear and act, as they refuse and as 
they persist under conditions in which that fact alone is taken to be an act of 
delegitimation of the state.” Arguing for the close interaction between such dis-
ruptive power of desire and the social sphere, Deleuze and Guattari (1972: 175–
176) point out that the desiring production is “situated at the limits of social 
production; the decoded flows, at the limits of the codes and the territorialities” 
and, as such, the flow of desire can greatly affect the social realm. Such an idea 
was also picked up by Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (2000: 397) who under-
lined this revolutionary potential. They argue that the political, seen through 
the lens of desire, is nothing if not “concrete production (and) human collect-
ivity in action,” and that “we are masters of the world because our desire and 
labor regenerate it continuously.” What mobilises desire is not an endless 
attempt to substitute loss but the energies that flow in and out of the multiple 
connections that are always invested in the social and the political, and which 
defy categorisation, evident in the inability of society to classify (and conse-
quently understand) the participants based on clear-cut, limiting, white, andro-
centric, social and gender binary categories of “belonging” such as man/ woman, 
masculine/feminine, which is exactly what we saw in the performance of the 
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Pride. Such a mobilisation of desire entails a sense of belonging that pertains to 
an essential transgression of limits and boundaries that enables an escape from 
dominant ideas of subjectivity such as history and hierarchical order, while this 
approach, I argue, can also be crucial to an understanding of Cypriot cultural, 
historical, and political trajectories in the last eight years. 
 

Changes 
The Pride, in and of itself, in both form and function, succeeded in bringing 
together people regardless of race, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, or poli-
tical affiliation; in forging homosocial bonds for people from around the world, 
and from embassies to politicians.  The Pride went so far as to reach across the 
divide between Greek-Cypriots and Turkish-Cypriots, and in so doing, consti-
tuted a powerful, affective force. The Turkish-Cypriot LGBTQI+ association 
KUIR Cyprus (Queer Cyprus) not only participated in the event but was instru-
mental in its organisation. Since 1974, when Turkey invaded Cyprus and began 
illegally occupying 37% of its territory, the interactions between the two commu-
nities have been almost non-existent, at least until 2004, when the cease-fire line 
opened up and people were able to cross to the other side for the first time. But 
even then, the majority of the Greek-Cypriot population does not have relations 
with Turkish-Cypriots. In this way, the Pride brought together Accept LGBTI 
Cyprus and Queer Cyprus across the divide, as they worked together in organ-
ising the event, moving beyond and above obstacles such as different religions, 
languages, political viewpoints, ethnicities, and so on, in a concrete example of the 
bond the Pride helped create among the people of Cyprus.  
 

But did its importance start and finish within the confines of its actual dura-
tion? In other words, what of the aftermath? It is my contention that the Pride 
began to dismantle the rigid constraints of queer reality, already so entwined 
within society yet unbeknownst to most of us, gesturing towards the recognition 
of the fluid state of just existing. That process, through its clash with what is 
labelled as “traditional,” and through the spaces created from that clash, actually 
opened up new spaces for belonging or for, simply, being. These new spaces 
could then purposefully include what was hitherto excluded, without absorbing 
unique characteristics or subsuming identities into a societal nexus that has no 
room for what is different. In resisting a forceful transformation based on how 
society expects them to be and look like, all the players in the performative scene 
of the Pride became actors on a social stage that oscillated between assumed 
selves, while performing various roles in the process. The Pride was a “prevailing 
elucidation of queer desire” which initiated a long overdue queering of Cypriot 
culture, and which “reorient(ed) the traditionally backward-looking glance” of 
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society (Gopinath, 2005: 3). Such performative actions adhere both to a multi-
plicity of selves as well as to a sense of malleability pertaining to a variety of 
social milieus, in which the participants could act out whichever part they desire, 
as opposed to playing a specific role which is expected of them. It is exactly this 
chaotic, artistic, uncategorisable performativity which can function as the agent 
enabling the participants to escape the unbearable burden of being defined by 
others. Gayatri Gopinath (2005: 2) writes that “queer desires, bodies, and subjecti-
vities (have) become dense sites of meaning in the production and reproduction 
of notions of ‘culture,’ ‘tradition’ and communal belonging […] and they also 
signal the conflation of ‘perverse’ sexualities […] within a nationalist imaginary.” 
We fear what we cannot understand and classify, and that fear more often than 
not leads to violence. But it is through clashes, through a seemingly uncategoris-
able chaos and anarchy that possibilities can arise and socio-political change 
can have space to evolve.  
 

A performative act, once expressed, does not belong to the actors themselves, 
but exceeds and moves beyond them: it becomes uncontrollably radical, decen-
tred, and void of any limitations, eventually becoming larger than life itself. In 
other words, the point of the expressed performances in the Pride was less in 
what people put into it and more what people got out of it. Once expressed, the 
performances were released and became internalised by the Cypriot collective 
imaginary, first of the participants and the spectators, and then, through them, 
to the entire Cypriot society, challenging what it really means to be different 
from the norm, what it really means to be able to express yourself freely. This 
was one of the defining moments, in my view, when one could actually see how 
cultural expression can bring about actual change. In this way, the Parade’s cul-
tural expressions, the dancing, the singing, the dressing up, the masquerading, 
and so on, can be read as a site of vital, vibrant, and (for some) disturbing per-
formance, in the sense that it subverted the assumptions of the dominant style 
and atmosphere through humour, masquerades, and chaos, and that led to an 
understanding of a possible emergence of a new state of being, which entails 
hope for the future. Thus, the undercurrents of affect and of non-heteronor-
mative performative identities and their political relevance are explored vis-à-
vis their capacity to interrogate hegemonic discourses, given that the Pride’s 
nature of affect became entangled with societal norms. In turn, this worked 
towards illustrating the political nature of performance through a live inter-
action between performers and audiences, functioning at the same time as a 
performative moment of disruption and intensity and as a moment surpassing 
limits and barriers, pointing towards an adequately expressed collective ap-
proach to LGBTIQ+ rights, and signifying the queering of Cypriot culture in the 
process.  
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Such brazen, unapologetic expressions of disruption of heteronormative norms 
as those in the Pride can account for the interpretation of the affective forces 
at play within an expression of aesthetics as passion and, as such, as a suspen-
sion of normality and reason. One could argue here that the Pride functioned 

as “a hole in time […] filled with 
motion, vibratory motion, reson-
ation” (Massumi, 1995: 86). It is 
exactly through such a suspen-
sion of time, of the norm, of 
space, through a disruption of 
preset rules and limits, that a new 
space can be created so that som-
ething different can emerge. The 
argument here is that the first 
Pride functioned as such a tem-
poral point in time, what with the 
participants’ jokingly delightful 

attitude towards heteronormativity through the release of performative energy, 
through the unashamed, public exposure of oppressed and hitherto margin-
alised people and attitudes, which were brought to the surface so forcefully for 
the first time in the form of images, videos, dances, signs, music, and so on, being 
paraded on national news for days. This process exploded within society in an 
unheard-of way, revealing the gaps in what was a seemingly stable collective 
imaginary, which could then be filled with a new understanding of being, nar-
rated and dictated by the oppressed. In other words, the Pride showcased the 
possibility of a new experience in the making. It offered a new outlook on the 
relationships between past and present, individual and collective, within the 
political sphere. Such a new political outlook stemming from movements such 
as the Pride can be seen as a collective break from oppressive forces inherited 
from the past, pointing towards a new way into the future. It is the political which 
breaks through the personal, which becomes trans-individual, which helps in 
“liberating self-affirming powers of primary resistance that co-occur with 
identity but do not belong to it, that are not contained in it but pass through 
and around it, that open instead onto the outside, onto new affective vistas of 
collective becoming” (Evans, 2017). 
 
That first Pride Parade in Cyprus was many things. It was a queer Pride. It was 
a performative Pride. It was a social Pride. It was a sexual Pride. It was a non-
sexual Pride. It was a violent Pride. Above all, it was a political Pride. A mere six 
months later, on November 25, 2015, the Cyprus Parliament passed the Civil 
Cohabitation Act with almost all the rights of marriage (Ν. 184(I)/2015), with the 
memory of the Pride still pulsing through the speeches of almost all the political 
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parties’ representatives during the vote. Two months later, the first Civil Cohabi-
tation was registered by two women on January 29, 2016. The first public cere-
mony was held a few months later on March 4, 2016 by two men in Nicosia and 
received extensive coverage from the press. 
 

Some 110 couples have registered 
their unions in the country so far. 
The bill that criminalises hate 
speech and actions was amended 
in 2015 to include discrimination 
based on sexuality and anti-gay 
rhetoric (N. 87(I) / 2015). In a 
seven-year span, more steps have 
been taken towards complete equal 
rights than in the 54 years since 
the independence of Cyprus in 
1960. But more importantly, it is 
apparent to anyone living on the 

island that people have started to change. An increasing number of people more 
readily and frequently report hate crimes against members of the queer com-
munity (we have seen a steep rise and conviction of perpetrators since 2014), 
and more people check themselves prior to inadvertently offending others, 
trying to be more tolerant, open-minded, and respectful. Society has really 
become a better place in this regard, which is evident in every aspect of life. To 
quantify that, in 2006, 75% of Cypriots disapproved of homosexuality, and many 
believed it could be “cured” (Politis, 2006). A 2006 European Union survey 
showed that only 14% of Cypriots supported same-sex marriage, with only 10% 
in favour of adoption (Angus Reid Global Monitor, Polls & Research). However, 
the situation has seen a rapid development, as a 2014 survey showed a jump of 
40% in approval rates, with 53.3% of Cypriot citizens supporting civil unions 
(Cyprus Mail). Of course, much more needs to be done. The next milestone is 
the legalisation of adoption by same-sex couples and a completely new approach 
to sex education in schools.  
 
The Pride was successful in helping raise the levels of tolerance toward commu-
nity members, leading to the establishment of anti-discrimination laws and the 
recognition of same-sex relationships, such as registered partnerships. If we are 
to approach cultural events such as Pride Parades as substantially interfering in 
the social debate, we can delineate that any changes emanating from them can 
change both the individual and the world around them, by becoming versatile 
and organic political tools in the fight for equality. Furthermore, approached 
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through the lens of affect, the Pride allows us to imagine a new society in a pro-
ductive, novel way; in this sense, the participants “imagined” a new, inclusive, 
society, expressing it via their intensive, performative actions. The very first Pride 
can therefore be seen as a moment where a shared, collective mentality, one that 
favoured LGBTQI+ rights, began taking a concrete form, through its unapologe-
tic and brazen visibility, thus becoming an instrument that surfaced the begin-
ning of the articulation for political change. This visibility and consequent ex-
posure in mainstream media of the performances in the first Pride in Cyprus 
helped in affording it the role of a political, affective force of change to be re-
ckoned with, bringing the experience of a hitherto marginalised community (in 
this case, the LGBTIQ+ community), and society’s support of it, at the forefront 
of society. It was made abundantly clear that the time has come for the people 
of Cyprus to see the complexity of their sense of belonging, to change their 
collective imagination into something much more tolerant, and to open it up to 
include the marginalised. In so doing, the Pride held a mirror up to the face of 
society. Even more people participated in the subsequent Pride Parades, but 
none would ever be like the first one, which, above all, drew a recognisable por-
trait of a (more) modern and tolerable Cypriot society, providing a glimpse into 
a truly inclusive future, parading it through the streets of Cyprus that day, 
boldly, unapologetically ,and in front of all the institutions, religious, political 
and social, which were still adhering to what is, essentially, regretted histories 
of the past translated into the present.  
 
This crystallisation of Prides as a standard cultural form of expression allowed 
marginalised group members to address the negation, and challenge their cul-
tural inequality and diminishment of their culture politics repeatedly. Since 
2014, seven more Pride Parades have followed, thus becoming a staple in Cypriot 
society and an integral part of our lives, transforming cultures built upon an ill-
informed sense of superiority. Since 2014, the Pride Parades in Cyprus have be-
come sites of resistance against cultural, heterosexual norms, working towards 
both legal and cultural equality. Having said that, the Pride is a performance 
and, as such, it is not and can never be an end in and of itself in terms of change.  
 

It is, nevertheless, a highly visible manifestation of queer movements and poli-
tics and a clear sign of changing times. That first Pride functioned as just one 
of an array of tools used for social change in LGBTQI+ rights, albeit the most 
visible one, and as a way to bring that specific fight into the limelight.  
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notes 

It should not be argued that the Pride, as a single event, changed everything, but 
one cannot simply dismiss it as a frivolous “gay” happening, void of any political 
underpinnings, because it undeniably helped the struggle for a more aesthetic 
approach to politics. I therefore argue that the usefulness of the theory of affect 
lies in its ability to open up a space of unknowability, indeterminacy, and, 
consequently, of possibilities, which allows us to introduce emotion and desire 
within the processes of constructing subjects and subjectivities. Indeed, in this 
case, affect is “synonymous with hope” (Massumi, 2002: 3). This is what that first 
Pride did for Cyprus, especially in its functioning outside of the limits of sexuality 
alone, or at least with its understanding of expressed non-heteronormativity as 

inherently including culturally 
inscribed values and meanings; 
and it can therefore be argued 
that the Pride can be approached 
as a transcendent act that ad-
heres to a multiplicity of codes, 
sexual, political, and social alike. 
Such approaches to the socio-
political power of expressed 
desires and performativity can 
thus be considered as identities 
and social modes of belonging 
that can help individuals under-
stand how the world around 

them changes. We are on our way to achieving that and much more. And when 
we take that next step, we will be once again reminded of that first Pride Parade 
back in 2014, which shed light on the long, difficult road towards a more hopeful 
and inclusive future for all.  

 
1  Alecos Modinos won a case against Cyprus in the European Court in 1993 based 
on Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights against Section 171 of the 
Criminal Code of Cyprus which criminalised homosexuality (1993: Modinos vs Cyprus) 
and helped pave the way to the decriminalisation of homosexuality 5 years later.  
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abstract 
This paper will analyse the process of the creation of an original script and a short perfor-
mance focused on the relationship between the Catholic figure of Francis of Assisi and 
the body, as framed by queer theory. Over the centuries and in various cultures, the 
Catholic institution has been a body of oppression, particularly to minorities. On the 
other hand, the institution has produced a significant number of figures who were resi-
lient and who have defied the system, both internally and externally. Frequently, these 
figures are depicted in a tame manner, so that they are seen in a more conservative and 
orthodox light. Francis of Assisi is one of these figures. Particularly in and after the 
administration of the Order under Bonaventure, Franciscanism developed in a way that 
the image of the Poverello was manipulated and softened down. By returning to the 
pre-Bonaventure documents on the saint, and reflecting on them through queer theory, 
this project attempts to show the defiant traits of this saint, particularly in the way how 
he perceived and related with the body and physicality, including deformation. This 
presents a liberated approach to the body and queers the way how the body has been 
oppressed both by the Institution, which suppresses the body, as well as by society, that 
celebrates only select body forms. The second part of the paper ‘translates’ into practice 
the theoretical framework through a case-study of a theatrical project. 
 

keywords 
religion, queer studies, queer performance 
 
 
 

Francis of Assisi (1181/82-1226) is one of the most popular religious figures, esteemed 
and admired both within and outside the Christian world. His environmental 
values, as well as his radical lifestyle based on poverty and fraternity, have inspired 
numerous persons coming from a myriad of different realities. Next to Sebastian, 
Francis of Assisi can also be considered as one of the queerest saints in the 
Catholic tradition. According to the Franciscan scholar Kevin Elphick, “St. Francis 
is a uniquely gender-bending historic figure” and “the gender-bending St. Francis 
has already spoken through the ages to the LGBT community” (2013). Queer 
author Kittredge Cherry reinforces this statement by saying that Francis’ “extra-
vagant love crossed boundaries” (2021).  
 

Referring to a Medieval figure as queer undoubtedly calls for caution. Queering 
the Middle Ages does not imply that the historical figure is homosexual. The notion 
of homosexuality as understood in contemporary society was not perceivable in 
Medieval culture. Furthermore, Medieval society did not sexualise matters in the 
same manner as they are sexualised in the twenty-first century. Queering the 
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Middle Ages, however, investigates, challenges and deconstructs Medieval sexu-
ality, keeping in mind that we are examining a period of time with all the know-
ledge and the cultural paradigms that ensued in the subsequent centuries (Karras, 
2017: 11, 20). It also offers a tool that examines the power dynamics of a patriar-
chal system in which minorities were ousted and oppressed. In queering the 
Middle Ages, we are using a contemporary lens in order to unpack dynamics of 
power, particularly those affiliated with gender and sexuality, in order to reclaim 
the latter. 
 

In his hagiographies of the saint, Thomas of Celano1 provides various episodes 
and examples that depict Francis as unique and rebellious. These hagiographies 
will serve as the basis of this research project, not only on the grounds that they 
were the first and original hagiographies that we know of, but furthermore, because 
they precede Bonaventure’s attempt to present a standardised life account, which 
sought to depict Francis in a more conventional manner, as a man who undergoes 
a journey from being a weak person, at times presented as feminine, to serving 
as the strong male founder of the Franciscan Order (Bynum, 1991: 35). To attain 
this objective, Bonaventure also commanded the eradication of prior works on 
the life of the saint (Le Goff, 1999: 23-24; Fo, 2009: ix).  Even though still proble-
matic within the context of this study, since it depicts the more moderate side 
of Franciscanism (Le Goff, 1999: 25-26), Thomas nonetheless shows how the 
distinctiveness of Francis was misunderstood by his contemporaries, and how 
frequently he experienced affliction due to the fact that the society he lived in 
was not willing to accept difference. For example, in portraying the conversion 
of Francis, Thomas describes the reaction of the residents of Assisi when they 
encounter the changed man: “Shouting out that he was mad and demented, they 
threw the mud of the streets and stones at him” (I: I: V: 11)2. Through the contem-
porary lens, in this portrayal Francis can be read as queer, that is, a figure who 
transgressed the norms of the social and political system embedded in patriarchy. 
Ranging from frequent references to Francis as mother3, to his renunciation of 
the traditional and biological family (I: I: VI: 15), the Poverello defied structures 
that were strongly ingrained in the social infrastructure. Thus, I would argue 
that Francis is a queer saint who also queers society through his actions.  
 

This paper will focus on how Francis queered the notion of the body by referring 
to episodes in his life, and by understanding these bold experiences within the 
Christian Medieval framework, where body markings “were culturally laden” 
(Green, 2014: 160), and where society was rigidly structured in a complex web of 
interdependency (Melnick and Wood, 2005: 67-68). Francis will be displayed as 
a person who challenges the power dynamics that are associated with physicality 
and physical expression. These insights will be juxtaposed against the works of 
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seminal theorists in queer theory, thus demonstrating that the queering of Francis 
is still pertinent for the society that we are living in, and that queer Francis has 
still much to tell us. Queer theory questions identity and also opposes political 
and social approaches in which “normatives are kept in place through associ-
ations between binary oppositions” (Barker and Scheele, 2016: 97). Hence, in the 
context of this paper queer theory will not limit itself to issues and dynamics 
pertaining to sexuality and gender. The second part of the paper will show how 
the findings of this study were incorporated into a short theatrical performance 
that portrays the queer relationship that Francis had with the body, and how he 
queered conventional notions on the body. 

 

The encounter with the leper 
One of the most significant markers of the conversion of Francis that led him 
to deepen his love for God and humanity was his encounter with the leper. This 
moment is beautifully captured in Roberto Rossellini’s film Francesco, Giullare di 
Dio (1950), showing the transition of Francis, as he comes out from his hiding 
place in the woods, to the climactic moment when he embraces the isolated leper 
in the openness of the field. This metamorphosis is fundamental to the under-
standing of the queerness of Francis. As Thomas of Celano states, Francis deplored 
lepers and “in the days of his vanity, he would look at their houses only from a 
distance of two miles and he would hold his nostrils with his hands” (I: I: VII, 
17). In Medieval society, leprosy was considered to be the result of unnatural sex 
(Green, 2014: 158). The disease was associated with poverty, even though there 
were many cases of wealthy and noble persons falling prey to it, and was often 
used as a metaphorical representation of the moral pollution of the clergy (Car-
michael, 2014: 47). According to Hsy, it was even associated with acts of sodomy 
(2010: 90). Following the advice of the Book of Leviticus (13, 45-46)4, lepers were 
expelled from society and condemned to live in the wilderness. Just as the homo-
sexuals in the Nazi concentration camps had to wear the pink triangle to be 
identified, the leper had to carry a bell and ring it when approaching other 
people (Le Goff, 2007: 92). A division was created between the city, the space 
where life was possible, and the outskirts, where life was challenging and pre-
carious. Medieval society implemented the “necropolitics” of who should die, or 
be expelled, and who should live, in such a way that the politics of life become 
inseparable from the politics of death (Gossett, 2014: 31). The deformed and sick 
body could not mingle with the rest, to avoid threatening the well-being of the 
strong. 
 

In contrast to this, Medieval society also believed that contact with the frail 
body was a means of salvation since it was an opportunity to practise one of the 
seven corporal works of mercy (Riches and Bildhauer, 2014: 182). The body of the 
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leper was a controlled body, or as Foucault would describe it, “a docile body” 
that is “subjected, used, transformed and improved” (Foucault, 1995: 136). It “im-
proved” the status of the healthy people in society. Its social and theological 
function is a soteriological one: it provides a passageway to the Kingdom of Heaven, 
thus reinforcing even further the binary between the heathy and the unhealthy, 
and the clean and the unclean. Indeed, lepers were also “used” in the process of 
canonisation and declaration of saints. Two of the episodes to which Thomas of 
Celano refers in order to prove the sanctity of Francis were the healing of two 
lepers after his death (I: III: II: 46). This objectification of the leprous body 
dehumanised it, reducing it merely to a functional vehicle to assess whether a 
person deserves public veneration and admittance into the canon catalogue of 
saints. 
 

This tension between repulsion and charity is manifested in the dramatic narra-
tive presented by Thomas of Celano (II: I: V: 9). The scene embodies the transfor-
mation from a self-regarding and unemphatic person to a man who descends 
from his horse (symbol of power, wealth and masculinity) to kiss the leper. In 
Medieval culture, the actions of Francis in this vignette would accentuate his 
sense of charity and compassion. Blowing into a person’s mouth was considered 
a way of healing a person or of conveying grace (Bynum, 1991: 184). It is nonethe-
less interesting to read the kinesthetics and the physicality of this scene from a 
contemporary queer angle to be able to reappropriate it. Juxtaposed against this 
framework, the episode depicts a heteronormative individual who abandons his 
comfort and privileged zone, albeit temporarily, to engage in a seemingly homo-
erotic moment. The leper disappears as soon as Francis mounts (note the sexual 
innuendo) his horse, thus mystifying the experience, and hinting that the leper 
was Christ. Yet the sexual element in the story remains: a few days later, Francis 
returns to the leper colony, and after offering a leper money, “he kissed his hand 
and his mouth” to exchange “the bitter for the sweet, and manfully prepared 
himself for the rest” (II: I: VI: 10). The binary between the sexual and the mystic 
is blurred, just as much as the schism between the beautiful and the horrid is 
obscured. This obfuscation between self, the rejected other and the Divine indi-
cates that the three are intimately linked to the extent that just as much as the 
leper is Christ, the leper is also Francis. In rejecting the leper, Francis is rejecting 
himself, but in embracing the leper, he is embracing, and eventually discovering 
himself.  As Hellmann states, “for the first time his heart was opened to his 
outcast brothers and sisters, and in his embrace of them he was embraced” (2015: 
33). It is only “when we sit in discomfort, we grow” (McCann and Monaghan, 
2020: 209). 
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There is also a defiance of an interesting power dynamic played out in this encounter. 
By embracing the leper, Francis was by-passing the powerful position of the 
priest. The role of the priest, was, and still is, to serve as a vehicle for the faithful 
to save their soul since he acts in persona Christi capitis. By reaching out to the 
leper as a layperson, Francis was creating “a potential route to salvation that 
[did] not require the mediation of a priest” (Riches and Bildhauer, 2014: 183), but 
that was self-sufficient. In that embrace, Francis defies the hierarchical and 
patriarchal structure of the Medieval Church. 
 

The embracing of the leper defies all the binary schisms that characterise Medieval 
society. In embracing the leper in himself, Francis transcends the objectification 
of the leper. The outcast is no longer repellent, but neither is he functional. 
Furthermore, the leper is not required to discard his identity or transform it 
(unlike the miracle cases that happened after the death of Francis). Warner criti-
cises the process of assimilation because to garner respectability it does not 
celebrate identity and diversity but morphs it into a reality acceptable in the 
mainstream (2000, 24-25). The leper resists the morphing, and likewise Francis 
does not attempt to transform the leper in himself into a tamer aspect that 
could be more acceptable to society. In the embracing of the leper, Francis dis-
covers within himself the human and the erotic; the marginalised and the 
forlorn; the Divine and the mystic, and grows to realise that the barriers sepa-
rating these realities are merely constructs. 
 

Francis the stripper 
Thomas of Celano mentions episodes where Francis stripped in public. In the 
initial stages of his conversion, the hagiographer recounts how “frequently stripping 
himself, he clothed the poor” (II: I: IV: 8). Shortly afterwards he strips off his 
clothes in front of the crowd in the city of Assisi, as he renounces his birthright, 
in order to “go naked to the Lord” (II: I: VII: 12). In a third episode, Francis 
encounters an old woman begging for alms. The saint gives her the mantle that 
he was wearing and encourages her to make a dress for herself out of it. But 
when the woman realises that she does not have enough cloth, Francis encourages 
his companion to do the same, “and both remained naked so that the old woman 
might be clothed” (I: III: LIII: 86). 
 

Francis’ renunciation of his clothes is significant considering that he was a fashion 
aficionado. Thomas of Celano describes the young Francis as a man who “was 
the admiration of all and strove to outdo the rest in the pomp of vainglory […] 
in soft and flowing garments” (I: I: I: 2). As Poletti claims, Francis hit “many of 
the ‘marks’ we’d associate later with homosexuals” (2021). His transition from 
the “dandy” wearing the latest fashion trend to the humble man clad in a simple 
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tunic, similar to what farmers wore (Melnick and Wood, 2005: 34), can be read 
in a more multifaceted manner. The exposure of his naked body is a transgres-
sive act where he bares himself totally, not only on a physical level. Francis’ 
stripping is an act of exhibitionism, and unlike the encounter with the leper, 
Francis’ disrobing is a public act. Whether or not it gave him pleasure is unclear, 
but it is undoubtedly insubordinate on a political level. Pitts presents the case-
study of a transgendered person who uses body modification to create an ano-
malous body which he displays at the beach. The manifestation may not remove 
the fear or hostility, but it certainly accentuates it (Pitts, 2000: 451). What is 
perceived as perverse, or shocking is “always organized to some degree by what 
it subverts” (Silverman, 1992: 186). Francis is subverting a culture that glorifies 
the clothed body. Fashion trends were, and still are, a marker to consolidate the 
men in power, for fashion has the faculty to “transform the identity of the 
individuals changing their bodies,” which Saggioro refers to as anthropopoiesis 
(2020: 32). There were specific laws in Medieval society that regulated social class 
differences in dress, as well as markers in clothing to distinguish minorities such 
as the Jews (Green, 2014: 142), creating a “hierarchy of appearances” (Lirosi, 2020: 
15). For example, stripes were used to indicate the avoidable other such as the 
heretic or the adulteress (Lirosi, 2020: 18).  In the disrobing act in Assisi, the two 
men who are well-dressed, juxtaposed against the nudity of Francis, are his 
father, Pietro di Bernardone, representing the rising and affluent merchant class, 
and the Bishop, symbolising the Institution of the Church. In queering his use 
of clothes, Francis is detaching himself from the wealthy class, as well as from a 
Church that thrived in power and glory, a Church that in its wealth had created 
a distance between the clergy and the common people (Bynum, 1982: 12). In 
removing the layers of his clothes, Francis reveals and bares his true identity, 
rejecting the previous one which was synonymous with the oppressive class. His 
body is not yet as blemished as the body of the leper, but it is certainly at this 
stage more akin to it than to the flamboyant and luxurious vestments of the 
people around him in the piazza. His behaviour is seen as deviant and shameful, 
to the extent that the Bishop feels the urge to clothe him to avoid scandal. These 
dynamics are captured strongly in Giotto’s masterpiece Renunciation of Worldly 
Goods (1295) in the Saint Francis cycle, housed in the Upper Church of San 
Francesco in Assisi. Francis distances himself from his father and the rest of 
society, as the Bishop attempts to protect him by covering the lower part of his 
body. Warner discusses this notion of the politics of shame where he denounces 
people who “think not only that their own way of living is right, but that it 
should be everyone else’s moral standard as well” (2000:4). Hence, in this vignette, 
Francis makes a bold statement: he announces the path of queerness that he 
intends to embrace in his new life, a life of authenticity. Hence, Francis’ stripping 
becomes his official outing in front of and to the community. 
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The scarred body 
In the context of the Middle Ages, scarification is problematic. There were two 
categories of scarification: self-induced and caused by supernatural intervention. 
A binary schism can be noted between self-induced scarification, such as the 
scars caused by flagellation, a practice heavily discouraged by the Catholic 
Church, and supernaturally gifted forms of scarification, which were perceived 
as markers of a high level of sanctity (Le Goff, 2007: 42-43). On a spiritual level, 
the implication was that the holiness of the body should not be manipulated by 
the individual. The Pauline theological paradigm that distinguished between the 
sarx (the flesh) and the soma (the body5) was still strongly present in the Medieval 
approach to the physical. The body is good because it is created by God, whereas 
the flesh drives one towards evil, and is in conflict with the spirit. Although God 
created a sexed body, concupiscence is a result of the Fall (Mazo Karras and 
Murray, 2014: 63). The flesh could be mortified as long as the body was treated 
respectfully, honouring the Temple of the Spirit (1 Corinthians 6: 19). Yet the 
mercantile class, as well as the nobility perceived scarification in a positive manner, 
applying it for different reasons, such as the rectification of humoral imbalances 
or the treatment of medical conditions (Green, 2014: 3). 
 

Jacques Le Goff presents Francis as representational of the tension that charac-
terises the Medieval concept of the body (2007: xii-xiii). Indeed, the Poverello, as 
an ascetic, mortified the flesh (II: I: XIV: 21), perceiving it as the barrier that 
“would stand between him and God” (I: II: VI: 103).  Yet the veneration of the 
body is also evident. He warns his friars that “to deprive the body indiscreetly 
of what it needs was a sin just the same as it is a sin to give it superfluous things” 
(II: I: XV: 22). Attisani states that Francis equated the body with a prison, as 
much as a playground: a locus of entrapment and of leisure (2003: 55). The 
culminating scene, in which Francis is pierced by the Stigmata on Mount La 
Verna, as presented in Thomas of Celano’s hagiography (I: II: III: 94-96), challenges 
and queers this duality6.  
 

To comprehend the queerness of the La Verna narrative, we need to place it within 
the context of a rite of passage, whereby scarification is used in various cultures 
to mark a transition in life. In the contemporary Global North, scarification is 
sometimes modelled or influenced by images and patterns taken from these 
ethnic rites. The western body branded with such symbols is affiliating itself to 
this ethnic, and often marginalised, otherness (Pitts, 2000: 444). In the same way, 
on Mount La Verna, Francis is also experiencing a rite of passage that brands him 
to the total affiliation with the marginalised other. His scars do not resemble the 
deliberate markings that were common in Medieval society, and yet, even though 
they are replicas of the wounds of Christ, they do not correspond to any realities 
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that the Christian world, including the mystical sphere, had experienced so far. 
Francis is the first person to have received the Stigmata. Even if we had to 
demystify the Stigmata, and attribute them to natural causes – Schazlein and 
Sulmasy claim that it could have been a contraction of leprosy (1987: 181-217) – 
the  Stigmata nonetheless can be seen as the summit of the queerness of Francis. 
Whether the Stigmata represent, from a spiritual perspective, the transcendental 
element of this person whose body became one with the body of his Beloved, 
which Bynum refers to as “that ultimate imitatio” (1982: 106), or whether it is the 
fruit of his reaching out to the outcast, this body marking classifies Francis as 
not being like the rest – indeed, as not being like anyone else.  
 

The Stigmata are hence a sign of rejection and a cause of dejection. And yet it 
is in this isolation that Francis experiences the pleasure of the intimacy with 
the One that he loves most profoundly. This paradox has been described by 
various saints and mystics in the Middle Ages who enjoyed the pain, knowing 
that it brought them closer to the Divine by making them direct participants of 
the Passion of their Beloved (Karras and Murray, 2014: 74). Indeed, Bynum argues, 
with particular reference to female mystics, that in thirteenth century spiritu-
ality, “streams of blood” expressed a desire for physical contact with Jesus Christ 
(1982: 8). This enmeshment of the sexual and the mystical, as well as the pleasant 
and the painful, in such a way that the one cannot be separated from the other, 
features extensively in the narratives of the mystics of the Middle Ages (Riches 
and Bildhauer, 2014: 182). Thomas of Celano describes how even Francis experi-
enced this pleasure in the pain when he received the Stigmata: “joy and grief 
were in him alternately” (I: II: III: 94).  
 

Furthermore, in Medieval mystical literature the wound, including the wound 
in Christ’s side, was associated with the vulva. The mystic could penetrate Christ 
through his wounds and out of the wound of Christ the Church was born 
(Riches and Bildhauer, 2014: 190). This is also reflected in thirteenth-century art, 
where various miniatures depict the Church issuing from the wounds on the 
side of Christ (Bynum, 1991: 97). In receiving the Stigmata, Francis is also being 
equipped with a vulva. Becoming an alter Christus implies that he can penetrate 
the reality of Christ, as much as Christ penetrates him. It also demonstrates that 
through his vulva/scars, the new Church can be born, a community based on 
fraternity and poverty, and freed from the corruption that was polluting the 
Institution. These images reflect the pleasure/pain paradigm: penetration and 
labour are both associated with this inseparable paradox.  
 

Pitts presents a case-study where the sensation of pleasure and pain are evident 
in a ritual in which a person had his chest branded. The pleasure was intensified 
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by the presence of the selected community participating in and witnessing the 
ritual (Pitts, 2000: 449). Francis’ ostracisation by his community of friars, who 
could not accept his radical approach, made him retreat to Mount La Verna (Le 
Goff, 1999: 22). Nevertheless, Francis’ experience was not a solitary one. Even 
though the experience was intimate, Francis, nonetheless, selected witnesses 
with whom to share the intensity of the moment.  One of them was Elias (I: II: 
III: 95) who, according to Elphick (2021: 23), is the same person who earlier on 
in Thomas of Celano’s hagiography is referred to as “a certain man in the city 
of Assisi whom [Francis] loved more than any other” (I: I: III: 6). This intimate 
sharing of the scars is referred to again in the Second Life (II: I: VI: 11). However, 
the name of the witness is left anonymous, possibly due to the negative attitude 
that developed in the Franciscan Order towards Elias by the time Thomas of 
Celano wrote his second hagiography (Melnick and Wood, 2005: 66-69). The 
other witness is Brother Ruffino, who accidentally touches the scars and places 
his hand on Francis’ chest to rub him (II: II: III, 95), a gesture which the contem-
porary reader would perceive as laden with eroticism. In the painting Saint 
Francis Receiving the Stigmata, attributed to van Eyck (c. 1430-34), it is Brother Leo 
who witnesses the scene. This painting simultaneously highlights the sense of 
isolation by placing the rugged landscape in the foreground against the city in 
the distant background.  
 

The imprint of the “petite mort” remains till Francis’ death, two years after the 
La Verna episode. Perhaps he had reached too heightened a level of queerness 
by now. Even though the first two vignettes – the encounter with the leper and 
the disrobing in Assisi – indicate the extent to which this man was ready to 
confront the power dynamics of the status quo, the trajectory reaches its culmi-
nation in this final transformation. The performative show was complete, and 
all that was left to accomplish was the curtain call in style and in grace, on the 
3rd of October 1226.  
 

The performance 
The above insights were “translated” into a twenty-minute theatrical piece to 
use the performative act as a vehicle to convey in a more sensory and palpable 
manner the dynamics of these observations. The researcher, together with four 
students reading for a degree in the Performing Arts at the Malta College for 
Arts, Science and Technology (MCAST), devised a queer performance based on 
the figure of Francis of Assisi. This activity was done as part of the Performance 
Theory study-unit that the students were following, and which was taught by 
the researcher. The objective of the task was to take a theory covered in class, 
in this case queer theory, and apply it in practice. The students were exposed to 
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the information presented in this paper and were asked to brainstorm ideas 
which were then converted into a script. 
 

Before describing the development of this project, it is important to embed it 
within the practice of queer pedagogy. Drazenovich (2015: 4) insists on the role 
that educators have to equip students to think critically about sexual identity 
in order to be able to deconstruct it and interpret it in a more fluid manner. 
Queer pedagogy “involves interpreting human sexuality politically, socially and 

culturally, and subverting domi-
nant discourses from a poststruc-
tural educational standpoint” 
(Drazenovich, 2015: 5). This criti-
cal approach leads each student 
to ask different questions, and 
consequently, arrive at different 
conclusions (Drazenovich, 2015: 9). 
It is “a pedagogy whose grounds 
of possibility require risk, uncer-
tainty, and implication in trau-
matic times” (Britzman, 2012: 293). 
In practice, though, this may be 
problematic, particularly in the 
rigid educational system. Waite 

(2017: 7) questions whether queer and pedagogy can be melded “for pedagogy is 
about disciplining the subject. Pedagogy is a heterosexed political indoc-
trination in service of a heterosexual institutional imperative”. The problem 
becomes even more complex in the light of what Britzman (2012: 297) identifies 
as the two approaches to queer pedagogy: providing information on queer 
realities and changing the attitude of the learners towards sexuality. The former 
could be counterproductive. It fosters, possibly unintentionally, an us/them 
mentality (Britzman, 2012: 299), and does not challenge the learner to think out 
of the box. Indeed, it places the learner in a passive role. Although in this project 
students were initially provided with information – the building blocks of queer 
theory – they were nonetheless given a context where they had to apply their 
learning. Applying theory in the arts allowed them to think critically and to 
arrive at their own conclusions, since learning happened in a holistic and prac-
tical manner.  
 

One important decision that needs to be addressed in a queer performance is 
what is going to be queered: the character; the form and the theatrical con-
ventions; the aesthetics; or a number of these (Personal interview with queer artists 
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Ruby Glaskin and Leo Skilbeck, 2021). In this context, the students focused on 
the character as well as how the semiotics of the performance reflect and 
challenge power dynamics, inviting the audience to see the world queerly for the 
duration of the performance. Over the period of two weeks the students experi-
mented to find interesting and engaging ways to create a queer performance 
through the use of lights, spatial dynamics, music and props. 
 
 

An aspect that the students wanted to emphasise 
in this performative exercise was the relevance 
that the figure of Francis still has for the queer 
community. Hence, Francis was depicted as a 
contemporary teenager questioning his orienta-
tion and gender, and still discovering and under-
standing his body. The leper was a Muslim HIV 
positive transgender person, on the premise that 
in the contemporary Maltese context this inter-
sectional scenario would be considered on the 
last echelon in the periphery. The first Francis-
can followers were teenage friends of Francis 
who classify themselves as queer too. 
 

The limitation of contextualising the story of 
Francis was that the secular element was accen-
tuated to the detriment of the spiritual and/or 
religious. This was done to reflect the local Mal-
tese society that in the last ten years has become 

more secularised, with the Catholic Church losing significantly the power that it 
had before (Farrugia and Magri, 2021). Most references to the Transcendent and 
all references to the Church as an institution were removed from the narrative. 
This also led to a change in the final scene as the script was developing. In the 
first draft of the script, Francis agrees to have his body marked so that he 
physically resembles his Beloved. In the final draft, the motivation for the 
scarification was the need to mark the authenticity of the questioning of the 
character.  
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Inspired by queer performances such 
as Joan by Milk Presents (2015), the 
element of cabaret, stand-up comedy 
and interaction were also central to 
the devising of the performance. A nar-
rator called Society passed comments 
on the queerness of Francis by criti-
cising how the contemporary world 
has forgotten the “conventions of eti-
quette” and has become “topsy-turvy,” 
endorsing a patriarchal, exclusive, miso-
gynist, and heteronormative approach, 

and blaming women for turning boys into softies. The fact that the entertainer 
of the show is the person who reflects the viewpoint of a hegemonic society 
places the audience in a deliberately uncomfortable position. Are they ready to 
be entertained by these claims of oppression or are they ready to react against 
them, and if so, how? 
 

An element of the cabaret convention 
was also incorporated through the 
choice of music and songs in the 
performance. During a party where 
genderqueer Sam Smith’s I feel love is 
being played, Francis discovers that 
there is a Muslim transgender person 
living in the wilderness. The lyrics of 
other LGBT-friendly artists, such as 
Lady Gaga, were also used as spoken 
parts of the text, and live music was 
played in a number of scenes. 

 
The learners also challenged the conventions of performance. The curtain call 
was held towards the beginning of the performance, in such a way that the 
ending focuses on the struggle that Francis is going through rather than on the 
glorification of the performers. 
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This theatrical piece was staged in a 
small hall in a Jesuit retreat house, for 
an audience of twenty-five persons. 
Hence, in line with what Attisani refers 
to as Franciscan non-representational 
theatre (2003: 54), the performance was 
not held in a conventional theatrical 
space. The audience was mostly com-
posed of members of Drachma LGBT, 
an organisation that meets bimonthly, 
whose objective is to integrate sexuality 
with spirituality. Representatives of other 

local LGBT organisations were also invited to attend. After the performance, 
there was a forty-minute discussion about the dynamics that issued from the 
theatrical work, moderated by the co-ordinator of Drachma LGBT, Christopher 
Vella. 
 

The notion of fear emerged poignantly 
in the discussion. Society fears queerness 
because it challenges its infrastructure. 
This fear was incarnated by the 
spectrum of characters in the play. 
Even the queer community that 
Francis encounters at the end of the 
play becomes threatening when 
Francis refuses to be marked in the 
same way as they are. At the core of the 
fear is the need to be respected, 
whether by society at large, or by the 
subgroup that one belongs to, fuelled 
by the “promise of happiness,” the 
cultural imperative that drives us 
towards life choices that are in confor-
mity with vanilla behaviour (Ahmed, 
2010: 89-91). Any physical expression 
that does not mirror the conventions 
of that community is shunned, and 
this fear spurs the person towards 
assimilation and commodification, 

even if this implies marginalising the other as a scapegoat (Rubin, 1998: 150). 
Undoubtedly solitude is the price to pay when you go against the grain, but as 
one audience member remarked, solitude is a sign of growth, and in discovering 
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his internal and external identity, in this theatrical piece Francis addresses his 
fears by undergoing a journey from loneliness to solitude. This is a soul-
wrenching process, embodied in the dramatic representation through a 
physicalised sequence of leaps and falls. It reflects the queer ambivalence 
studied by Johnson (2015: 162-165), who demonstrates how queer people struggle 
between the desire for belonging and the discarding of normativity . As Francis 
becomes more capable of detaching from the human beings who misunderstand 
him (loneliness), he experiences a transformation leading to authenticity 
(solitude). The lonely person depends on the recognition of the others and feels 
demeaned when not acknowledged whereas solitude is a state of authenticity 
since in it the person is not reliant on the approval of others to be himself. In 
this performance, Francis embarks on this transition. The encounter with the 
transgender person/leper is fundamental to his discovery of the courage to be 
able to commence the journey. Paralleling the narrative of the Stonewall riots, 
where the courage of the transgender people was a main stimulus for the event, 
the trans person in this version of the story of Francis is a role-model because 
“I wouldn’t have been here today if it weren’t for them.”  
 

However, even though 
the references to Jesus 
Christ were removed, the 
presence of the Beloved 
is the principal key to 
the transformation from 
loneliness to solitude. 
As Francis ascends pain-
stakingly a mountain 
after being rejected by 
his followers, he meets 
a girl from the queer 
community who sings 
the refrain from Every-
thing’s Alright from Jesus 

Christ Superstar. As an audience member indicated, this sequence was pivotal 
since it merged the figure of the body of Francis of Assisi with the figure of the 
body of Jesus Christ. By a meta-reference to the story of Christ, Francis 
understands that whatever body he might have, it is “alright. / Everything’s fine. 
/ And we want you to sleep well tonight. / Let the world turn without you 
tonight. / If you try, we’ll get by. / So forget all about them tonight.” This 
realisation, as well as the embracing of the uncertainty that he is in at this stage 
of the journey, leads him to accept to be physically scarred, experiencing the 
transformation, catharsis and overcoming of fear that Pitts refers to in one of 
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her case-studies on queer body modification (2000: 452, 457). In a unique manner 
Francis embraces “the wonderful you that you are.”  
 

Conclusion 
This research project analyses 
the potential queer reading of 
Francis of Assisi in relation to his 
physicality. By focusing on three 
specific vignettes from Thomas 
of Celano’s hagiographies, which 
represent three distinctive phases, 
we have shown that Francis ques-
tions the society he lived in, that 
categorised bodies and deter-
mined which bodies, and body 
markings were acceptable and 
which were deplorable. In doing 

so, Francis experiences a deep personal voyage from the private sphere to the 
public and back to the private. In the first phase, Francis has to withdraw from 
the city he lives in, thus discarding all its social conventions, to encounter the 
leper. This is the beginning of his journey of personal discovery. In the second 
phase he returns to the public sphere and renounces all his ties with society. In 
the third phase, Francis reaches maturity when he embraces the rejection of his 
followers and recedes to La Verna.  By the end of these phases, Francis has 
embraced his body and recognised it as a true celebration of diversity. This 
process is nevertheless daunting as it is an uphill struggle that defies social 
norms. In the discussion group held after the theatrical piece about a modern-
day Francis discovering the beauty of his specific body, this message resonated 
very strongly. This was the manifestation, and the outcome, of the power of 
finding oneself, for 
   

[…] it is through performance that we acknowledge the multiplicity, the otherness, 
of ourselves; that it is through performance that we carry the never-ending dialogue 
with those selves through which we question and articulate our individual and 
cultural notions of identity; that it is indeed through performance that we can 
enjoin those notions into being (Nudd, Schriver and Galloway, 2001: 115). 
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notes  
1  There is a dearth of information about the life of Thomas of Celano. His date of 
birth is uncertain and his family name is unknown. Probably he joined the Franciscan 
Order in 1215. He was selected in 1221 to found the Order in Germany and two years 
later year Thomas was appointed Vicar Provincial. Although Thomas met Francis of 
Assisi, he did not have any contact with him in the last years of the life of the saint. In 
1228, Pope Gregory IX commissioned him to write the First Life of Francis of Assisi which 
was completed the year after, that is four years after the death of Francis. There is no 
information revealing why Thomas was chosen for this task. His main sources were his 
own limited encounters with Francis and the testimonies of witnesses. He also had 
access to the writings of Francis.  In 1244, he was asked to write the Second Life of Francis 
of Assisi by the minister general to include more anecdotes by Franciscan brothers who 
had had contact with the Poverello. This work was based on written material that the 
Franciscan brothers sent to Thomas. He probably died in 1260 (Hermann, 1983: 179-
186). 
2  Since in this work Thomas of Celano’s hagiographies will be referred to frequently, 
any references to his writings will be cited with three Roman numerals, followed by an 
Arabic numeral. The first Roman numeral refers to whether the citation is taken from 
the First or Second Life. The second numeral refers to the book and the third numeral to 
the chapter. The Arabic numeral refers to the section in the chapter. The publication 
that was used in this study was issued in 1983. For further details refer to the 
bibliography. 
3  “the holy father, caressing it [the rabbit] with motherly affection” (I: I: XXI: 60); “he 
touched them and showed his compassion for them like a mother over her weeping 
child”(I: I: XXVIII: 79); “Brother Elias, whom Francis had chosen to take the place of a 
mother in his own regard and to take the place of a father for the rest of the brothers” 
(I: II: IV: 98). These references also need to be understood within the context of the 
maternal imagery that was used in the Medieval period to address male religious 
authority figures, stemming from the affective spirituality of the Middle Ages (Bynum, 
1991: 112-113). 
4  The New International Version will be used for all Bible quotations, unless 
otherwise stated. 
5  “For the flesh desires what is contrary to the Spirit, and the Spirit what is contrary 
to the flesh. They are in conflict with each other, so that you are not to do whatever you 
want” (Galatians 5: 17). Paul uses the word “flesh,” as opposed to the body.  
6  A scholar who challenges this dualistic aspect and argues that there is little basis 
for it in the Middle Ages is Caroline Walker Bynum. According to her, the Medieval 
body is not a site of entrapment but an opportunity for redemption, a notion that 
developed particularly from the thirteenth century onwards (Bynum, 1991: 16), and 
which accounts for the mortification of the flesh that took place in this period (182). 
She also argues that it is the saints and the mystics with the strongest ascetic practice 
who acquired the most heightened realisation of the body as a means of revealing the 
Divine (256). It may be that the dualistic approach was challenged as a result of the 
Stigmata of Francis (rather than before): his mystical experience was embodied, 
revealing that the body is the vehicle to eternal salvation. 

7  The casting decisions were taken by the learners. The only person in the cohort 
who identified as female wanted to play the role of Society, whereas the other students 
did not express an interest in doing so. Initially I was aware that this meant that the 
only woman in the performance would be embodying the most homophobic character 
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in the play, but based on my belief in democratic practices in the classroom, I decided 
to proceed according to the decisions taken by the learners. 
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abstract 
Indian women’s writing from the mid-twentieth century that doesn’t fit the dominant 
tropes of resistance in postcolonial and feminist literary critiques have largely been 
untranslated and undiscussed. Especially neglected are narratives of native queerness, 
stories of transgressive desire and sexual alterity. In this essay, I explore Yamini’s com-
plex desire in Chudamani Raghavan’s eponymous novella and its potential to compli-
cate feminist and postcolonial discourses on women’s sexuality. Drawing on aspects of 
queer theory and poststructuralist notions of subjectivity, I examine how Yamini’s 
asexuality challenges and destabilizes cisheterosexist gender hierarchies and coloni-
zation. By examining language and silence in Yamini through the devices of Indian 
literary criticism and intertextuality, I locate Yamini’s queerness within the subconti-
nent’s long history of multivocal desire. I build on the precolonial notion that desire is 
not necessarily located in the body, and suggest that the transgressive desires of 
Yamini’s mind, the desire of ideas, is also a manifestation of queerness – capable of 
subverting hegemonic discourses of sexual and psychic normativity. 
 

keywords 
queer studies, postcolonialism, poststructuralism, feminism, desire 
 
 
 
Indian women’s writing from the mid-twentieth century has been scrutinized 
through many analytic lenses over the years, prevalent among them being post-
colonial and feminist literary critiques. The former celebrates texts that subvert 
imperialistic logics, while feminist analysis applauds those where subaltern women 
explicitly challenge patriarchal norms. However, both these monolithic discourses 
often favor narratives with political value over those that focus primarily on 
women’s psychosexual lives. In such a scenario, women’s writings from this era 
that don’t fit the dominant tropes of resistance have largely been untranslated 
and undiscussed. Especially neglected are narratives of queerness, transgressive 
desire and sexual alterity. 
 
Chudamani Raghavan’s novella Yamini1 went against the norm in Tamil literature 
when it was published in 1960. While her female contemporaries wrote didactic 
prose that consciously sought social reform, Raghavan’s stories explored women’s 
desire in the main and the consequences of freedom on the periphery. The epo-
nymous Yamini’s life is marked by a lack of normative desire. She seeks solitude 
and transcendence of the body; she rejects marriage and motherhood. However, 
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her deviance from convention leads to social marginalization and the pathologi-
zation of her mind. She is diagnosed as a hysteric and locked up. In the end, she 
commits suicide. Feminist readings of Yamini usually regard the protagonist as 
a victim of patriarchal culture. Postcolonial discourses2, meanwhile, ignore her 
because she isn’t manifestly resisting colonization. I contend that in both these 
accounts, Yamini’s queerness is lost altogether. Her silent resistance is disregard-
ed. Her asexuality is overlooked. New possibilities of desire and psychic trans-
cendence are left unexplored.  
 
In this essay, I examine the complexity of desire represented in Raghavan’s Yami-
ni and its potential to complicate postcolonial discourses on women’s sexuality. 
I build my critical exposition on existing research into the multivocality of desire 
in the classical South Asian past (Vanita, 2002; Menon, 2018) and employ the devices 
of Indian literary criticism to illustrate how queer desire manifests in postcolo-
nial literature despite the “sexual moral panics” (Wieringa, 2020) of the colonial 
period. I place Yamini within the intertextual discourse specific to its linguistic 
and literary-critical traditions, and locate the mnemonics of queerness in Ragha-
van’s writing by looking for alternative ideas of desire. Further, I argue that Ragha-
van challenges the heteronormative logics of sexual normativity and expands the 
feminist discourse on gender in postcoloniality by subverting linguistic tropes.  
 

Of deviant female sexuality  
In the newly independent India of Yamini, sexual deviance was a shifty idea 
influenced by colonial notions of female respectability. For centuries, colonial 
authorities had policed desire as part of their civilizing mission and stigmatized 
a wide range of women “as sexual deviants, marked as aberrant, sexually unchaste” 
(Mitra, 2020: 6) when they performed gender in manners incompatible with colo-
nial norms. Indian intellectuals and nationalists likewise promoted a puritanical 
ideal of femininity and sexual propriety. This was in stark contrast to precolonial 
India’s rich history of plural desire. According to several accounts3, India was 
much more open in matters regarding female sexuality before colonization. 
Kama, pleasure, was considered one of the goals of ancient Hindu life, and both 
men and women were expected to pursue it. Alternately, it was common in medieval 
times for women to renounce conventional social roles to live as celibate saints 
or poets. By contrast, in mid-twentieth-century India with “postcolonial amnesia”4 
(Wieringa, 2020: 205) a respectable performance of femininity in middle-class 
society demanded marriage and motherhood. All female desire that defied these 
norms was considered deviant.  
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Writing in this time, Raghavan constructed female protagonists who refused “to 
buckle under the pressures of society in their need to fulfill themselves as indi-
viduals” (Parthasarathy, 1994: 254). From desiring mothers5 to women thinking 
about extramarital affairs, Raghavan explored controversial subjects in her fiction. 
Interestingly, even though she wrote about the messiness of women’s desire, she 
was consistently “viewed as a representative of the Tamil literary canon” (Mani, 
2016: 26). Not only was her subversive style of writing lauded as a bequest of Tamil 
literary tradition, but her focus on transgressive desire wasn’t considered anathema 
to the canon either. Perhaps, this is because the “history of desire in India reveals 
not purity, but impurity as a way of life” (Menon, 2018: 12). Literature has mir-
rored this phenomenon throughout precolonial history, and I argue: this tradi-
tion continues in the postcolonial period. 
 
Whether one reads Yamini in Tamil or English, the symbolism in Raghavan’s 
language is striking, especially when it comes to the matter of desire. “Her passion 
was reserved for the night, her romance was with solitude itself,” writes Ragha-
van, she wanted to “find out about everything there is in the universe – not just 
the moon, the planets, but all the other worlds too. Every nook and corner of 
this immense creation […]” (1999: 29). These lines are erotic and brimming with 
desire. However, there is no body to ascribe the desire to, only a space: the night 
sky. So, what does one make of it? In Tamil poetics, space and emotion are 
always deeply intertwined, in keeping with the literary devices of ākām and 
purām – where imagery of place reflects the innermost feelings of the protago-
nist, known as uri. This is a kind of poetic syntax that is used to say “many things 
while saying one thing” (Ramanujan, 2009: 359). Within this scheme there exists 
the concept of irāicchi: where the “setting through a distinct emotional link evokes 
another meaning […] ‘outside’ the image […] beyond the word” (Chellappan, 1987: 
68). In the above lines from Yamini, I find that Raghavan subversively employs 
this literary device to describe Yamini’s desire. By alluding to the boundless night 
sky, she suggests that Yamini’s desire is clandestine – the night is a symbol 
associated with the landscape of kuriñci, which in turn implies eloping with a 
secret lover. Yamini here seeks to escape everyday reality to secretly commune with 
the night. Hers, it would seem, is a desire for the infinite possibilities of thought. 
It is a transgressive desire. A desire for ideas. It is a non-desire for the body.  
 
Since her youth, Yamini has had a tenuous relationship with her body. Menstru-
ating for the first time, she “quivered with outrage as though the world had 
invaded and planted its flag upon her unsullied, solitary inner domain. And she 
struggled to free herself” (Raghavan, 1999: 11). Later, she is revolted by physical 
intimacy altogether. Even the maternal embrace of her mother repels her – let 
alone the prospect of a man or woman touching her in an erotic manner. “Maybe 
she hated the male sex, maybe she had a disgust for sex itself,” Yamini’s father, 
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Saaranathan, wonders: “Is she what they call ‘undersexed’?” (Raghavan, 1999: 30). 
In effect, Yamini dismantles essentialist definitions of female desire and woman-
hood.  
 
To see Yamini as a woman then, one must deem that woman “itself is a term in 
progress, a becoming, a constructing that rightfully cannot be said to originate 
or to end. As an ongoing discursive practice, it is open to intervention and resi-
gnification” (Butler, 1999: 43). There is nothing about Yamini that fits the patri-
archal stereotypes of femaleness. All through the narrative, the dark-skinned 
Yamini is depicted as the unknowable night. Raghavan describes Yamini’s body 
through oppu, a Tamil lament: “In the luminous dark […] she dances, wild and 
free […] Who is she?” (1999: 69). Like the beautiful night, Yamini is a mystery. By 
comparing her body to the night, Raghavan foreshadows its immanent disap-
pearance from this world. Like the darkness, Yamini will dissolve into the light. 
It is a mourning for her ill-fated love of solitude, a lamentation of her ephemeral 
body. It is also a rhetorical question – who is she? What do her impossible desires 
signify? 
 

Is Yamini queer?  
Seeking queerness in a narrative from mid-twentieth-century India may seem 
contrived, especially since we see “sex and desire as discourses of modernity” 
(Puar, 2001: 175) and queerness as newfangled. To ascribe contemporary identi-
ties to fictional characters from another time may appear ahistorical. But as 
literary historian Ruth Vanita argues in Queering India: “If one were serious about 
using the languages of the past to describe the past, the only honest strategy 
would be to write about historical texts entirely in their own language” (2002: 5). 
Whatever the language, and irrespective of socio-political, historical, or cultural 
context, some human experiences are timeless. According to AVEN6, an “asexual 
person does not experience sexual attraction – they are not drawn to people 
sexually and do not desire to act upon attraction to others in a sexual way.” 
Yamini’s story is primarily one of the absence of sexual desire. Asexuality may 
be a phase in her life, or a permanent state. In either case, her experiences are 
inherently queer.  
 
By identifying Yamini as asexual, I seek to question the pathologization of her 
sexuality by postcolonial literary critics (Nandakumar, 1997) and to shift the 
discourse – to queerness. Asexuality destabilizes the idea “that all people are 
sexual” (Gupta, 2015: 132). “Acknowledging asexuality from both theoretical and 
phenomenological perspectives challenges strands of sexualized politics within 
feminist and queer circles, and requires us to think anew about what is so radical 
(or not) about having sex (or not)” (Cerankowski and Milks, 2014: 3). Yamini’s 
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asexual subjectivity not only disrupts the heteronormative logics of postcolonial-
ity, but it also highlights the “irresolvably unstable” homosexual/heterosexual binary 
(Sedgwick, 1990), by redefining desire altogether as a transcendent state of mind. 
Her asexuality, in effect, queers the postcolonial and queers queerness.  
 
“The night had found a natural echo in her. It strummed her as though she were 
a yazh, and she gushed forth like music from its tenebrous fingers” writes 
Raghavan (1999: 10). Clearly, the night referred to here is not a metaphor for a 
lover – as Yamini is not interested in sex. Then to whom do these “tenebrous 
fingers” belong? It is imperative that I investigate how Raghavan’s language 
draws on both the Tamil and Sanskritic literary traditions before I unpack the 
symbolism in her words. Raghavan comes from the Iyengar community which 
colloquially speaks a blend of Tamil and Sanskrit, and Yamini is also set in an 
Iyengar household. Accordingly, Raghavan’s work has previously been reviewed 
by Indian literary critics (Mani, 2016; Surya, 1999) using the theoretical devices 
of Sanskrit even though Raghavan wrote in Tamil. I intend to do the same, 
except that I do so not to point out the beauty of her craft, but to queer the 
narrative. In this instance, I employ the ancient Sanskritic literary device of 
dhvani, which deals with the suggestive quality of language. “If one gives up the 
primary denotative power of a word and understands a sense (secondarily con-
veyed by it) through its indicative power, it is because of a purpose” (Ananda-
vardhana, 2009: 34)7. I contend that the purpose of dhvani in the above quoted 
line is to refer to the sense of Yamini’s sexual alterity. It is to convey that Yamini 
does not want to forego pleasure altogether; neither does she want to turn into 
a celibate saint. Her idea of pleasure does not originate in the body, but desire 
exists. It manifests from her limitless mind, a mind that is reflected by the 
endless dark night. As Gayatri Chakraborty-Spivak suggests: “Thought, as jouissance, 
is not orgasmic pleasure genitally defined, but the excess of being that escapes 
the circle of the reproduction of the subject” (2009: 241). For Yamini, jouissance 
is an ecstasy of the intellect. It is a pleasure that is pleasurable for the mind. 
The drive of desire(s) goes beyond the sexual. It is subjective, fluctuating.  
 
Given “queer theory’s conventional commitments to antinormativity” (Jagose, 
2015), it may appear conflicting to utilize the normative devices of Indian literary 
criticism to locate queerness in texts. However, I contend that to queer the post-
colonial, it is vital to consider seemingly irreconcilable traditions. Taking cue from 
the authors of Queering India, who have placed several ancient, medieval and 
early modern texts within India’s intertextual discourse of plural desire, thereby 
challenging the notion that queerness is unrepresented in premodernity (Vanita, 
2002) – I place Yamini in the intertextual discourse specific to its linguistic and 
literary-critical traditions. I locate the mnemonics of queerness in Raghavan’s 
writing by looking for alternative ideas of desire and pleasure, instead of 
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searching for the mention of sexual identities. But can “queer theory be recog-
nizable as such when it emerges from elsewhere?” (Puar and Mikdashi, 2016: 
215). 
 
“We keep the values of multiplicity and unfixed naming in mind precisely 
because we are heirs to those kinds of desires” (Menon, 2020). Kama is bodiless 
in “all our tales of desire”8 Madhavi Menon asserts, and holds that “desire can 
attach to fantasy, object, story, person, institution, idea, or all of the above” 
(2018: 21). In Infinite Variety – A History of Desire in India, Menon provides various 
instances of such desires and writes that “historically in India, desire is seen 
as being everywhere. Anything can be considered an object or subject of desire. 
Desire is not confined to a (human) body” (2018: 14). Thus, all sorts of desires 
were accepted as valid in ancient and medieval times, it would seem. It was 
not considered deviant to passionately seek intangible forms of pleasure. 
Under British colonialism, however, Indians started to categorize their desires 
and fit themselves into straightjackets. Homosexual, bisexual, transsexual and 
asexual desires suddenly became taboo9.  
 
Yamini is therefore an oddity to her society. As an educated upper-caste middle-
class woman, she is expected to make a good marriage or pursue a respectable 
career. However, she only desires to be left alone with her thoughts. “A luminous 
darkness – that was the only possible way to think of her. For wasn’t her mind 
impenetrable, weren’t her feelings an incomprehensible darkness to them all? 
And yet within that mind, veiled in obscurity, was an intense awareness, a throbbing 
glow” (Raghavan, 1999: 6) Saaranathan contemplates. While her community sees 
Yamini as an eccentric, to her father, she symbolizes primeval yearning for 
something beyond bodily existence. Perhaps Saaranathan is channeling an old 
way of knowing and unknowing. Although he doesn’t understand Yamini’s queer 
desire, he believes that she is in possession of some higher truth. He resonates 
with her surreal, deviant desire.  
 

The dialectic of silence 
As was her wont she was gazing enraptured at the night […]. The light of the stars 
throbbed in the blue-black night. There was a fragrance in the air from the night-
blossoms. Or was night itself a flower? She was softly repeating some verses to 
herself. A human sound – and yet it did not in any way diminish the silence. Perhaps 
poetry was nothing but the spilling over of an inner silence. (Raghavan, 1999: 28-
29) 

 
Yamini hardly speaks. The few sentences she does utter are fragmented and 
mostly spoken in response to questions. How, then, do we know what she desires? 
More importantly, how can Yamini’s desire be multivocal when she doesn’t have 
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an explicit voice in the narrative? I suggest that the spatial and temporal silences 
in Yamini abound with hidden meaning and unspoken desire. Especially when 
one places this text within the intertextual discourse of Tamil and Sanskrit 
literature, the language of silence assumes several implications and effectively 
becomes “a moment in language” (Kane, 1984: 17). In the ākām and purām modes 
of Sangam poetry10, meanings are always implied and never stated. It is the same 
case with the Sanskritic dhvani, which packs words and the spaces between 
words with allegory, trusting the reader to decode its various meanings. I contend 
that Raghavan uses these modes of writing to metonymically refer to Yamini’s 
desires.  
 
A. K. Ramanujan calls the ākām and purām mode of writing “a language within 
language” where the heroine’s emotions are reflected in the surrounding land-
scape. “Tamil poets used a set of five landscapes and formalized the world into 
a symbolism […]. By remarkable consensus, they all spoke this common language 
of symbols for some five or six generations” (2009: 359). By employing this 
ancient mode of poetics not to write about a heroine pining for her male lover, 
but to describe a woman’s yearning for solitude, Raghavan subverts the trope 
(and the language11). The landscape that she refers to in the above passage is 
that of mullāi – with the jasmine blooming in the cool night. The symbolism 
associated with this space is that of separation from a lover. Yamini here pines 
in silence for the nebulousness of the night. Although we don’t know what she 
desires exactly, because of the context we know that she is lost in love, love that 
we cannot fully understand but can passionately imagine through comparison.  
 
“How does one learn to hear resonances of familiarity, and understand their 
grammar in a different location and moment of utterance?” (Najmabadi, 2012: 
173), or, in the case of Yamini, in a moment of silence? Is it right to categorize 
Yamini as asexual at all – given that “queerness can never define an identity; it 
can only ever disturb one” (Edelman, 2004: 17), and by naming her non-desire for 
sexual pleasure, am I also un-naming her desires for the unknown? Identities, 
after all, are multiple and fluid. Literary texts are aporic. One “can’t talk about 
a female sexuality, uniform, homogenous, classifiable into codes – any more than 
you can talk about one unconscious resembling another. Women’s imaginary is 
inexhaustible… their stream of phantasms is incredible” (Cixous, 2010: 1943). 
Here, I must own up to my own subjectivity and desire to locate queerness in 
postcolonial texts. Perhaps, I am reading into the silence and speaking for Yami-
ni. Yet I believe that this is exactly what Raghavan expects her readers to do – 
interpret the text through their own subjectivities.  
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Through Yamini’s silence, Raghavan constructs meaning by speaking of what is 
and leaving to the imagination what could be. It is a silence that respects differ-
ence. Raghavan does not claim to know her enigmatic protagonist’s mind in its 
entirety. “Just as we can’t understand a person fully in real life, so it is in litera-
ture,” she once remarked12. Her discursive silence on Yamini’s desires comes from 
a place of respect for the unknowable. The unknowability of sexuality; the limits 
of knowledge. “I am listening to you rather as the revelation of a truth that has 
yet to manifest itself – yours and that of the world revealed through and by you. 
I give you a silence in which your future – and perhaps my own, but with you 
and not as you and without you – may emerge and lay its foundation” (Irigaray, 
1996: 117, emphasis in the original). Much like feminine communication through 
unspoken words that Luce Irigaray talks about 13 , Raghavan allows Yamini’s 
queer subjectivity (and mine) to manifest itself through silence.  
 
But then, one must also wonder why Raghavan does not explicitly comment on 
the social evils prevalent in Yamini – on how women were denied personal free-
doms, of how they were forced into performing gendered roles, of how their 
bodies were violently abused. Especially since Raghavan’s peers wrote prose that 
unequivocally sought social reform and women’s empowerment, what explains 
Raghavan’s discursive silence on this? Why does she romanticize Yamini’s story 
instead of constructing her as a victim? Her translator, Vasantha Surya, is of the 
opinion that Raghavan provokes the discerning reader to examine the horrible 
state of affairs through her “questioning voice, like the sutradhaara in Indian 
dramaturgy” (1999: Introduction). For instance, when Yamini is married off to 
her cousin Rameshan against her will, her mother Perundevi says that it will “be 
a new dawn for our darling, wait and see!” Just after, Raghavan writes: “But how 
can night rejoice at the break of day? Dawn erases the night, puts an end to it” 
(1999: 32). Here she subtly questions the institution of marriage and how it often 
destroys a woman’s individuality and subjectivity.  
 
If “the political value of literary texts from the standpoint of feminism can be 
determined only by an investigation of their social functions and effects in rela-
tion to the interests of women in a particular historical context” (Felski and 
Felski, 1989: 2), then Yamini is most definitely a feminist text. For it prompts Tamil 
society to critically question gender, sexuality, marriage, and motherhood. By 
writing a radical character who defies the bounds of heteronormative femininity, 
Chudamani Raghavan “broadened the scope of feminist thought and women’s 
literary expression in the immediate postindependence moment” (Mani, 2016: 
21). Raghavan’s intent is “not so much to provide the act of revenge with the 
valence of resolution as to show up the double standards inherent in most social 
institutions” (Tharu and Lalita, 1993: 89). 
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There is more to be said of Yamini’s stubborn silence. In a society that refuses 
to acknowledge her desires as valid and dismisses her trauma as hysteria, I read 
her silence as an act of rebellion. Her mother, Perundevi, considers her to be an 
inauspicious moodevi14; Yamini’s husband pities himself for being made to marry 
a psychologically deviant woman such as her; the gynecologist whom she approaches 
to abort her pregnancy calls her “bitter.” Yamini is branded as an aberration. 
How can she not find erotic pleasure in her body? Why is she traumatized by 
touch? Just how could she not love her unborn child? While today Freudian 
hysteria has been done away with for its inherent sexism, in mid-twentieth-
century India, it was a metaphor for all female behavior that didn’t conform. If 
we were to read Yamini’s story as a “hysterical narrative,”15 we would see that her 
hysteria is really a metaphor for the unconscious – “the knowledge that knows 
more than it knows” (Jacobus, 1989: 198).  
 
Ultimately, Yamini is sent to a lunatic asylum. “Is Yamini unnatural?” asks Vasan-
tha Surya, Yamini’s translator. “She reminds one of the figure of Samjna […] whose 
name means – Consciousness, Intellect, Awareness, Yamini is possessed by a self-
sufficient and inner awareness” (1999: Introduction). Since the beginning, Yami-
ni knows what she wants: solitude. While she is oversensitive and unable to 
communicate with others, which might suggest that she is autistic, she has a 
clear sense of self. In fact, recent research argues that “autistic people queer the 
lines of rhetoric, humanity, and agency” (Yergeau, 2017) and autistic people are 
“more likely to identify as LGBTQ” (Sarris, 2020). Yamini seeks a transcendent 
truth that extends beyond the body. However, for an ableist society that is in 
thrall of gender binaries and heteronormative desire, Yamini is an anomaly.  
 
“Day by day Yamini changed. She seemed to be even more inclined than before 
to sit in her habitual pose, dull and bemused. There was a blank look in her 
eyes” (Raghavan, 1999: 37). What could she have been thinking about? Like the 
silence of the canonical Dora, is Yamini’s silence a refusal to accept the world’s 
narrativization of her story? Feminist critics of Freudian hysteria argue that in 
Dora’s case, her stubborn silence is a rejection of Freud’s narrative, in which he 
pathologizes Dora’s behavior and ignores her own version of her story. Recently, 
Ilka Quindeau queered Freudian notions of hysteria arguing that Dora’s case 
contests “heteronormativity, which is still one of the founding imperatives of 
our society in general and psychoanalysis in particular” (Finzi and Westerink, 
2018: 15). Yamini, like Dora, is also challenging the norms of heteronormativity 
by finding pleasure outside her female body, outside sex. Her asexuality defies 
cisheterosexist and patriarchal understandings of sex, sexuality, and desire.  
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The desiring self 
Desire is inherently complex. It is shifty and quirky. This is true not only for the 
queer community but for all people. Our desires never quite match social norms 
about gender. We’re always trying “to find ourselves within existing and evolving 
conventions” (Butler, 2019). Everyone is “failing to meet normative expectations 
all the time […]. Everyone’s gender has queer potential precisely because of this 
ever-present failure” (McCann, 2018: 144). Queerness could be perceived to be a 
universal phenomenon: we are all queer beings, yet only some of us name or 
identify our queer desires. Yamini doesn’t consider her lack of sexual desire as 
her primary identifier. Her asexuality is only one part of her story. The other 
part is that of her desire for transcendence. However, in a postcolonial culture 
that celebrates reasonable practicality, where new ideas of sanity16 hold sway, a 
firm line demarcates insanity from lucidity. And since madness is deemed a female 
malady, society immediately condemns Yamini’s “deviant” desire and marks it as 
a symptom of mental instability. Her queerness, in this scenario, which manif-
ests itself through her desire for thoughts and in her asexuality, is considered a 
curable condition. She is sent to the hospital many times, but doctors eventually 
give up on her – for how could they fix what is inherent? 
 
Raghavan consistently highlights Yamini’s struggle to protect the core of her 
mysterious inner self. A self that finds resonance in the night sky. A self that is 
genderless. Expansive. Fluid. Yamini is described through both feminine and 
masculine codes. At many points in the narrative, water is an allegory for Yami-
ni’s suffering and transcendence. She “drowned herself in endless tears” (Ragha-
van, 1999: 10), “she had melted into water […]. Water? Flowing where?” (23). While 
water is a feminine symbol, where the metaphorization possibly refers to “the 
mysterious feminine source of life […] she personifies the female creative and 
dynamic cosmic energy, śakti” (Knotková-Čapková, 2007: 164-176), elsewhere Ragha-
van uses seemingly masculine language to describe Yamini. “She stood calm 
before him, a kind of majesty emanating from her. From within the sombre aura 
of her unapproachable solitude, she looked hard and deep into his face” 
(Raghavan, 1999: 58-59). In Indian literature, it is usually men who are described 
with language that celebrates majestic unapproachability. By constructing Yamini 
alternatively with masculine and feminine semantics, Raghavan resists gendered 
language. Her very style of writing, I find, is explicitly androgynous17, because 
she does not assign feminine or masculine qualities specifically to any of her 
characters based on their sex. She draws from both sets of characteristics to 
write in a universal manner that privileges one’s humanity18. The epitome of such 
genderless writing can be found in the passages describing Yamini. As though 
constructed to align with post-structuralist skepticism about the stability of 
identity, Chudamani does not settle into any one mode of telling her story. “Was 
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this ‘woman’ speaking to ‘man’? A burdened spirit confronting its cage? Could 
this be a voice weary of its fetters, speaking to the world which had fettered it? 
A world which persisted in thrusting everyone into the same mould?” (Raghavan, 
1999: 58).  
 
Yamini’s longings are masculine, feminine and at times, neuter. Her father, 
Saaranathan, is the only person who understands that her yearnings are beyond 
the body and that they are of the mind, of the genderless self. Perhaps by asking 
whether it was a “’woman’ speaking to ‘man’” in the passage cited above, Ragha-
van is echoing the idea of an ungendered self from the ancient Indian epic 
Mahabharata. In a debate between a female ascetic and a king about the self and 
gender “Sulabha declares that her body is different from Janaka’s but there’s no 
difference between her self (atman) and his self or any other person’s self […]. A 
wise person knows that the Self has no real connection with his/her own body, 
let alone the bodies of others” (Vanita, 2005: 27). Although Raghavan doesn’t expli-
citly write about this matter, there are several hints in the narrative that refer 
to this primeval truth. Such as when Saaranathan deliberates this matter in his 
head: “The plurality of qualities in which human nature manifests itself is 
unlimited. How absurd to look for a cause beyond that!” (Raghavan, 1999: 57). It 
is only after Yamini is locked up for lunacy and her life is curtailed, that Saara-
nathan sees this essential truth in its entirety. That the desiring self is above 
gender and beyond social roles. 
 
Embroiled in guilt, Saaranathan wants to help Yamini achieve her little desires. 
He installs a swing in her empty room. He organizes for her to be taken to the 
terrace of the house for an unhindered view of the dark sky. She spends hours 
staring at it. At times she sings, at times she talks to herself, but mostly she’s in 
silent contemplation. Looking at the infinite stars in the night sky, at realities 
beyond this reality. While we could read her silence as defeat, in the face of 
patriarchal suppression, as I discussed earlier, I choose to see her silence here 
as resistance, as an effort to preserve her mind or what’s left of it.  
 
This hysterical queer woman, locked away in a room, holds on to her truths despite 
all odds. Unlike the hordes of passive women found in mid-century Indian litera-
ture, Yamini stands apart in how she owns her desires and refuses to change. 
She clearly states what she wants, in her queer language, but her words do not 
fit into heteronormative discourses. Her desires are stigmatized. She is marked 
as impure, sullied, mad.  
 
What, then, do we make of Yamini’s last words: “Set me free. I’ll forgive you” (Ragha-
van, 1999: 58), which she says to Saaranathan when he asks her to pardon him. 
Clearly, these are lucid words. Words that are extremely aware of reality. Perhaps, 
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madness is itself a shifting between states of lucidity and fugue. “All extremes 
of feeling are allied with madness,” writes Virginia Woolf in Orlando, and contem-
plates about the “variety of selves” that we possess, “one will only come if it is 
raining, another in a room with green curtains […] and some are too wildly ridi-
culous to be mentioned” (1998: 294). Yamini seeks to end her life in this world. 
Is that a sign of madness, or is it a desire for psychic transcendence? In Yamini’s 
narrative, how else could she escape the prison that holds her captive? For a 
woman who considers her body as transient and temporal, who seeks to be one 
with the self and the cosmos, existence on earth is a hurdle. Yamini wants to fly 
away to another reality. 
 

“What woman hasn’t flown/stolen? Who hasn’t felt, dreamt, performed the gesture 
that jams sociality? [...] Who, by some act of transgression, hasn’t overthrown 
successiveness, connection, the wall of circumfusion?” (Cixous, 2010: 1954). Yamini 
desires death. The ultimate transgressive desire. One that can never be ratio-
nalized or given sanction. Saaranathan recognizes the sin of such a proposition, 
but he also sees that she is suffering her desire. There is no earthly solution to 
her cosmic troubles. “When life cheats you, you cannot fill that void with the 
world’s alms, its paltry satisfactions. Only death can compensate for life,” her 
father decides (Raghavan, 1999: 59). So he opens the door to darkness, and leaves 
her alone to do what she desires. 
 
But can wanting to die be named as desire? Aren’t desire and death complete 
opposites – one to be had in life and the other in the nether, as naught? Much 
has been written in this regard. However, it is “illicit” desire that perturbs the 
world more, where death becomes a compensation for the forbidden. Always 
“defeating itself, desire comes to seem destructively insatiable, a permanent lack 
whose attempted fulfillment is at once the destiny of the self and what destroys 
it, leading the poet to cry, in Shakespeare’s Sonnet 147, ‘I desperate now approve 
/ Desire is death’” (Dollimore, 2011: xvii). Yamini’s “illicit” desire for solitude is 
her destiny. It destroys her. But it is also what constructs her identity. Her (uni-
versal) queer desires define her personality, her being and her selfhood. When 
those desires are thwarted, death becomes her only desire.  
 
Yamini’s story is poignant, and her fate horrid, yet Yamini does not fall within 
the familiar category of subaltern women’s narratives, for “the implied cultural 
lack of the ‘third-world woman’ fortifies the redemptive ideological/political 
plenitude of Western feminism” (Gandhi, 2012: 86). Yamini is not that woman. 
She consciously makes a choice in keeping with her truth. There is no cultural 
lack, only the memory of primeval queer knowledge. For Indian feminism, Yamini’s 
choice to end her life makes her a feminist failure and a victim, but the clarity 
with which Yamini speaks her mind is agentive, even when she asks for death. 
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notes 

As “crystalline waters reveal themselves once algae and moss are skimmed away 
[…]. It darted out of her, like lightning streaking across the face of the night, 
visible and distinct. ‘Set me free’” (Raghavan, 1999: 58).  
 
Saaranathan knows Yamini will end her life by jumping into the deep waters of 
the well. Before she does, he leans over the parapet to gaze into it. “The black 
sky, the twinkling stars – they could be seen clearly reflected there, in that splen-
did hall which was so eminently suited to receive his cherished one” (Raghavan, 
1999: 60). He knows about Yamini’s passion for the night and believes that in its 
infinity she will find what she longs for. In Sanskrit, Yamini means the night, 
sometimes, it is also the light in the dark. By naming her so, Chudamani subtly 
draws on several themes. “The endless night is a common motif in Indic love 
poetry, intensifying the loneliness of the abandoned, waiting lover” (Venkatesan, 
2014: 107). Since Yamini is the night, she is both the symbol of loneliness and 
the lover seeking solace. Only, her beloved is not another being, it is the self, the 
self that is an extension of the universe. The night in this narrative is an aeon; 
it reflects her desire for the infinite. Yamini is an enigma.  
 

Conclusion 
Queerness is quintessential to Yamini’s narrative. By focusing on Yamini’s asexual, 
transcendent, and transgressive desires, Raghavan subverts the trope of the eternal 
desiring feminine and creates a female character whose desires are not bodily, 
sexual, or heteronormative. Writing within the intertextual discourse of Tamil 
and Sanskrit literature, Raghavan employs a diverse range of styles and literary 
devices to convey suggestive meaning that points to the multivocality of desire. 
While Raghavan does not categorize Yamini’s desire, keeping in line with India’s 
history of tolerance and non-categorization, by writing Yamini’s stubborn silence, 
she has left open the possibility of a queer reading. She has created a space 
where Yamini’s multivocality can play out and manifest itself. Yamini challenges 
and destabilizes colonization by reaching back to precolonial ideas of desire, 
and it expands the feminist discourse on gender and sexuality by exploring the 
life of an Indian woman who refuses normative ideas of desire. Yamini’s queer 
desire, I contend, is the ultimate resistance to hegemony of all sorts. 
 

 
1  Titled Iravu Chudar (Night Spark) in the original Tamil, the novella was translated 
by the literary critic Vasantha Surya and published as Yamini in English. Chudamani 
Raghavan wrote several short stories in English, apart from writing in Tamil. She also 
translated her own works from Tamil to English – but not Yamini.  
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2  While such figures “as V. S. Naipaul […] are often examined under the rubric of ‘Post-
Colonial Literature,’” the canonization of a “small coterie of writers seems to have pre-
cluded a more dialogic, cross-cultural, and contextualized approach to a burgeoning 
number of writers” (Pirbhai, 2004: 387). Women writers are largely excluded from this 
small coterie because they do not fit into convenient categories and ideologies. Queer-
ness, for instance in the works of Kamala Das and Suniti Namjoshi, has been ignored 
altogether.  
3  See Madhavi Menon, Infinite Variety – A History of Desire in India (2018), Ruth Vanita, 
Queering India (2002) and Giti Thadani, Sakhiyani – Lesbian Desire in Ancient and Modern 
India (2016). 
4  “Sexual moral panics” were a central aspect of imperial power, notes Saskia Eleonora 
Wieringa, who holds that in postcolonial societies “memories of certain sexual practices, 
cultures, or norms, specifically related to women’s sexual agency and same-sex practices 
got lost, leading to a postcolonial amnesia on these topics” (2020: 205) 
5  See ‘Sriram’s Mother’ (Raghavan, 2002). 
6  The Asexuality Visibility & Education Network.  
7  Anandavardhana (eighth century ACE) proposed the concept of dhvani in his Sans-
krit classic Dhvanyaloka. The compendium opens with the words kavyasyatma dhvanih, 
the essence of literature is dhvani. 
8  Madhavi Menon stated this in a speech titled ‘A History of Desire in India’ which 
she delivered at the Sarmaya Arts Foundation on April 26, 2019.  
9  This is not to say that ancient and medieval India was a haven for queer folks. 
Analysis of medical literature from the Late Vedic Period shows that while the flexibility 
of sexes and alternative sexualities were tolerated, they were frowned upon by the 
mainstream. Sometimes medical interventions were sought to rectify these variations 
(Sweet and Zwilling, 1993: 590-607). 
10  Historians locate the Sangam Era broadly between 300 BCE and 350 CE. A large 
corpus of texts falls within the category of Sangam poetry – which intimately depicts 
several aspects of Tamil civilization.  
11  Tillie Olsen opines that language “is a symbolic system closely tied to a patriarchal 
social structure” (qtd. in Kolodny, Dancing through the Minefield, 2009). Chudamani 
disturbs the patriarchal symbolism in the Tamil language by using its literary devices 
to create a radically defiant woman. 
12  In a 2002 interview for Mangayartilakam, (qtd. in Mani, 2016: 36).  
13  Irigaray’s work does not account for queer desires or language, as she is focused 
on the essence of the difference between male and female. But it’s possible, as Caroline 
Godart suggests, to expand Irigaray’s categories of sexual difference to recognize queer 
identities: “all bodies have a particular ontology […] Their alterity needs to be affirmed 
in the same way […] in their singularity and independently of a normative standard” 
(2016: 14). 
14  The converse of Sridevi, the goddess of fortune.  
15  Towards the end of the twentieth century, “hysterical narrative” became a sort of 
synonym for women’s writing in literary criticism. Elaine Showalter takes much offence 
to this in ‘On Hysterical Narrative’ (Showalter, 1993). 
16  If one agrees with Foucault’s contention “that psychiatric power responded to a 
wider scientific episteme in the modern era by delineating artificial barriers between 
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reason and madness” we’d also question “the connections between psychiatry and 
politics, the importance of gender and race for mental health discourses, and the ways 
that medical technologies have combined with social policies to enhance psychiatry’s 
coercive power in the twentieth century” (Keller, 2001: 295). 
17  I understand androgyny here as defined by Virginia Woolf: “It is fatal to be a man 
or woman pure and simple; one must be woman-manly or man-womanly. It is fatal for 
a woman to lay the least stress on any grievance; to plead even with justice any cause; 
in any way to speak consciously as a woman. And fatal is no figure of speech; for 
anything written with that conscious bias is doomed to death” (2010: 900-905). 
18  In fact, Chudamani identified herself as a writer, not a female writer. Preetha Mani 
believes that she must have done so to mainstream women’s writing instead of letting 
it be categorized as “the other.” After all, Chudamani primarily wrote about women’s 
psychosexual lives and it was prone to be termed as women’s writing. However, her style 
was not similar to other women of the time. Chudamani wrote in “a language that 
universalizes feminine desire by expressing it in distinctly humanist terms” (Mani, 2016: 
21). 
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abstract 
In this paper, I analyze selected art shows, that took place in Warsaw clubs (Le Madame 
and M25) in the early 2000s. I describe the performances of the art collective Suka Off 
and the play “Miss HIV” directed by Maciej Kowalewski, as well as the reception of these 
shows. Described actions boldly and innovatively addressed issues of human carnality 
and non-normative sexuality. In the article, I attempt to include these performances in 
a local queer history – while trying to analyze the story (which I produce) critically. 
 

keywords 
queer history; Warsaw clubs; Le Madame; performance; the 2000s in Poland 
 
 

 
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, one of the most important places 
for Warsaw’s non-heteronormative community was the Le Madame club. It was 
founded in 2003 by Elżbieta Solanowska and Krystian Legierski, who hoped to 
create a space in Poland similar to those they had seen in Berlin and London – 
a club characterized by openness, diversity, and attractive cultural programming. 
They found a spacious venue at 12 Koźla Street, near the Barbican in Warsaw’s 
New Town. The club’s location in a tenement building within the historic city 
center created a unique atmosphere. The glass roof over the main room endowed 
the interior with the aura of post-industrial lofts which had become fashionable 
in the West at the time. When, three years later, Le Madame was shut down by 
Warsaw’s conservative authorities, it became a legend that is still alive today 
(Müller, 2022). Meanwhile, some of the regulars began frequenting the popular 
M25 club, founded in 2005 by Krystian Legierski, located in a former factory 
building that had been adapted for musical events. 
 
Prior to this, Polish cities only had “pubs where you drank beer, or student clubs 
where you went to concerts and drank beer. After 2000, venues run by people 
interested in culture began to appear, as spaces for concerts and meetings,” 
wrote Bartosz Sadulski (2017: 21) in the anthology Delfin w malinach. Admittedly, 
already in the early 1990s there had existed clubs like Filtry, Fugazi, and Alfa, 
known not only for parties but also for concerts played by alternative bands, 
but it was the venues established a decade later, such as CDQ in Burakowska 
Street or Galeria Off in Puławska Street, which showed that a club could be a 
new type of cultural center, hosting festivals, exhibitions, and discussions. “Here 
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we learned to stage events that were about something more than stimulants or 
dramatic conversations. The nucleus of Le Madame was created at Galeria Off,” 
recounted Le Madame stage director Katarzyna Szustow (Sadulski, 2017: 26). 
 
The fashion for “cultural clubbing” coincided with the opening of the first “out 
clubs” in Poland (Tomasik, 2016). At the turn of the century, homosexual people, 
who had been closeted during the communist era, were able to frequent such 
popular clubs as Paradise in Wawelska Street, Utopia in Jasna Street, or Myko-
nos at the Babka (Radosława) Roundabout. As activist and researcher Krzysztof 
Tomasik points out in Wyborcza, they no longer exist because “LGBTQ clubs 
have a short life in Warsaw” (Tomasik, 2016). However, none of these venues was 
the site of a struggle like that over Le Madame, whose occupation lasted several 
days and ended with protesters being forcibly dragged out of the premises into 
the street. In the anti-eviction protests Tomasik identified a potential for the 
rise of a legend similar to that of the Stonewall rebellion which became the 
founding myth of the modern LGBT movement in the United States. 
 
Today we can explore the bygone era of club prosperity by following scattered 
traces of those events. Taking subjective experience into account is crucial for 
the success of my project of writing a cultural history of clubbing. Paradoxically, 
of all the activities associated with the queer clubs, it is the ephemeral perfor-
mances that have turned out to be an invaluable medium of memory; their 
reviews, documentation, and participants’ recollections constitute a record of 
the emotions experienced in the clubs. Consequently, the goal of this article is 
to reconstruct several events staged in the early 2000s at two Warsaw clubs, Le 
Madame and M25, whose artistic program was extraordinarily rich and original. 
Based on primary materials, I analyze below selected performances and their 
reception. Focusing on Miss HIV directed by Maciej Kowalewski and perfor-
mances of the Suka Off group, I attempt to show the many ways in which these 
shows challenged taboos surrounding sexuality. 
 

 Miss HIV 
Le Madame’s openness to young artists and “controversial” topics made it pos-
sible to produce a play about AIDS that went against the stereotypes dominating 
Polish narratives about the virus. In 2005, Maciej Kowalewski staged a play there 
titled Miss HIV1, inspired by a Botswana beauty pageant whose contestants were 
women with HIV (Miss HIV Stigma Free). When he first heard about the pageant, 
Kowalewski found its idea unseemly. “But when I read that in Botswana 37 per 
cent of the population is HIV positive, I stopped being surprised that they held 
such a contest there. They can’t stigmatize almost half of the population,” Kowa-
lewski (2005) explained. The Polish National AIDS Center’s contest for the best 
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HIV prevention drama served as a pretext to develop the initial idea into a 
drama. In terms of form, his play, titled Miss HIV, alluded to the reality show 
genre which was gaining popularity in Poland in the early 2000s. However, the 
play was rejected by the jury, which said it did not have sufficient educational 
value and its characters did not meet the terms of the contest, for the plays were 
required to describe “heterosexual couples between 18 and 29 years of age” (Ko-
walewski, 2005).  
 
During the first part of the performance eventually staged at Le Madame, the 
spectators are shown the “backstage” waiting room of the candidates for the title 
of Miss: Julia (Patrycja Szczepanowska), Irmina (Maria Seweryn), Klara (Izabela 
Kuna) oraz Urszula (Ewa Szykulska). Strolling among them is Rafael (Tomasz 
Tyndyk), the contest director, with a naked torso, wearing only fishnet stockings 
and high-heeled shoes. He chats with the contestants to loosen up the atmo-
sphere. While nervously waiting for the finale, the women begin to share their 
stories of the way they got infected with HIV. Julia tells hers first: she and 
another girl played truant from school, met two boys at a railway station, and 
spent the whole day with them. One of the boys raped Julia. “Luckily I didn’t get 
pregnant. I only got HIV.” The twenty-five-year-old Irina says she had many sex 
partners in her life and doesn’t know which of them was the carrier. Klara says 
she was infected by her husband, who, as it turned out, had been living a double 
life: “he preferred to get married rather than tell his parents he was gay.” Urszula, 
in turn, announces that she “kind of” has HIV because she is standing in at the 
contest for her twin sister, who recently died of AIDS. The twin was a missionary 
and allegedly got infected through a skin abrasion, by a patient she had been 
assisting. 
 
The lights go out, loud music begins to play, Rafael enters in a glossy wig and 
black evening gown studded with diamonds, and the show proper begins. Repor-
tedly, Rafael’s erotic dance and provocative lines addressed to the bewildered 
audience had a seductive effect: “I let myself go. I went with the flow,” Tomasz 
Tyndyk (2011) recalled in Replika. The video then shows the contestants who 
enter with dancing step. Julia approaches the microphone first, and in response 
to the question “How did you happen to catch HIV?” she makes up a story about 
a junkie who accosted her at the railway station and jabbed her in the stomach 
with an infected syringe needle when she refused to give him money. Speaking 
these lines, Julia recycles a motif from a widely circulated urban legend trans-
cribed by anthropologist Dionizjusz Czubala (2005: 45-53) in a book chapter 
titled “Sensational Stories about AIDS.” 
 
Next in line is Irina, who recounts a sentimental tale about the HIV-positive girl 
Katya whom she had adopted and taken on a trip to Mexico. While hiking in 
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the mountains, the girl was bitten by an adder. Sucking the toxic blood from 
Katya’s wound, Irina “knew that with every sip of blood her illness entered my 
body, but her life was far more precious to me.” The girl died, Irina says, and 
Irina has been seropositive ever since. The next contestant, Klara, makes no 
effort to tell an extraordinary story about the virus; instead, she exposes the 
hypocrisy of the contest. “All this is great – these lights, cameras, the contest. 
Really great. But when I wake up at home in the morning, I’m alone, and there 
are no lights or cameras […] So I want to say, I fuck you all,” Klara exclaims 
before she storms off the stage, leaving the audience in dismay. Urszula breaks 
the silence, announcing that she doesn’t have HIV and she is participating on 
behalf of her sister who was a missionary. She explains that although she would 
rather believe her sister had become infected by being careless when tending to 
a patient, this is not the case. “On her deathbed, my sister confessed that while 
on a mission she had sex with a Negro [Murzyn].” The fact that in 2005 the Polish 
equivalent of “the N word” – which is considered to be offensive today – probably 
still sounded neutral does not change the racist implications of the scene2. 
 
The analysis of Kowalewski’s show confirms Łucja Iwanczewska’s (2020: 357) claim 
that “in Poland the dispute over AIDS was a dispute over morality.” The contrast 
between what actually happened to the contestants and what they can say in 
public indicates tabooed areas of experience. Inventing stories is shown to be a 
strategy for concealing the uncomfortable truth, and it brings out the fact that 
only some AIDS narratives are acceptable in public discourse. From the perspec-
tive of sepology, AIDS was a problem limited to homosexuals, drug users, and 
“promiscuous individuals” (Iwanczewska, 2020: 356). Sepology, whose name is 
derived from the abbreviation SEP for “somebody else’s problem,” is a field of 
research concerned with issues considered unimportant. Analyzing the Polish 
history of HIV, Iwanczewska (358) argued that the presence of such subject 
matter in the public sphere did not affect Polish social norms: “the conservative 
cultural dominants regarding values and mores have remained entrenched.” HIV 
naratives and attempts to counteract the epidemic did not translate into greater 
acceptance of sexuality deviating from the norm defined by monogamy, hetero-
sexuality, and procreation. The government’s prophylactic programs were aimed 
mainly at families (Kampanie… 2003, 2006), while other people, including drug 
addicts and “faggots,” personified moral corruption and were supposed to inspire 
fear among “normal citizens” (Starosta, 1990 in Iwanczewska, 2020: 351). Kowa-
lewski managed to demonstrate that HIV can be narrated in a less puritanical 
manner, untainted by class prejudice and homophobia, and he managed to do 
so without deepening social fears. 
 
The fact that Kowalewski found inspiration for his show in the Botswana Miss 
HIV contest can be viewed as a departure from the paradigm of talking about 
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AIDS laid out in the 1990s by American pop culture. Instead of making the 
Polish version of Angels in America, he constructed a local social typology of the 
virus, referring to the South African context (where the HIV incidence ratio was 
initially the highest in the world), a fact that can be viewed as a conscious ges-
ture of resistance to the appeal of Western culture. While Kowalewski thus 
produced an original narrative, the show needs to be critically examined. He 
successfully challenged the stereotypes that had accrued around AIDS in Poland, 
and ridiculed the naïve moralizing narratives of HIV. At the time, Kowalewski 
expected controversy to arise from the fact that he did not treat seropositive 
people as victims and allowed himself to (inappropriately) joke about the virus. 
However, today’s critical analysis brings to the fore the show’s treatment of race. 
First, one may wonder whether transferring to Poland the format of a contest 
held in Botswana should not be considered cultural appropriation. A second and 
perhaps more problematic issue concerns the story told by Urszula, which is 
based on the stereotypical figure of the black man, associated with sexuality and 
spreading venereal diseases. The lines spoken by the character played by Ewa 
Szykulska evoked hilarity in the audience, triggered by the recycling of a common 
joke about overseas mission work. Existing stereotypes concerning women and, 
above all, black  men were the source of the humor in this instance.  
 
As Joanna Krakowska (2019: 174) has observed, Polish theater at the beginning 
of the twenty-first century eagerly used the category of otherness, which made 
it possible to represent “a community of normal people against which otherness 
was defined” (Krakowska 2019: 174). She had in mind performances in which 
homosexuality served as the manifestation of otherness (for instance, in some 
of Krzysztof Warlikowski's theater productions). Miss HIV stands out against this 
backdrop because sexual identity does not mark the line of social division in the 
play. One may argue, however, that this function is performed by race. Urszula’s 
manner of speaking suggests that she understands her story to be shameful, 
scandalous, and grotesque, and that contracting HIV on a mission to what was 
probably an African country, through sex with a man she met there, served as 
the comic punch line of the second part of the performance. The tension created 
by juxtaposing a supposedly “civilized” country like Poland with a place that has 
no name but is certainly distant, poorer, and “exotic” evoked laughter and allowed 
the audience to become part of the imagined community of “normal” Europeans. 
Viewed from today’s perspective, this situation seems to be an unacknowledged 
manifestation of prejudice, revealing the fact that Poland lagged behind Western 
Europe and the U.S., where a similar “joke” would most likely have encountered 
opposition as symptomatic of racial prejudice. 
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Porn 
The fans of Le Madame also frequented the M25 club in Minska Street. According 
to Katarzyna Szustow, the Katowice-based group Suka Off was invited to per-
form at the M25 because showing Flesh Forms, at Le Madame would have been 
“too perverse” (Krawczyk, 2005). M25’s large postindustrial space not only reso-
nated with the character of the show bit also put the audience at ease because 
it afforded a physical distance from the performers. 
 
Suka Off was founded by Piotr Węgrzyński, who collaborates with Sylvia Lajbig 
and music producer Mirosław Matysiak, with the occasional support of other 
artists. The group draws on the traditions of visual theater, performance, as well 
as video and body art. They have performed extensively abroad, not only in 
Europe but also in the Americas  and Asia. In Poland, they initially showed their 
art mainly at theater and performance festivals. The story of Suka Off “aptly 
illustrates the transformations that were taking place in the Polish art market 
at the time,” writes Pola Sobaś (2005). “The period when this group went from 
being ‘promising’ to becoming ‘valued’ was marked by two phenomena: the 
decline of alternative theaters and the gradual shift towards clubbing” (Sobaś, 
2005). Suka Off performed at the M25 club for the first time on November 18, 
2005. They presented Flesh Forms, “a series of tableaux depicting the duality of 
the sexes” (Suka Off), using bondage art and piercing techniques. On the follow-
ing day, a performance of Clone Factory, featuring bondage artist Kumi Monster, 
took place at the same venue. The group presented a simulation of a laboratory 
where beings were cloned and then used for transplants, sexual practices, and 
medical experiments – “a bitter picture of the modern microcosmos of human 
body” (Suka Off).  
 
“They call such monstrous abomination art,” the newspaper Fakt reported a few 
days after the shows, in an article illustrated with photos of the nude performers: 
“Naked and shaved, in a wild frenzy, they pull out each other’s teeth with pincers 
and drink urine” (Krężlewicz and Wyżyńska, 2005). A day later, Tomasz Koziński 
(Law and Justice Party), mayor of the Praga Południe district, read the scandal-
ous report in the daily paper and notified the prosecutor’s office that the M25 
club was propagating pornography. Although the prosecutor’s office ultimately 
decided that no crime had been committed (in Poland only forcing pornogra-
phic content on those who do not wish it and those under the age of fifteen is 
a punishable offence), the scandal unleashed by Fakt and the mayor had a signi-
ficant impact on the reception of Suka Off’s art. After their performances at 
M25, they were labeled scandalmongers.  
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Piotr Węgrzyński was not happy about this, and he dismissed journalists’ sugges-
tions that scandal was an excellent publicity vehicle for the theater. When an 
interviewer claimed that the media hype had made the collective more famous 
(“It’s always a plus, isn’t it?”) Węgrzyński (2006) retorted, “It’s a minus!” and 
pointed out that before the “Warsaw affair” the collective had received more 
invitations to perform in Poland. In the wake of the media scandal, Clone Factory 
was dropped from the Łódź Theatre Meetings program. Journalists interviewing 
Węgrzyński after the scandal were not interested in art; instead they focused on 
the political context. “I know a few people from artistic circles who even suggested 
that we deliberately provoked the whole ‘scandal,’” writes Węgrzyński. “Why 
would I have wanted to do this after ten years of stable work?” (Węgrzyński, 
2006). Following the accusations of propagating pornography, the narrative about 
Suka Off's performances was shaped was by the scandal, which clearly irritated 
Węgrzyński. “If someone is expecting a joyride, they are in for a surprise. We 
don’t put on a freakshow and the rougher scenes are just part of the story; taken 
out of context, they are simply boring,” said the collective’s founder before a 
Flesh Forms performance in Poznań. “I would like to warn all those who expect 
live sex, the killing of animals, drinking urine, the use of vulgarisms, etc. that 
they will find none of those things in our show on November 19” (Wegrzyński, 
2006). 
 
Joanna Derkaczew (2005), who unlike the Fakt journalist actually saw the perfor-
mance, described it very differently in Gazeta Wyborcza. What the performance 
offered was a powerful sensory experience, enhanced by trance-inducing music, 
a slide show with anatomical diagrams, and above all, the proximity of the per-
formers to the audience. At the beginning of the show, a woman in a latex dress 
and wig is lying on a catafalque, while a barefoot man dressed in overalls and a 
gas mask mops the floor. After some time, their bodies begin to “gradually decom-
pose”: 
 

He spits out black slime, she curls up, bald and exposed. Since they are undressed, 
it is hard to tell them apart. [...] They form a closed system, a single organism inside 
which identity, pain and (artificially prepared) physiological fluids flow freely. To 
get undressed in the chilly industrial building is a heroic feat, and the couple 
engages in play that involves lighting candles stuck on the forehead of one of the 
exhausted artists. [...] a spectator obligingly pulls out a lighter and lights the candles 
on the actor’s living skin (Derkaczew, 2005).  

 
For years, Suka Off has showcased “all the biological and physiological aspects 
of human carnality.” The collective does not aim to shock, judge human behav-
ior, or persuade anyone to do anything. The problem, as Łukasz Guzek explains, 
is that “in Poland sex is an awkward subject” (2013: 54). 
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Nothing in our culture (except pornography) provides imaginative models for indi-
vidual bodily sensations. Works of culture are devoid of the sexual imagination. 
Nowhere is the disjuncture between official culture and human behavior and needs 
more apparent than in the sphere of sexuality. This is also one of the reasons why 
the viewers of Suka Off’s performances do not really know how to respond to them, 
how to understand them. Because if it’s not pornographic SF, then what is? (2013: 
54) 

 
M25, dubbed the “hardcore cousin of the old bitch Le Madame” (Ferfecki, 2005), 
hosted Suka Off once again in 2006, during the Express EC 47 Theater Festival 
co-organized by the German Goethe-Institut and the Polish Theatrical Institute. 
On this occasion, the collective performed White Room. According to the artists, 
the title signifies a place inside each of us that is filled with repressed fears and 
fantasies. “If you look into the ‘white room’ you will see yourself” (Suka Off, 2006-
2018). Like the previous performances, this one referred to the aesthetics of the 
laboratory. It involved one performer inflicting pain on and humiliating the 
other characters. In the finale, the person playing the torturer was hung on 
hooks driven into his shoulder blades. 
 

“I was yawning, and so was the man next to me,” wrote one viewer on the Ultra-
maryna forum after seeing the Suka Off performance (helo, 2006). “I saw nothing 
scandalous that would call for the intervention of the prosecutor’s office! […] 
After 10 minutes the audience was already bored. Some left (not on account of 
weak nerves or the iconoclastic nature of the performance), some smiled or 
yawned when they were supposed to be shocked,” another spectator reported 
(ef, 2006). “Mutilation in public doesn’t work on most people anymore,” wrote 
Derkaczew (2006). These reactions show that Węgrzyński’s fears were justified: 
audiences expected, first and foremost, to be subjected to extreme experiences 
at Suka Off’s performances. Yet their passive attitude prevented them from 
attending to their own feelings, leaving them disappointed. Thus they missed 
the opportunity to experience transgression. 
 

Piotr Piber (2006) wrote in Didaskalia that it had been a long time since he had 
seen “something so tedious, tiresome, and irritatingly monotonous” and, worse 
still, derivative: “Chris Burden crucified himself on the roof of a car way back in 
the year I was born, and I am almost middle-aged.” In an interview, Węgrzyński 
(2006) responed, “In Poland (and nowhere else!!!) we constantly hear that this or 
that has already been done. Where have you seen it done, I ask? Because we do 
not hear such accusations even from people who were involved in the develop-
ment of body art.” Rather than a sign of Polish audiences’ familiarity with the 
body art movement, the talk about boredom and derivativeness seems to be a 
desperate attempt to avoid the uncomfortable feelings evoked by Suka Off’s 
performance. Skepticism and weariness allows “normality” to remain safely intact. 
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“Those performances were hyper-corporeal, involving self-mutilation that verged 
on fetishes and BDSM,” I was told by Dominika Szpinda (2021), once a regular 
at Le Madame and M25. She still has vivid memories of Suka Off snows, which 
she found “definitely transgressive and eye-opening, for they showed that one 
can consciously mutilate oneself for pleasure.” 
 
The disjuncture between the artists’ intentions and the effects of their perfor-
mances shows that drawing on Western inspirations often produced ambiguous 
and surprising results in Poland. When analyzed form a present-day perspective, 
the club scene hit Miss HIV turns out to be controversial not so much because 
it violates social conventions of talking about the HIV virus but because it 
invokes racial prejudices rampant two decades ago. The perception of Suka Off 
as a group of scandal-mongers who propagate pornography testifies to the 
power of sexual taboos at the time, while the tendency to describe their perfor-
mances as morbid and boring can be read as an attempt to repress disturbing 
feelings so as to remain within the comfort zone of “normalcy.”  

 

Temporary Autonomous Zone  
During the post-1989 systemic transformation in Poland, there was a common 
assumption about the superiority of Western cultures, leading to a strong desire 
to imitate them, as well as a fear that achieving the status of the original is 
impossible (Szcześniak, 2016: 50). Cultural studies scholar Magda Szcześniak 
asks us to look at the Polish transformation from socialism to liberal capitalism 
through the lens of “mimicry,” a concept Homi Bhabha applied to colonized 
communities. Mimicry is a strategy adopted by the subject who wishes to resemble 
the colonizer and “who is almost the same, but not quite” (Bhabha 1984: 127). 
According to Szcześniak (2016: 50), “mimicry” allows us to understand the Polish 
“transformation schizophrenia.” Yet the case of Le Madame demonstrates that 
Poland’s queer history does not constitute a series of inevitably flawed efforts 
to mimic Western cultures. Although the attempts to transfer the paradigm of 
a multicultural community discovered by Poles traveling to London or Berlin 
were not fully successful, the Western clubs did inspire them to create in Poland 
real alternatives to the rigid norms that shaped social life at the time, thus 
allowing for the partial emancipation of excluded subjects. 
 

Strategies of emancipation that developed abroad at various historical moments 
were deployed in Poland in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century 
almost simultaneously (Mizielińska, 2012: 287). This, according to queer studies 
scholar Joanna Mizielińska (2012: 300), changes “the fairly popular narrative in 
the West about the way Eastern/Central European countries have slowed down 
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notes 

the progress of LGBT politics.” Consequently, the collective coming out, under-
stood as the appropriation of public space by nonheteronormative subjects in 
Poland in era of transformation, relied from the start on a rich reservoir of 
rhetorical tools and political strategies. For instance, when the LGBT political 
movement was still a niche phenomenon, the queer enclaves discussed above 
were already quite strong. Despite the widespread homophobic discourse in the 
country, it was possible to experience freedom in clubs like Le Madame and 
M25, to experiment, and to manifest nonheteronormative identities. 
 
Thus, I would argue that such clubs can be viewed as instances of the Temporary 
Autonomous Zone (TAZ), to which the American prose writer and poet Hakim 
Bey attributed significant value (Bey, 1985). The TAZ occupies “a certain kind of 
‘free enclaves’” and works through minor shifts. It resembles a revolt rather than 
a revolution because it is temporary and non-teleological; it does not produce 
new norms; it is “a guerilla operation which liberates an area (of land, of time, 
of imagination) and then dissolves itself to re-form elsewhere/elsewhen, before 
the State can crush it” (Bey, 1985). As meeting places for a diverse nonnormative 
community, Le Madame and other clubs demonstrated in order to stand – even 
for a brief moment – “on a bit of land ruled only by freedom” (Bey, 1985) it is 
not necessary to go through all the stages of emancipation, in line with Western 
societies. A TAZ can be created here and now. With experience acquired in the 
TAZ, it is then possible to make changes outside it with greater confidence. 
 

 
1  I thank Maciej Kowalewski for giving me exclusive access to the video recording. 
The premiere at Le Madame was filmed by Wojciech Staroń. 

2  It was not until 2020 that the Polish Language Council published a declaration 
concerning the words “Murzyn” and “Murzynka” (masculine and feminine equivalents 
of the English “N word”), based on the expert opinion of Warsaw University professor 
of linguistics, Marek Łaziński, recommending that these words not be used. Łaziński 
lists a number of arguments against the use of these words, including the offensive 
phraseology associated with them, as well as the conviction that most Poles of color 
treat them as offensive (Łaziński, 2020). 
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“Czasami zdaje się, że piekło udzieliło swym 
skazańcom przepustkę”. Odmieńcze pejzaże 
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abstract 
I understand the concept of metronormativity developed by Jack/Judith Halberstam in 
two ways: on the one hand, as a critique of the excessive attention that queer studies 
have paid to cities and, conversely, the lack of interest in nonurban spaces, bodies and 
identities, and, on the other hand, as a critique of the linear narrative according to which 
the city is, as it were, the ultimate destination of every queer person's physical and 
spiritual journey, a kind of Promised Land where every identity and desire can be fully 
realized. The latter objection is legitimate, for the city not only has liberating potential 
and is a source of opportunity, but it can also be limiting, whether through policing, 
surveillance or repression; but the former is far more problematic, as it ignores the multi-
plicity of queer urbanisms (such as lesbian, metropolitan/non-metropolitan, working-
class, etc.), their hierarchical nature, and the mechanisms of alienation within urban 
queer studies. In order to substantiate the above claims, I will refer to existing critical 
studies of the concept of metronormativity and my own research on queer spaces in 
Weimar Germany (1919-1933) to offer a more nuanced approach to this idea. I will also 
offer a journey through the bars, pickets, apartments and police stations of Weimar 
cities – a journey by no means sentimental or nostalgic, given the then often ruthless 
realities of queer people, but all the more exciting. 
 

keywords 
historia queer, metronormatywność, Republika Weimarska 
 
 
 
Zarówno w kulturze popularnej, jak i historiografii można zauważyć pewną ten-
dencję do idealizowania „szalonych” lub „złotych” (jak określa się je w Niemczech) 
lat dwudziestych XX wieku jako epoki nieograniczonej swobody seksualnej – 
zaiste złotej ery dla wszystkich osób nieheteronormatywnych. Berlin przedstawia 
się jako „miejsce narodzin współczesnej [gejowskiej/odmieńczej] tożsamości”1, 
zaś klasyki kina hollywoodzkiego takie jak „Kabaret” (Fosse, 1972) czy współczes-
ne, popularne seriale telewizyjne jak „Babylon Berlin” (Borries, Handloegten, 
Tykwer, 2017-2020) ukazują kwitnącą kulturę odmieńczą niemieckiej stolicy, któ-
rą cechują różnorodność, wolność i (samo-) akceptacja. Mimo iż Republika Wei-
marska (1919-1933) niewątpliwie umożliwiła rozwój odmieńczej kultury i samo-
organizacji na niespotykaną dotąd skalę, a Niemcy znalazły się w awangardzie 
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państw, w których walkę o emancypację osób nienormatywnych płciowo oraz sek-
sualnie toczono otwarcie, w sferze publicznej, faktyczne i przeważnie bardzo 
ciężkie warunki funkcjonowania tych osób w tej epoce schodzą w podobnych 
przedstawieniach na dalszy plan. 
 
Niniejsze omówienie nie jest bynajmniej kolejną z prac poświęconych światowej 
metropolii, jaką już wtedy był Berlin, lecz skupia się na małych, średnich i pro-
wincjonalnych miastach oraz miasteczkach wschodnich terenów Rzeszy Nie-
mieckiej2, których przestrzenną historię queer opisuję w mojej pracy doktorskiej. 
Moje badania w tej dziedzinie dowodzą, po pierwsze, że w okresie weimarskim 
(ale i wcześniej) najrozmaitsze formy życia odmieńczego istniały w niemieckich 
miastach i wioskach przeróżnej wielkości, a nie tylko w wielkich metropoliach 
takich jak Berlin, Hamburg czy Kolonia, oraz, po drugie, że przestrzeń miejska 
nie tylko umożliwia, ale i ogranicza realizację odmieńczych pragnień lub tożsa-
mości. Poniższe opracowanie ma tym samym z jednej strony dowieść słuszności 
tzw. „metronormatywnej” krytyki głoszonej w studiach queer, według której 
miasto niekoniecznie stanowi paradygmat przestrzeni odmieńczych bądź ich 
utopijny wariant. Choć jest to koncepcja współczesna, nie ma żadnych przeciw-
wskazań, żeby stosować ją w badaniach historycznych, ponieważ narracja o 
wyjątkowym, formatywnym znaczeniu miast dla osób odmieńczych sięga wstecz 
do początków nowoczesnej historii queer (Herring, 2010: 16-17, 32-34), a teoria 
„metronormatywności” stanowi narzędzie do jej dekonstrukcji. Z drugiej strony 
zaś idea ta ma zostać zrewidowana w oparciu o dotychczasowe prace teore-
tyczne w zakresie geografii queer oraz moje własne badania, które pokazują, że 
nie uwzględnia ona różnorodności odmieńczych urbanizmów (z angielskiego 
urbanism, czyli sposób, w jaki wybrana grupa społeczna tworzy i korzysta z przes-
trzeni miejskiej), ich hierarchicznej struktury oraz związanych z nią mechaniz-
mów wykluczania w studiach queer. 
 
Jeśli nie zaznaczam inaczej, wszystkie przedstawione w poniższej pracy infor-
macje dotyczące odmieńczej historii byłych wschodnich terenów niemieckich 
opierają się na przeprowadzonych przeze mnie badaniach w ramach nieopubli-
kowanej jeszcze pracy doktorskiej, która w przeważającej części bazuje na anali-
zie ok. 20 czasopism odmieńczych publikowanych w latach epoki wilhelmińskiej 
(1890-1918) i Republiki Weimarskiej. Taki, a nie inny wybór źródłowy wynika z 
bardzo ograniczonej dostępności archiwaliów, dotyczących powyższego zagad-
nienia w tymże okresie historycznym, którą jako fundamentalny problem meto-
dologiczny opisałem szerzej w innym artykule (Foit, 2020). W niniejszym opra-
cowaniu odwołuję się przede wszystkim do trzech najważniejszych gazet wyda-
wanych w okresie weimarskim, tworzonych przez osoby odmieńcze dla „sobie 
podobnych”, jak nazywano innych odmieńców, czyli Die Freundschaft („Przyjaźń”, 
słowo-wytrych opisujące miłość homoseksualną), Blätter für Menschenrecht („Gazeta 
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na rzecz praw człowieka”) oraz Das Freundschaftsblatt („Gazeta przyjaźni”), które 
na przestrzeni lat 1919-1933 pełniły rolę organów niemieckiego, zorganizowa-
nego ruchu odmieńczego. W przeciwieństwie do dłużej istniejących, bardziej 
elitarnych tytułów takich jak naukowy Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen czy 
artystyczny Der Eigene, czasopisma te miały w zamierzeniu mieć charakter 
masowy, a umieszczane w nich formy dziennikarskie takie jak felietony, eseje, 
poezja, opowiadania czy listy czytelników i czytelniczek miały odpowiadać różnym 
gustom i potrzebom. Z racji pełnionej przez nich funkcji jako platformy komuni-
kacyjnej dla osób i organizacji odmieńczych znajdują się w nich cenne infor-
macje (w postaci wzmianek, anonsów, reklam, ale i raportów czy relacji) na temat 
wydarzeń, lokali oraz miejsc spotkań odmieńców, jak również świadectwa tych 
osób w omawianym okresie – także w odniesieniu do byłych wschodnich tere-
nów Rzeszy Niemieckiej. Ponieważ głos kobiet i osób trans* był w nich mniej 
słyszalny, odwołuję się ponadto do dwóch najważniejszych z łącznie sześciu cza-
sopism poświęconych niemal w całości tym dwóm grupom: Die Freundin („Przy-
jaciółka”) i Ledige Frauen („Niezamężne kobiety”). Materiały, z których korzystam 
w mojej analizie, obarczone są pewnym mankamentem: w przytłaczającej 
większości wydawane w Berlinie (ale dystrybuowane na całe Niemcy), były two-
rzone głównie przez miejskie, metropolitarne osoby odmieńcze, co przekładało 
się na wymowę i tematykę powyższych tytułów. Kwestia ograniczonej reprezen-
tatywności nakazuje jednak tym większe zwrócenie uwagi na głosy osób niemiej-
skich.  
 
Co więcej, o ile informacje na temat lokali i miejsc spotkań odmieńców powta-
rzają się na łamach tych samych, jak i różnych czasopism, a więc mogą być 
uznane za wiarygodne, nie muszą być wcale kompletne. Alternatywne przestrze-
nie mogły funkcjonować niezależnie od publicystyczno-aktywistycznych środo-
wisk odmieńczych, ich legitymizacji czy nawet wiedzy. Dotyczy to zwłaszcza 
pikiet, czyli miejsc przygodnego seksu, które, co prawda, powstawały według 
określonych prawidłowości topograficznych, ale w sposób niekontrolowany i 
spontaniczny, samoistny, i które prawie nigdy nie były wspominane przez prasę 
odmieńczą w obawie przed nadmiernym zainteresowaniem ze strony cenzury 
czy policji. Podobnie rzecz ma się z przestrzeniami odmieńczymi na obszarach 
niemiejskich, z reguły o wiele słabiej udokumentowanymi – co wcale nie ozna-
cza, że takich przestrzeni nie było. Choć wspomniane przeze mnie czasopisma 
są źródłem niedoskonałym, wymagającym krytycznego spojrzenia i uzupełnień, 
to są w gruncie rzeczy jedynym źródłem w nakreślonym tutaj polu badawczym. 
Na malowany przeze mnie w niniejszym omówieniu obraz życia, organizacji i 
kultury odmieńczej składa się jednak zbyt wiele artykułów, wiadomości praso-
wych i szczątków informacji, by je tu wszystkie wymienić, dlatego dokumento-
wać zamierzam jedynie cytaty i informacje na temat konkretnych miejsc, wy-
darzeń itd., które mają dla tej pracy kluczowe znaczenie. 
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Słowo wyjaśnienia należy się również w kwestii nazewnictwa: termin „odmieniec“ 
bądź „odmieńczy“ odnosi się w poniższej pracy, z jednej strony, do wszystkich 
wyrzutków weimarskiego, seksualno-płciowego porządku społecznego, przede 
wszystkim zaś do osób trans*, bi- oraz homoseksualnych, a z drugiej funkcjonuje 
jako tłumaczenie angielskiego pojęcia teoretyczno-krytycznego queer. O ile słowa 
„homoseksualista” czy „homoseksualny”, jak również „biseksualista” czy „bisek-
sualny” oraz „lesbijka” i „lesbijski” były w tamtym okresie powszechne w języku 
niemieckim, to w stosunku do osób trans* używano słowa „transwestyta”, które 
oprócz tego, że może konotować pewną ignorancję i lekceważenie, współcześnie 
oznacza tylko jedną z wielu możliwych opcji w ramach szerokiego spektrum 
transowości – stąd anachroniczne być może użycie formy „trans*” w poniższej 
pracy, która jednak, moim zdaniem, w sytuacji, kiedy nie jesteśmy w stanie okreś-
lić tożsamości opisywanych przeze mnie osób, najlepiej oddaje wachlarz możli-
wych samoidentyfikacji. Miejscami korzystam także z innych określeń stosowa-
nych w tamtym czasie przez same osoby odmieńcze, takich jak „inwertyta” czy 
„homoerota”, oraz z terminu analitycznego „nieheteronormatywny” (w znaczeniu 
przybliżonym do angielskiego queer). 
 

Krytyka metronormatywności 
Literatura, sztuka i teoria queer celebrują miasto w prawdziwym tego słowa zna-
czeniu, jako kolebkę nienormatywnej płciowości i seksualności oraz środowisko, 
które ze względu na oferowaną przez nie anonimowość i szerokie spektrum moż-
liwości miałoby być najkorzystniejsze dla rozwoju i realizacji odmieńczej pod-
miotowości. Za przykład takiego przekonania niech posłużą słowa Davida Bella 
i Gill Valentine (1995: 15) o istnieniu „bliskiego związku pomiędzy tym, co miej-
skie, a tym, co seksualnie odmienne”3 czy teza Matta Houlbrooka (2006: 4), jakoby 
„bądź co bądź, to właśnie w nowoczesnym mieście odmieńcze egzystencje przy-
jęły swe współczesne, charakterystyczne formy”4. Równolegle do tego prądu w 
studiach queer rozwija się krytyka z góry zakładanego zespolenia odmieńczości 
z tym, co miejskie: choć Jack/Judith Halberstam (2005) nie jest bynajmniej pierw-
szą osobą, która dała tej krytyce wyraz, to jednak nadała jej nazwę – metronor-
matywność (2005). Przy pomocy tego pojęcia Halberstam oponuje wobec wszech-
obecności miasta w teorii queer oraz podważa linearną narrację, zgodnie z którą 
miasto stanowi cel końcowy duchowej i fizycznej podróży każdej osoby odmień-
czej – swego rodzaju Ziemię Obiecaną, w której wszystkie tożsamości i pragnie-
nia mogą być w pełni zrealizowane. 
 
Koncepcja Halberstam została podjęta i rozszerzona przez szereg innych badaczek 
i badaczy. Najbardziej rozwiniętej znanej mi rewizji dokonał Scott Herring (2010: 
15-16), opracowując model teoretyczny, w którym rozpatruje metronormatywność 
wzdłuż sześciu osi analitycznych: narratologicznej, rasowej, socjoekonomicznej, 
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temporalnej (czasowej), epistemologicznej i estetycznej. Z jego analizy wynika, 
że narracja metronormatywna jest przeważnie historią sukcesu białej, wykształ-
conej jednostki z klasy średniej, która posiadając odpowiedni kapitał finansowy 
i kulturowy ma możliwość migracji do miasta, gdzie w pełni rozwija swój poten-
cjał duchowy i intelektualny, a także prowadzi specyficzny styl życia, cechujący 
się pewną wytwornością, ukulturalnieniem oraz wyznawaniem określonych war-
tości i estetyki. Należałoby dodać, że tą jednostką jest zazwyczaj cispłciowy5, 
homoseksualny mężczyzna, czemu najlepszy wyraz daje Matt Cook (2003: 2, za 
Houlbrook, 2006: 3): „myśląc o ‘gejach’ i o ‘gejowskiej’ kulturze, myślimy o mias-
tach”. Z kolei Phil Hubbard (2012: xiv) wniósł do dyskusji o metronormatywności 
nowy wymiar, słusznie konstatując, że miasto nie tylko zapewnia swobodę czy 
możliwości rozwoju, ale potrafi te ostatnie również ograniczać, choćby poprzez 
działalność organów porządku publicznego, inwigilację czy represje. 
 
Z drugiej strony, niektórzy badacze i niektóre badaczki zwracają uwagę na to, że 
koncepcja Halberstam jest niewystarczająca. Gustav Visser (2016: 55), na przyk-
ład, twierdzi w odniesieniu do nowoczesnych ośrodków miejskich, że metronor-
matywne „spojrzenie na życie gejowskie w mieście” wynika z pewnej genera-
lizacji „realiów obowiązujących na małych obszarach w ograniczonej liczbie 
miast, w określonych państwach”, służących za nieoficjalne kryteria oceny, której 
poddawane są wszystkie inne przestrzenie odmieńcze. W przeciwieństwie do 
Halberstam, Visser widzi ów brak reprezentatywnych „próbek” w ramach swojej 
dyscypliny jako wymagającą zapełnienia lukę badawczą i sugeruje, że „potrzeba 
[nam] znacznie bardziej rozległego projektu empirycznego, który uwzględnia 
szerokie spektrum innych gejowskich egzystencji, nie tylko tych w dzielnicach 
czy wioskach gejowskich garstki północnych obszarów metropolitarnych”. Także 
inne badaczki i badacze queer jak choćby Jennifer Robinson (2006, za Brown, 
Myrdahl, Vieira, 2006: 16) apelują o rozszerzenie katalogu badanych miast, jak 
również o to, by badać je „na własnych zasadach zamiast ciągle porównywać je 
do ‘miast globalnych’”. Ważną krytykę halberstamowskiej idei metronormatyw-
ności sformułowała oprócz tego Julie Podmore (2006): co prawda przyznaje, że 
studia queer faktycznie poświęcają miastu nieproporcjonalnie dużo uwagi, 
dodając jednak, że prawie zawsze jest ona skierowana na męskie, cispłciowe i 
mieszczańskie podmioty. Według Podmore, lesbijskie urbanizmy (ale i inne, jak 
na przykład robotnicze czy trans*) znajdują się na obrzeżach obszaru zainte-
resowania nie tylko studiów queer w ogóle, ale również krytykowanej przez nią 
koncepcji. Oznacza to, że metronormatywność w swoich założeniach różnicuje 
nie tylko pomiędzy różnymi typami miast (metropolie a małe czy średnie 
miasta), ale i najrozmaitszymi grupami społecznymi zamieszkującymi wybrane 
miasto. Innymi słowy, idea ta nie uwzględnia faktu, że nie każde miasto i nie 
każda grupa społeczna cieszą się tym samym zainteresowaniem ze strony 
badaczy i badaczek miejskiej historii queer. 
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Historia lesbijska jako przykład luki badawczej 
Nawiązując bezpośrednio do tezy Podmore należy przypomnieć, że historie grup 
nienormatywnych płciowo i seksualnie innych niż cispłciowi mężczyźni homo-
seksualni są niedostatecznie zbadane. W interesującym mnie kontekście okresu 
weimarskiego i przestrzeni odmieńczych (takich jak choćby miejsca spotkań czy 
pikiety), na przykład, wciąż brakuje badań dotyczących przestrzeni lesbijskich 
bądź osób trans*6. Raimund Wolfert (2007), który jest autorem jedynej pracy 
poświęconej któremukolwiek z byłych terenów niemieckich (w tym wypadku 
miastu Breslau/Wrocław i częściowo Dolnemu Śląskowi), dziwnym sposobem 
przemilczał lesbijskie wątki historii queer ówczesnej śląskiej stolicy, choć wcale 
ich nie brakuje. Przykładowo, Wolfert nie wspomina inscenizacji sztuki Ferdi-
nanda Brucknera pt. Tragödie der Jugend („Tragedia młodzieży“), która była grana 
przez dwa tygodnie na deskach teatru Lobego (Lobe-Theater) w październiku 
1926 r., i która jako utwór z wątkiem miłości lesbijskiej musiała wywołać niemałe 
poruszenie wśród mieszkających w Breslau inwertytów (Borchers, 2001: 272-274). 
Z moich badań wynika ponadto, że w prawie każdym mieście i miejscowości, w 
której działało „stowarzyszenie” lub „związek przyjaźni”, jak wówczas nazywano 
organizacje odmieńcze (Freundschaftsverband albo Freundschaftsverein), istniał rów-
nolegle oddział lub grupa kobieca: we Wrocławiu końca lat dwudziestych XX w. 
nawet dwie. W większości miast niemieckich regularnie organizowano wieczory 
kobiece, a w niektórych, jak Berlin, działały kluby przeznaczone wyłącznie lub 
przeważnie dla kobiet: część z nich, jak choćby „Monbijou”, „Violetta”, „Monokel 
Diele” czy „Manuela Bar”, zyskała status legendarnych (Schader, 2004: 76). 
 
Znikoma obecność kobiet w historiografii queer opisującej Republikę Weimarską 
dziwi tym bardziej, że kobiety stanowiły nieodłączną część kultury i ruchu od-
mieńczego – jako członkinie, aktywistki, redaktorki i, co całkiem ważne, właści-
cielki i zarządczynie popularnych lokali dla odmieńców7. W Breslau połowa z 
mniej więcej 14 barów i gospód reklamowanych w weimarskiej prasie odmieńczej 
była przynajmniej przez jakiś czas prowadzona przez kobiety: w Stettin (Szcze-
cinie) trzy z ośmiu. W Königsbergu (Królewcu, dzisiejszym Kaliningradzie), res-
tauracja Hedwig Meyers przy Mitteltragheim 8 była najważniejszym miejscem 
spotkań tamtejszych odmieńców, nie tylko pochodzących z samego miasta, ale i 
całych Prus Wschodnich. Co więcej, Meyers przez lata pełniła rolę najważniej-
szej osoby kontaktowej dla zainteresowanych dołączeniem do miejscowego sto-
warzyszenia przyjaźni z całego regionu i widocznie cieszyła się lokalną sławą: w 
pewnym wierszyku opublikowanym w Die Freundschaft w 1922 r. i reklamującym 
jej restaurację jest mowa o „starej, dobrej Hedwig” („Ostmesse Königsberg”, 1922: 
8). 
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Jak widać, odmieńcze historie grup innych niż cispłciowi mężczyźni homoseksu-
alni mogą dostarczać obszerny materiał badawczy. Stanowiąc pokaźną lukę w 
historiografii queer dotyczącej epoki weimarskiej, historia lesbijska jest dowodem 
na prawdziwość tezy Podmore, że koncepcja metronormatywności nie uwzględnia 
nierówności obecnych w stanie badań nad różnymi odmieńczymi urbanizmami. 
 

Rozmiar nie ma znaczenia 
Idea metronormatywności nie tylko pomija różnice między różnymi grupami 
odmieńczymi w obrębie jednego miasta, ale również te istniejące pomiędzy 
wieloma miastami. W każdym mieście Rzeszy Niemieckiej kultura odmieńcza 
rozwijała się w indywidualnym tempie. W Szczecinie, Görlitz (częściowo dzisiej-
szym Zgorzelcu) i Liegnitz (Legnicy), trzech miastach średniej lub małej wielkoś-
ci o liczbie mieszkańców wynoszącej kolejno 250 000, 85 000 i 72 000, odmieńcza 
„infrastruktura” (mam tu na myśli lokale przyjazne odmieńcom, ale również ich 
organizacje) była zdecydowanie bardziej rozwinięta niż w Wolnym Mieście 
Gdańsk (Danzig) czy Königsbergu, dwóch wielkich, przeważająco niemieckoję-
zycznych miastach o populacji nieprzekraczającej kolejno 336 000 i 274 000 
mieszkanek i mieszkańców (Vorläufige…, 1925: 40). Podczas gdy weimarska prasa 
odmieńcza wspomina osiem lokali w Szczecinie, sześć w Legnicy i pięć w Görlitz, 
liczba ta zarówno dla Wolnego Miasta Gdańsk, jak i Königsbergu wynosi 
zaledwie jeden. Co ciekawe, również polityczna samoorganizacja odmieńców 
przybrała bardziej trwałe formy i odniosła większe sukcesy w mniejszych z wyżej 
wymienionych miast: w Szczecinie było kilka „fal” (rozumianych jako okresy 
funkcjonowania lokalnych stowarzyszeń i organizacji odmieńczych) aktywności 
politycznej (w latach 1920-1921, 1924, 1927, 1929-1932), podobnie jak w Legnicy 
(1922, 1924, 1928) i Görlitz (1920-1921, 1924, 1928), w przeciwieństwie choćby do 
Gdańska, gdzie mobilizacja polityczna odmieńców była krótkotrwała (1923, 
1924). Wynikająca z logiki metronormatywności zależność „im większe miasto, 
tym większa swoboda” wyraźnie nie znajduje tutaj zastosowania. Zdaje się, że 
przynajmniej w omówionych przypadkach bliskość geograficzna i kulturowa 
oraz więzi z wielkimi ośrodkami życia odmieńczego takimi jak Berlin czy Wroc-
ław odgrywały ważniejszą rolę niż sam rozmiar opisywanych miejsc. 
 
W analogiczny sposób wielkość miast niekoniecznie przekłada się na zaintere-
sowanie ze strony badaczy i badaczek. O odmieńczej historii Breslau, najwięk-
szego miasta wschodnich prowincji Rzeszy Niemieckiej, bowiem zamieszkanego 
przez 553 000 osób, i siódmego największego w całym państwie (Vorläufige …, 1925: 
40), napisano do tej pory jedną jedyną pracę, i to w dodatku artykuł poglądowy 
(Wolfert, 2007), choć na temat innych, nierzadko wiele mniejszych miejscowości 
takich jak Tübingen w południowo-zachodnich Niemczech istnieją pokaźne 
opracowania (Blattner, Ratheburg, Rauch, 2021). Powody, dla których niektóre 
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miasta i regiony nie zostały do tej pory gruntownie zbadane przez historyczki i 
historyków queer, są wielorakie, zarówno natury praktycznej, jak i politycznej: 
opisałem je w innej pracy na znamiennym przykładzie byłych wschodnich tere-
nów niemieckich (Foit, 2020). Z drugiej strony, Christoph Schlatter (2002) udo-
wodnił, że można poczynić przepastną – ponad pięciusetstronicową – publikację 
na temat historii queer małej miejscowości o nazwie Schaffhausen, stolicy kan-
tonu w północno-wschodniej Szwajcarii o tej samej nazwie, i to na przestrzeni 
przeszło 100 (1867-1970) lat. Na powyższych przykładach widać, że różne miasta 
i miejscowości wzbudzają różne zainteresowanie badaczy i badaczek, wbrew 
logice metronormatywnej niekoniecznie skorelowane z rozmiarem opisywanych 
jednostek. Przypięcie etykietki metronormatywności historycznym badaniom 
przestrzeni miejskiej w ogóle pomija fakt, że niektóre miasta nie zostały dosta-
tecznie zbadane i że między odmieńczymi kulturami poszczególnych miast 
istnieją znaczne różnice. 
 

większa widoczność=dotkliwsze konsekwencje 
Nawet jeśli koncepcja metronormatywności, jak starałem się dowieść, wymaga 
rewizji, równocześnie nadaje się do obalenia niektórych mitów dotyczących 
życia odmieńczego w mieście. Jak zauważył już Hubbard (2012, xiv), dla odmień-
ców życie miejskie nie oznacza wyłącznie osobistej emancypacji czy możliwości, 
ale również wiąże się ze zwiększoną widocznością, a tym samym – z jej nega-
tywnymi skutkami. I tak, na przykład, wybrane miejsca spotkań i lokale osób 
odmieńczych (których notabene niemała część zlokalizowana była na wsi bądź 
w małych miastach, co również dowodzi temu, że życie odmieńcze nie kończyło 
się na granicach dużych miast8) były poddawane policyjnej inwigilacji, a czasem 
miały w nich nawet miejsce obławy, choć i w tej kwestii miejscowy kontekst miał 
niemałe znaczenie. W Berlinie, na przykład, przez dekady tryumfy święciła 
„polityka przyzwolenia” bądź „przymykania oczu” (Duldungspolitik), jak nazywa ją 
Jens Dobler (2020: 7-19), zgodnie z którą nocne, odmieńcze życie niemieckiej 
stolicy było w daleko idącym stopniu tolerowane. „Umiarkowana linia” działań 
policyjnych miała zaś obowiązywać we Frankfurcie nad Menem, Kolonii, Essen 
i Hamburgu. Znacznie ostrzejszą, prewencyjną doktrynę „walki z homoseksualiz-
mem”, która przewidywała między innymi rejestrację i przesłuchanie znanych 
osób homoseksualnych bądź podejrzanych o bycie takimi, wprowadzono na jakiś 
czas w Dreźnie i Chemnitz w latach dwudziestych; podobne regulacje istniały w 
Monachium i Hanowerze (Dobler, 2020: 156-161). Z kolei na temat byłych wschod-
nich terenów niemieckich zachowane są wyłącznie szczątkowe informacje: na 
przykład, w 1921 r. w Die Freundschaft ukazał się artykuł pewnej osoby o pseudo-
nimie „F. Breslau” (1921:7) opisujący „polowanie”, które „cała armia urzędników” 
wrocławskiej policji miała urządzić „w ostatnim czasie” na tamtejszych inwerty-
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tów. Do wymienionych represji należała inwigilacja odmieńczych lokali i kon-
kretnych osób. W tym samym roku pewien „bardzo przyzwoity” wieczór towa-
rzyski miejscowego związku przyjaźni w hotelu Namenlos w Görlitz został przer-
wany przez obławę policyjną, i to jednoznacznie queerfobiczną, gdyż funkcjo-
nariusze weszli tylko do jednej z sal – tej, w której bawili się członkowie od-
mieńczej grupy. W wyniku tej akcji aresztowane zostały 23 osoby, z których 21 
przetrzymano na komisariacie do południa następnego dnia, a dwie – do godziny 
15 jeden dzień później (Danielsen, 1921: 3). Z drugiej strony, w 1924 r. w Blätter 
für Menschenrecht pojawiła się notka na temat „wieczoru rekrutacyjnego” nowo 
powstałej grupy odmieńczej w Legnicy, na którym obecny miał być komisarz 
policji kryminalnej, Herr Vogel, co było absolutnym ewenementem. Jakby tego 
było mało, oficjalny gość miał osobiście potwierdzić, że grupa była „na dobrej 
stopie” z miejscową policją („Mitteilungen”, 1924: 3). Choć Legnica była mniejsza 
od Wrocławia czy nawet Görlitz, a wszystkie trzy leżały w tym samym regionie, 
relacja z tamtego wieczoru może służyć jako dowód na to, że to paradoksalnie 
w Legnicy warunki funkcjonowania jako osoba odmieńcza były najbezpieczniej-
sze – przynajmniej w okresie, z którego pochodzi notka. 
 
W skład odmieńczych pejzażów miejskich na byłych wschodnich terenach nie-
mieckich wchodziły nie tylko przyjazne odmieńcom lokale, ale również miejsca 
spotkań czy pikiety. Place publiczne, szalety miejskie, dworce, parki, promenady, 
wybrzeża rzek i jezior, publiczne kąpieliska i łaźnie, teatry, stoiska z gazetami i 
księgarnie są opisane w prasie odmieńczej jako punkty, w których można było 
spotkać „sobie podobnych” (swoją drogą, wyrażenie to również bywało używane 
przez odmieńców w celu samookreślenia – Gleichgesinnte, Gleichgeartete) oraz 
partnerów seksualnych. Biorąc pod uwagę fakt, że wszystkie z wymienionych 
tutaj miejsc znajdowały się w przestrzeni publicznej lub quasi-publicznej, 
odbywające się w nich spotkania (w tym seksualne9) były obarczone pewnym 
ryzykiem: na skutek penalizacji stosunków płciowych między mężczyznami na 
podstawie osławionego paragrafu 175 niemieckiego kodeksu karnego mężczyźni, 
którzy uprawiali seks z mężczyznami byli nieustannie narażeni nie tylko na 
więzienie, ale i szantaż, zniesławienie i, w najgorszym wypadku, śmierć samo-
bójczą10. Statystyki dotyczące procesów sądowych i skazań z paragrafu 175 lub 
szantaży dla byłych wschodnich terenów niemieckich zachowały się wyłącznie 
w szczątkowych ilościach: niemniej jednak, wspomniane ryzyko było nieporów-
nywalnie większe w miastach niż na obszarach wiejskich. Niektóre punkty na 
mapach miast były szczególnie znane z występującej tam przestępczości, jak 
choćby pomnik cesarza Wilhelma I przy Schweidnitzer Straße w Breslau (dzi-
siejszy pomnik Bolesława Chrobrego przy ulicy Świdnickiej we Wrocławiu), 
popularne miejsce spotkań mężczyzn szukających partnera seksualnego, loka-
lizacja szaletu miejskiego wykorzystywanego jako pikieta oraz jeden z najnie-
bezpieczniejszych rejonów nie tylko w śląskiej stolicy, ale i w całych Niemczech. 
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Szczególnie w latach 1923 i 1927 szantaże, rabunki i napaści na mężczyzn stały 
się tam tak powszechne, że miejscowa policja powzięła szereg środków mających 
na celu ukrócenie odbywających się tam kryminalnych działań („Erpresserbande”, 
1927: 1-2; „Erpressungen”, 1923: 6). Inne miasta również miały swoje odpowiedniki 
pomnika cesarza Wilhelma I: w Königsbergu, na przykład, był to Mühlenberg, 
położona w centrum dzielnica wokół miejskiego zamku oraz biegnąca mu 
naprzeciw ulica, gdzie dwudziestojednoosobowa banda szantażystów, której 
pokazowy proces w roku 1931 był szczegółowo relacjonowany w prasie, terro-
ryzowała wielu mężczyzn (Weber, 1931: 1-2). 
 
Czasami jednak nawet azyl, jakiego udzielał własny dach nad głową, nie wystar-
czał, żeby uchronić dwóch mężczyzn przed konsekwencjami wspólnych kontak-
tów seksualnych. Przykładowo, w 1921 r. przewodniczący szczecińskiego stowa-
rzyszenia przyjaźni, Herr Strömer, oraz jego partner zostali przyłapani na seksie 
w prywatnym mieszkaniu tego pierwszego. Jak się okazało, był to wynik zmowy 
między właścicielem tegoż lokalu oraz miejscową policją, która już od dawna 
miała obserwować Strömera ze względu na pełnioną przez niego funkcję 
(„Bravourstück”, 1921: 6-7). Podobna historia rozegrała się w 1930 r. w Allenstein 
(Olsztynie): dwóch wieloletnich partnerów zostało przyłapanych in flagranti 
przez wojerystycznego sąsiada, który tygodniami podglądał ich z położonego 
obok pokoju przez dziurę w ścianie (Radszuweit, 1930: 1-2). Wynika z tego, że 
prywatne pomieszczenia nie zawsze gwarantowały bezpieczeństwo dla kochan-
ków: wręcz przeciwnie, w pewnych okolicznościach przestrzeń publiczna zapew-
niała więcej spokoju i intymności niż inne miejsca, aczkolwiek spotkana na 
pikiecie osoba zawsze mogła okazać się szantażystą, rabusiem lub mordercą. 
Wniosek jest taki, że w weimarskich miastach niewiele było przestrzeni napraw-
dę bezpiecznych dla odmieńców, które dodatkowo funkcjonowały poza utartym 
schematem „prywatne=bezpieczne”, „publiczne=niebezpieczne”. 
 

Krytyka miejskiej kultury odmieńczej wśród odmieńców 
Choć miasto pomimo omówionych wcześniej problemów dla wielu odmieńców 
wciąż oznaczało osobistą emancypację, odmieńcze życie nocne nie wszystkim 
było w smak. We wspomnianym już artykule autorstwa F. Breslau (1921: 7) poja-
wia się przykładowo skarga na to, że w lokalach odmieńczych „tańczy się i 
wygłupia do szaleństwa [oraz] opowiada prymitywne żarty”, przez co “czasami 
zdaje się, że piekło udzieliło swym skazańcom przepustkę”. Ma w nich mieć też 
miejsce szkodzące ruchowi „przesadne plotkowanie”, a F. Breslau (7) dodaje: 
„[j]ak miło mogłoby być w lokalu przy Bahnhofstraße 10 [dzisiejsza ulica Dwor-
cowa we Wrocławiu], gdyby goście siedzieli na swoich miejscach i rozmawiali ze 
sobą przy miłej muzyce. Nikt nie miałby powodu do zgorszenia, a każdy wroc-
ławianin mógłby spędzić tam w spokoju kilka godzin wśród sobie podobnych”. 
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Niemniej jednak, można odnieść wrażenie, że osoba, która napisała ten artykuł, 
niekoniecznie jest przeciwna kulturze miejskiej per se, lecz niektórym jej for-
mom, jak również sytuacji, w której jej odmieńczy pobratymcy kładą większy 
nacisk na wspólne spędzanie czasu niż na pracę polityczną i edukacyjną. 
 
Kategoryczną z kolei krytykę próżności i płytkości odmieńczego życia miejskiego 
sformułował pewien czytelnik Die Freundschaft, niejaki Reimer z Bydgoszczy 
(która w tamtym czasie od niedawna należała do Polski, ale wciąż pozostawała 
jednym z najważniejszych ośrodków mniejszości niemieckiej), w serii artykułów 
opublikowanych tamże w 1920 r. W jego mniemaniu to właśnie „miłość zmysło-
wa” (którą Reimer uważa za niegodną uduchowionego człowieka11) „sprawia, że 
ludzie błąkają się gorączkowo po ulicach i w lokalach [odmieńczych] i stawia 
przed nasze oblicza te postaci, którymi brzydzą się nie tylko normalni [mowa tu 
o ludziach normatywnych, heteroseksualnych], ale i my sami [odmieńcy]” (Reimer, 
1920a: 2). Twierdzi, że w mieście „swoje sieci” zarzuca fałsz (Reimer, 1920b: 2-3), 
a w innym miejscu wypowiada się ni to z ironią, ni z podziwem o życiu w wielkim 
mieście, „z jego pośpiechem i gonitwą, jego wieloma [...] miejscami uciech [...] 
urządzonymi często z najbardziej wyszukanym wyrafinowaniem”, oraz lekcewa-
żąco o „parkietowych [i] salonowych panach” (Reimer, 1920c: 3). Patrząc całościowo, 
teksty Reimera z Bydgoszczy dają wyraz pewnej idealizacji przestrzeni wiejskiej 
jako idyllicznej ostoi odmieńczej wspólnotowości oraz gorzkiej krytyce typowo 
miejskiej kultury odmieńczej lat weimarskich. Antyteza „miasto”/„wieś” uzyskuje 
w jego artykułach wymiar moralny (i moralistyczny) w sposób absolutny i jedno-
znaczny: wszystko, co reprezentuje sobą miasto, jest uznane za szkodliwe dla 
ducha, podczas gdy to, z czym utożsamia się wieś – za piękne i uszlachetniające. 
 

Alternatywne (wiejskie) modele życia 
Jak pokazują pisma Reimera z Bydgoszczy czy F. Breslau, nie każda osoba odmień-
cza uczestniczyła w nocnym życiu miejskim, z jego szaloną kulturą zabawy. 
Weimarska prasa odmieńcza bardzo często publikowała listy lub artykuły osób 
mieszkających na wsi bądź w prowincjonalnych, niemetropolitarnych miastach 
– co zastanawiające, wiele z nich napisanych przez osoby trans*. Na przykład, w 
1928 r. pewna osoba podpisana „Hans Irmgard Markus” (w języku niemieckim 
środkowe z imion jest damskie, natomiast pozostałe dwa męskie), najprawdo-
podobniej mężczyzna trans*, w liście do Die Freundin opowiada historię swojego 
ogółem szczęśliwego i spełnionego życia w pewnej bliżej nieokreślonej wiosce 
lub małym miasteczku – między innymi to, jak poślubił kobietę trans*, został 
wybrany na radnego miejscowej gminy i stał się poważanym członkiem lokalnej 
społeczności (Hans Irmgard Markus, 1928: 5). Z kolei w 1931 r. identyfikujący_a 
się jako osoba trans* i zamieszkała_y w Bad Warmbrunn (dzisiejsze Cieplice 
Śląskie-Zdrój) u stóp Karkonoszy Carl Langenscheidt zamieścił_a w Die Freundin 
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anons reklamujący swoją działalność – pralnię i zakład przerabiający ubrania 
(„Carl Langenscheidt”, 1931: 6-7). Ze względu na brak dodatkowych źródeł ciężko 
stwierdzić, czy Carl żył_a otwarcie jako osoba trans* i, jeśli tak, czy był_a szczęś-
liwy_a i akceptowany_a przez swoją społeczność, ale sam fakt, że mieszkał_a w 
(wówczas) małej, karkonoskiej wiosce świadczy o tym, że nie wszystkie osoby 
trans* decydowały się na życie w mieście. 
 
Jeszcze inny przypadek stanowi list podpisanej jako „Dolly, hrabina [Gräfin] 
Tosca” kobiety trans*, opublikowany w 1929 r. w Ledige Frauen oraz skierowany 
do „dziewczęcia z prowincji” [Provinzmädel]. Urodzona w 1893 r. w Karkonoszach, 
lecz od 22 lat mieszkająca w Stuttgarcie, Dolly pozuje na światową, zamożną i 
elegancką damę, twierdząc, że przez prawie cały rok przebywa w podróżach i 
często „pokazuje się” w dużych miastach. Pisząc regularnie do wspomnianego 
czasopisma, samozwańcza hrabina musiała być znaną osobistością, jeśli nie w 
kręgach stuttgarckich, to przynajmniej wśród czytelniczek i czytelników: miała 
łącznie otrzymać 52 „niezmiernie intrygujące” listy na ponad 260 stronach i z 
ponad 40 załączonymi fotografiami „od moich i waszych sióstr prawie z wszyst-
kich zakątków Niemiec i z zagranicy, nawet z San Francisco […] z prośbą o radę 
i wsparcie w samotności” (Dolly Gräfin Tosca, 1929: 6). Dolly najwyraźniej nie 
potrzeba było stałej rezydencji w wielkiej metropolii, aby pomimo tego prowa-
dzić wystawne życie kosmopolitki. Należy jednak podkreślić, że prawdopodob-
nie niewiele osób trans* cieszyłoby się podobną wolnością, światowością i pogo-
dą ducha, które wynikały z określonych przywilejów materialnych. Innym oso-
bom odmieńczym widocznie również wystarczały okazjonalne wycieczki do 
miasta: w styczniu 1924 r. Die Freundschaft poinformowała o samobójstwie trzy-
dziestosześcioletniego „śląskiego właściciela posiadłości ziemskich R.” z okolic 
Opola, który co prawda żył otwarcie jako homoseksualista i regularnie pojawiał 
się we Wrocławiu, gdzie obracał się w pewnym zamkniętym towarzystwie „jemu 
podobnych”, lecz miał świadomie unikać przebywania w znanych lokalach od-
mieńczych (P. K. S., 1924: 42-43). Jego przypadek to również historia pewnego 
uprzywilejowania, które bez wątpienia wpłynęło na jego stosunek do wielko-
miejskiej kultury odmieńczej, dlatego nie powinien on być uważany za reprezen-
tatywny. 
 
Kolejny dowód na to, że szacunek i uznanie osoby odmieńcze znajdywały nie 
tylko w mieście dostarcza tragiczna historia Fritza Langnera ze wsi Polsnitz nie-
daleko Wałbrzycha (wtedy Waldenburg), syna i pomocnika miejscowego rzeź-
nika, skazanego z paragrafu 175 na rok pozbawienia wolności i dwa lata utraty 
praw obywatelskich. Po tym, jak pewna lokalna gazeta opisała sprawę w pełnym 
pomówień paszkwilu, mężczyzna nie mógł znieść swojego upokorzenia i powiesił 
się. Najciekawsze w tej historii jest to, że lokalna społeczność najprawdopodob-
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niej bardzo przeżyła tę stratę, a Langner musiał cieszyć się szczególnym powa-
żaniem w wielu kręgach. Procesja pogrzebowa odbyła się 28 listopada 1924 r. i 
była wielkim wydarzeniem, w którym miało wziąć udział ponad 600 osób – frek-
wencja, jakiej „Polsnitz nie widziało od lat”. Kondukt pogrzebowy składał się z 
rodziny i przyjaciół zmarłego oraz z członków i członkiń różnych organizacji, 
do których należał Langner (między innymi stowarzyszenia weteranów i miej-
scowego chóru). Pomimo kontrowersyjnych okoliczności jego śmierci, mężczyz-
na został pochowany z honorami: obecni na pogrzebie żołnierze oddali salwę na 
jego cześć, a ksiądz wygłosił mowę, w której miał wychwalać jego charakter i 
uczciwość oraz rozgrzeszył go (przynajmniej częściowo) z jego przewinień 
(Blätter …, 1925: 15-16; „Grundlose …”, 1925: 7-8). 
 
Nie należy również zapominać, że te osoby odmieńcze, które decydowały się na 
migrację z wioski (lub z mniejszego) do (większego) miasta, czyniły tak z wielu 
powodów, niekoniecznie w poszukiwaniu większej swobody do własnej ekspresji 
płciowości bądź seksualności. Za przykład niech posłuży historia pewnej Char-
lotte Falk, pochodzącej z „małego miasteczka, które znajduje się obecnie pod 
panowaniem obcych sił i gdzie Niemiec jednym słowem jest ciemiężony” (praw-
dopodobnie chodzi o Górny Śląsk, którego część na początku lat 20. trafiła w 
ręce Polski). W wyniku, jak sama twierdzi, niesprawiedliwego wyroku za obrazę 
majestatu, Falk (1931, 5-6) musiała uciekać z rodzinnej miejscowości i zostawiła 
za sobą dotychczasowe życie, w tym swoją partnerkę życiową. Nawiasem mówiąc, 
jej historia dowodzi, po pierwsze, że niektórym lesbijkom i ogólnie osobom 
odmieńczym – pomimo niewątpliwie niebanalnych przeszkód – udawało się 
tworzyć stałe związki nie tylko w dużym mieście, a po drugie, że przestrzenie 
niemetropolitarne nie były całkowicie odizolowane od miejskiej kultury odmień-
czej. Przykładowo, Falk (1931, 6) wyznaje, że jest wielbicielką powieści lesbijskiej 
Der Skorpion (Weirauch, 1919), która w Republice Weimarskiej osiągnęła status 
kultowej wśród kobiet nieheteronormatywnych. 
 
Nie oznacza to oczywiście, że wśród piszących do odmieńczych wydawnictw nie 
było osób, które mieszkały na wsi i uskarżały się na monotonię i trudności 
związane z życiem z dala od miejskiej kultury odmieńczej. Wręcz przeciwnie, 
emocje takie jak frustracja czy ambiwalencja dochodziły do głosu o wiele 
częściej, jak na przykład w liście „dziewczyny z Nadrenii” do Die Freundin, która 
stwierdziła, że „życie tu w Nadrenii jest piękne, ale nasza walka jest bardzo, 
bardzo ciężka” (Rheinlandmädel, 1929: 6). Niemniej jednak, powyższe przykłady 
pokazują, że nie wszystkie osoby odmieńcze marzyły o życiu w wielkim mieście 
czy odnajdywały szczęście i spełnienie wyłącznie w metropoliach. 
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Wnioski końcowe 
Oczywistym błędem byłoby kategoryczne zaprzeczanie roli, jaką miasto niewąt-
pliwie odgrywa w kształtowaniu odmieńczej podmiotowości – zarówno tej indy-
widualnej, psychologicznej, jak i politycznej, wspólnotowej. Niemniej jednak, nie 
oznacza to, że miasto posiada w tym zakresie absolutny monopol, a wiele bada-
czek i badaczy queer udowadnia w swoich pracach, że można tę rolę dostrzegać 
czy nawet doceniać bez popadania w bałwochwalstwo czy metronormatywne 
schematy i pułapki myślowe. Historia queer wschodnich terenów Rzeszy Niemiec-
kiej w okresie weimarskim również dostarcza mnóstwo dowodów na prawdzi-
wość krytyki zawartej w koncepcji metronormatywności. Dostępne źródła pot-
wierdzają przede wszystkim, że odmieńcze życie i aktywność polityczna rozwi-
jały się nie tylko w metropoliach, ale również na wsi oraz w małych i średnich 
miastach – w tej drugiej grupie nierzadko bardziej intensywnie niż w pierwszej, 
co pokazuje, że zakres posiadanej przez odmieńców wolności nie jest wartością 
skorelowaną wprost proporcjonalnie z rozmiarem zamieszkiwanej przez nich 
przestrzeni. Ponadto, historia ta przeczy tezie, jakoby miasto stanowiło utopię 
bądź ostateczny, wymarzony cel wszystkich osób odmieńczych: wręcz przeciw-
nie, miasto było obiektem często bardzo surowej krytyki formułowanej przez 
środowisko, a w czasopismach odmieńczych z tego okresu nie brakuje relacji 
osób, które prowadziły szczęśliwe życie z dala od wielkiego miasta lub nie tęskni-
ły za jego uciechami. Konsekwencją (zazwyczaj) szerszego spektrum możliwości 
i co do zasady większej swobody dla osób odmieńczych w mieście było zaś 
większe ryzyko opresji, wynikające z ich zwiększonej publicznej widzialności. To 
oznacza z kolei, że w warunkach penalizacji i ogólnego braku społecznej akcep-
tacji dla odmieńczości miasto może być tak źródłem możliwości, jak i zagrożeń 
związanych z realizacją pewnych pragnień, zachowań czy tożsamości – obserwa-
cja ta może znaleźć zastosowanie nie tylko w historycznych, ale również i współ-
czesnych kontekstach badawczych. 
 
Równocześnie na podstawie przedstawionego materiału widać jak na dłoni, że 
teoria metronormatywności wymaga rewizji, ponieważ opiera się na często nie-
wypowiedzianym założeniu, że wszystkie miasta są mniej lub bardziej jedna-
kowe, bez względu na ich faktyczne, nierzadko dość znaczne różnice, choćby w 
odniesieniu do rozwijających się w nich kultur odmieńczych. Tak samo idea ta 
nie wyjaśnia, dlaczego niektórym miastom oraz mieszkającym w obrębie jednej 
miejscowości grupom społecznym poświęca się w badaniach więcej uwagi niż 
innym, przy czym prym wiodą ciągle te same, wielkie metropolie oraz historie 
białych, cispłciowych mężczyzn homoseksualnych z klasy średniej i wyższej. Nie-
mniej jednak, zasadna przecież krytyka teorii metronormatywności nie musi 
podważać słuszności samej idei, a niektóre modele teoretyczne – na myśli mam 
tutaj przede wszystkim koncepcję „osi” metronormatywności Herringa – są na 
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przypisy 

tyle otwarte, że pozwalają na włączenie tej krytyki w nakreślone przez nie ramy. 
Możliwym do wyobrażenia byłoby na przykład dodanie nowych osi, jak choćby 
homogenizacyjnej, która odnosi się do faktu, że narracje metronormatywne wyma-
zują różnice pomiędzy miastami i miejskimi urbanizmami oraz niezmiennie 
przedstawiają wieś jako przestrzeń immanentnie wrogą odmieńcom; czy płciowej, 
która nie tylko uzupełnia model Herringa o oczywistą, lecz z jakiegoś powodu 
zapomnianą konstatację, że bohaterem opowieści metronormatywnej niemal 
zawsze jest mężczyzna, ale również o krytyczne wnioski badaczek takich jak 
Podmore, które przypominają, że różne płcie tworzą różne przestrzenie lub 
korzystają z nich w odmienny sposób, co w (miejskiej) geografii seksualności 
wciąż nie zostało dostatecznie zbadane. Nie oznacza to bynajmniej, że studia 
queer nie mają dla odmiany skupić się na przestrzeni wiejskiej, ale nie należy 
przy tym zapominać, że w miejskiej historii queer nie brakuje białych plam, 
które trzeba zapełnić. Co więcej, podobnie jak opowieść metronormatywna nie 
oddaje złożoności odmieńczych istnień i sposobów życia, tak równie błędnym 
byłoby popadanie w poniekąd moralizatorską idealizację niemiejskich narracji 
o życiu odmieńczym jako bardziej „autentycznych” czy godnych naśladowania. 
 
 
 
1  Jak w angielskim tytule książki Roberta Beachy‘ego: Gay Berlin. Birthplace of a Modern 
Identity. 
2  Oficjalna nazwa państwa niemieckiego w latach 1871-1945, a więc również w latach 
weimarskich. 
3  Wszystkie tłumaczenia cytatów z języka angielskiego i niemieckego są mojego 
autorstwa. 
4  Nie oznacza to bynajmniej, że cytowani autorzy i autorka nie podejmują w swoich 
pracach problematyki związanej z przypisywaniem miastu nadmiernej roli w kształ-
towaniu odmieńczej podmiotowości. Myśl tę rozwijam we wnioskach końcowych. 
5  Czyli taki, którego płeć metrykalna pokrywa się z płcią odczuwaną (w przeciwień-
stwie do osoby transpłciowej). 
6  Oprócz studium Heike Schader pt. Virile, Vamps und wilde Veilchen (2004), w 
którym autorka w jednym rozdziale analizuje przestrzenie lesbijskie w opowiadaniach 
publikowanych w czasopismach lesbijskich okresu weimarskiego. 
7  Z kolei stanowiska w oficjalnych strukturach związków przyjaźni lub narodowych 
organizacji odmieńczych zajmowały o wiele rzadziej, co bez wątpienia wynika z władzy 
i dominacji mężczyzn w tych grupach. 
8  Spośród mniej więcej 44 barów, kawiarni, zajazdów i restauracji reklamowanych w 
odmieńczej prasie weimarskiej jako miejsca spotkań odmieńców, 19 znajdowało się na 
obszarze wiejskim bądź małomiasteczkowym. 
9  Omawiając zjawisko „cruisingu” (czyli przypadkowych kontaktów seksualnych w 
przestrzeni publicznej), skupiam się wyłącznie na mężczyznach, ponieważ nie udało mi 
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się znaleźć żadnych poszlak świadczących o istnieniu analogicznej kultury wśród kobiet 
lub innych grup (np. trans*) nieheteronormatywnych w okresie weimarskim. 
10  Nie bez powodu już wtedy wśród odmieńców stosowano rozmaite kody społeczno-
kulturowe służące wzajemnemu rozpoznaniu bez zwracania na siebie uwagi postron-
nych (przykładowo: Schader, 2004: 107-136; Micheler, 2005: 181-201). 
11  Artykuły Reimera głęboko poruszyły czytelników prasy odmieńczej, zaś najbardziej 
kontrowersyjną z jego tez było przekonanie, że wieloletni partnerzy bądź partnerki w 
związku jednopłciowym nie powinni uprawiać ze sobą seksu, za co spadła na niego fala 
krytyki. Co ciekawe, pod presją Reimer złagodził stanowisko w niektórych kwestiach, 
ale w sprawie seksu brnął dalej, posuwając się do stwierdzenia, że stosunek fizyczny 
między osobami tej samej płci jest fizycznie niemożliwy, a reszta możliwych zachowań 
seksualnych to tylko „ersatz” (Reimer, 1920c: 3).  
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